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tuation considered to he of crucial impor ance. 

(u ally an obstacle course of some sort). 

tify t~e c aracte 

tics of the system 

restricte0 and ontrol1e set,in oft 1e 
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perct<~i,tu<t prrn::esses in man, especi,d.ly the area of 

perce1,tt1al 1ef!rnjng. 

frevJou research ~Lth the Ultr<l Aid for the 

Blind arat for t:,nt matter, prevltms research on all 

other ids 'for the blind,, has been limited almost 

enti.rely to ]a od Ib above. 

This thesis ls an attempt to examine some of 

areas of" re1:112,i:1rch ~hicll, in the case of the OCay Ultra 

Aid, hove been neglected to dote. 

The Jntent.i.on ·was to examine:-

[. T~e qu utlfication of some aspects of e1ze end 

distance perception using the aid. Measures 

were taken of fa) discrimination thresholds within 

these d.tmensions ·with other· cUNensi.ons beJng held 

coiHitant for the di·acri.mimu~da. 

( h) :ru. 

the other d.i.mension (and/or texture) is also 

varying, i.e. constancy. 

2. ]'he 1nfh1ence of a perlod of tratning and of the 

differential effects of movement during this 
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tl:f_, fiel.d Tl1erefnrc, a r t f r o 11; ,d tu r1 i. f: s 

rt· J ;1 t 1 J1 



Cill\P'l'ER I 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Obs tac le Det~cti~:m b:y the ~l Jnd 

Any work with mobility H1ds for the blind must 

examine research into the obstacle detection of those 

vdH> are deprived of vision, but have no art .if 1c iaJ. 

aid. The ability of the blind to detect obstacles 

has long been noted, the literature dates from 1749 

when Diderot commented on the 'amazing ability' of the 

blind not only to perceive the presence of obstacles, 

but also to determine their position end nature. 

Diderot believed that this • kill was due to the 

.tncre aaed snnsi ti vi ty of f ac 1 al nerve e to the pressure 

of aJr on the face. Since that time many more reports 

of obstacle detection and d.iscrim.lnation by the bl.ind 

have been wrltten and numerous theories about the basis 

of this phenomenon have been propounded. H~,Yf'S (1935) 

listed fourteen such theories in the f911owing 

categorles:-

1. Those thRt rest on sensory bases. 

2. Those thnt rest on perceptuRl hoses. 

3. Those that rest on occult bases. 



Tht1 f1ens:H'Y UH:':Or.i~s explain the [)iienomenon hy 

h;vpothesL;;ing hei~:htened response ,of tile receptor 

tire percer;t1.1n l 

theories by claiming tlrnt it is lrnser! on tiH>. Jnter-r,re-

tati0n of the norm1d sensations from the ,·1ct.ivity of 

ai.r or sound wt~v~s on t.he ;iural or sk.in r~~ce tors· and 

the occult theori~s ln terms of magnetism, ~lectricity 

or action of the vestigial organs of 1 he skin and of 

the unconscious. 

ft w,2s not until the I89O's tl,at an attempt was 

made to subJect any of t,iesc theories to LHI empirical 

test ,-rnd so determ.lne the objective lrnsis of the 

phenomenon. Sup a, Cot:zin and ilallenbach (.r 944) 

suffwiar.ized tl1e Litf~rature before If:}44 and concJtHled 

ot onJ.y are the b.LJnd wlio P'O~isess tlw I sense 

of obst.:,cles' unable to explain the t,:asis of tl!eir 

perforrnanct!, but, aa this rev.iew shmvs, U1e investigr1tors 

of the phenomenon are themselves unable to come to any 

agreement regarding it.. Fact .iB entangled ~1ijth t';1~ory 

I 1)4 4 p. T 3 8) 



Since 1944 experimentation into the basis of the 

obstacle sense et Cornell University (Supa, Cotzin 

and Dallenbach, HM4; Worchel and D:al1enbach, 1947; 

Worchel, Mauney end Andrewt 1950; Worchel and Berry, 

1952 1 Ammons, Worchel and Dallenbadh, l 05:S) and at the 

Institute for Experimental Psychology in Innsbruk 

(Kohler, 1~52; Erisman and Kohler, 1953~ Winkler, 

1953) has shown that normal auditibn Js the major basis 

for the detection of obstacles by permanently or 

temporarily blinded people. Smell, temperature and 

similar cues can be used, but play a small part unless 

audition cannot be used. Although the aound changes 

involved have not been fully specified, research by 

Truschel (1906); Cotzin and Dallenbach (1950)J 

Thurlow and Small ( 1955); Thurlow ( 1 ·157); Kohler 

(1984) and Bassett and Eastmond (1964) indicates that 

as the individual approache • a flat surface the sounds 

caused or em.i.tted by him are reflected back to h1m with 

an increase in pitch; that this change ls clearer with 

complex tones than with pure tones; wJth high tones 

than low tones and when the reflecting surface is at 

right angles to the subject. It ls claimed that 

neither the loudness of the sound nor its continuity 

or lack uf continuity is important. 



blia1j Is b scd on 3uditorv cues rec~lved ~ddltional 

RU .. e;y ,rnd K:rect,, I955) and oLier :cndrnals (Gr.i.ffin, 

• Most of these unimuls emit 

ultrasonlc pulses nnd utilize the eci,os. 'fhL, f.;ict 

Jn thi,:; fjr:,ld <'H3 tbe u1trnsonic cchos ccmtain much 

more .informi:d: .. ion, particulary concerning ver.1/ m,rni.l 

Cornell (op.cH. ). 

a subject for lnvestigotinn. 

In the J')50's research int obstacle detPction 
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the obtained threshold for distance, expressed al a 

l¥eber fraction, ( 1/4) is slightly better than s.lm.ilar 

rneasure of monocular Vi$lon ( 1/2} presented by Howard 

(1919) but not es good as the measure of binocular 

vision ( 1/40) ln the same study. As Kellogg meaaured 

dlscrJmination at only one distance, the obtained 

Weber fraction must be interpreted cauti.ously. 

Rice and Feinsteln showed that when echodetect.lon 

ls used to discriminate obj~cta of different sJzes 

placed in front of the subjects, differences in nrea 

ratio as low as 1,.07/1 could be discr:tmJna.ted, a level 

of discrimination similar tn that shown by monkeys 

(Kluver, 1965) and Sea-lions (Schusterman, Kellogg 

and Rice, i 9e5). 

Mobil;!.t~ Aids* f_or the Bl .lnd 

7. 

Although the blind person has limited perception of 

the env.i.ronment beyond iu•ms reach through audi to:ry cues 

this is not sufficient to provide skilful and confident 

movement wJthin this environment in all circumstances • 

. Artificial a .ids have been constructed \-vhlch attempt to 

enhance this auditory perception. Any such aid for the 

blind hes two separate functions: to obtain information 

from the environment and to displey this information to 

the human operator. Many mobility aids for the blind 



(mainly uslng pulsed signHls), Ii tb0ams nnd s~o,t 

uch inforrn2tton was 

ed to on/off inf,nrnwtion about the presence 

ConcJusious 

i) t1ca1 systems seem to },l1ow grei:1ter promi~e 

than those usJng eitlHH' udlble or in;;udlbl 

sounds fed into their earR. 

4} 

certainty. 

cessation of work in ln 



i) 
<}'. 

sions we1e based on fHilures in attemots to construct 

contarrd. nat .i.n var· la ble vv:as the l lmi tzi tion8 of the 

ultrasonic e uipment nvai1able at the time. 

equipment w s bul and capable of lJttle frequency 

and s the modern ultrasonic equipment is smaller and 

capable of consJder 

constructed an aid usjng o frequency modu18tcd ultrasonic 

beam to nbt :ln informntion about the envJ.ronment. As 

this ,Jid .is 1,1annfact1.ired hy lJltrn Flectronics Limited 

i t ls l< now n s the K ny tl l tr a A i d • 

The Ultra Aid emits n ultr sonic beam with a 



those~ lea 

throu 

used l ori~ntation from 

the operator will 

contain al1 reJr,va11t reriuencit:,,s .. The size and the 

texture of thP obJt:ct determine the loudness of the, 

nd th~ texture of the ob ct also determines 

the timbre of the signal~ The direction of the 

obJect cun be determined only scanning the envi onment. 

More detail d electronic specificutlons of th device are 

The informatton ~resented the aid ls ve•y cornple, 



believes the extra information is liseful 

and althou the Kay Ultra Aid is an ope,uting aid in 

Jtself it is se{'fl the desJgner as lw:ing of interest 

wuricin~, .ith t.hes,, to spt1cify t.he requirements of a mobiltty 

aid. These are merely sug~estions ith little research 

to support then1 and vd. th 11 t tie a.srecment concern i.ng 

them, but, they should be considered as they will almost 

certainly influence acceptability of the aid. Start 

""V. i"'t ~ ""'' ---,c- ··r1~' Dt'""'~'"'"' (. ·j s.;,,, . .:, .!,,to ,H,.t;_: <L ,.>' .,,.,. -. . .,,,:;:; I ltcher (1964) and 

more useful J nformat.ion about the env.ironment than can be 

But It should nut rrov:!de 

.It::, w,H:, should 

not m e tt 



ma.lntenance and lt should not require unduly gr~at 

physical or mental effort, great ability, or too long 

12 e 

a training period. Leonard (1963) and Oold1tein (1963) 

suggest that we need to know the characteristics of the 

blind population and ensure that the aJd demands only 

those skills that all, or nearly Hll, blind people possess. 

Elliott ( 1966) clnims, in opposition to the above, 

th t the most important criteria for initial success of 

en aid are whether it enables the blind to detect 

obstacles, to navigate or to orient hlmselft comparison 

with other aids ls only secondary. Gissoni ( !966) 

claims thot the most important requirement ls that a 

sufficient proportion of the blind population have the 

nece • sary skills~ find the aid acceptable and useful to 

make production ancl development worthwhile • 

.£,yaluJ!!Jons o_f the K,!!:);'. Ultra A~_g _ _for. the Blind, 

The evaluation or any blind aid has two distinct 

aspects: first the evaluation of the device as a 

mechanical instrument, i.e., to ensure that the device 

presents reliable and valid information to the operator; 

and secondly an evaluation of the man machine system, 

i.e., given a satisfactory mechanical system we must 

examine what a roan can do with the ~veilable information. 

Delanie 6nd Rennie (1965) have made A mechanical 



evaluut.inn ;,)f the Kay Ultra AJrl, pr(Jvided a full 

descrir,Uon of the physical :n.itput of tile Ai.d 11nder 

different situotions and set out specificatl0nsrelatlng 

Suci1 a physjcrd evaluation 

of the Aid is essential but, as Rlley 1 Weil and Cohen 

(1!Hi6) s,Hi EUiot.t (l:HW), point out, ;Lt cannot fully 

describe the nature of stimulat.ion at the ea:r hec~iusf! of 

distortion between the earphone and eor, and falls fer 

short of 1:1 sat1sfgctory description of the nature of the 

i nfor•ma t :ion processed by the subject. Thus any 

man machine system of Aid end operator. 

f:valu;;,tor.Y st.udles of the Kay Ultrn Aid used by 

blind ubjects lu1ve been conducted ln the following 

Blind subjects are glven some 

training in the use of the Aid and a,e left to use it ln 

After a short pe,,iod subjective 

descrJpttons of the rn::ture and utility of the infnrrnation 

from the ~id are obtained frum these subjects. Leonard 

and pentPr (1964) trained 11, mostly elderl), men from 

St. nunstmis td. th ages ranging from 3 7 to 73 years, wh<) 

had become blind late .ln life and were used to using a 

cane. After a three week training period those subjects 
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er i tJl;J sm fr·om the seconr.l group we.ti the lnck of a c 1eur 

indicat.i.cn1 of a step down. 

represent two levelH of the earne skill, the groups 

l1avit1g dJfferent.inte-d tLernsel·ves for reasons of ability 

or motivation. 

(", ' t "i "'' ,., ) .< .t S 5'J O fl ,l \ l (H) ,) t a hllnd person who uses the Kay 

Ultra /lid for all navigation, claims that it gives 

f'ul10r arid mo1·e useful j nformntion than any other aid. 

Swail ( 196f.) found thnt whJle ;;Jr,v,le detection of 

co nd i. t .i. on s. 

not acceptable to dll blind people it can be useful for 

tlv)se who are prepared tu learn to use .it and suggests 

l.eonard and Car-pent.er round tJ1at bl.ind twys using 

the Aid performed better in noiey unfumiliar streets 

but Elliott, Elliott and Roskilly (196G) found that after 

somewhat slower th an w l th the n ormHl aid. lmJJrovement 

was still obvlow,s 1 however, and the difference in rate 



tiie i r oBual a.Jd. 

navi !'P rf f;rm,) nee lth the nid is 

id, c i tl:er hy the SH::e cc• bJects ,,·, i th 110 

use u,.e 

'rl o use the Aid. 

groups ,:if 

1 ' .ocnt1on &1{l detect.Jon Jf obstacles and in street 

navJga tJ1Jn street 

negotiation on severei.l similar' obstacJt:, co•.ir·ses. r\t 

f .i r s t. h n vs i s i n t ti~ A i d s fl e a 1 t 



difference had lessened.. 

both groups Jrnprovecl 9 the h·oys 

without the Jd became more accurRte becau~e t 1ey had 

p~s of obst~cles used. 

the a.ictec boys 

perforrne~ better than the unaJded. During the street 

differences in the loudness 

of t.he nute htained frorn different k.inds of surface, 

for different anglte of incidence upon surfaces th t 

reflect :ln 2 specular way and from rapid 

r,edestrians. ~11 but one of the s 0uld have liked 

to t:ep the Aid. 

fUllott, 

subjects used as their O"Wn control 

usual aid than with tte They lso found 

thie to he true with street nuvi ut1 n. 

.lso found 



cornplt?.te ,JJ~ f)IJStacle cnurfn~, dea.i,!:{fH::':d by Miclrnnas and 

Sheridan (1?)62) for resen.r<::l! on molJLUty with n cane~ 

wert:! greate1' when tiH~ subject.;§ used the Kay V ltra Ai.ct 

faster with the technique they have been uslnR for years, 

one would have expected dJff~rences in time alone not in 

tht! er ror,i m,Hie ad 'Nelle "fhe obs tac .lei c oi,1rse used by 

these @iutJ11)~"S conta1ued a 1,u·ge number of low obJects 

and steps up and d0wn. This may have blased the result• 

i.n favour or ·the tHnrnl a id:;, the cane, .vhi ch rna1 nta lns 

more d ,irect contact wJ th the env1r(mment. i,lost ,)f the 

.subjiec t.s dJd not w lsh to replace the c,ute with the Kay 

U.l tr.:, AJd ;,wd cons i. de red that it •r1.:iuld be trne ful as au 

obstacle detector but not as a navigational aJd: 

may be due to the emphasis of the tralnlng and the 

nature or the obstacle con nse ~ 

3. Psychophyslc~l !~.XE.~.!'t~: The rprnnt1tat.i ve 

measures of nercention ,1stng the Aid 11btalned in simpllfJed 

and hlgt,lv controlled conditions. Leonard ~nd Carpenter 

(19(t4) atteni;:,ted a controller.! .-:,tud:y of the influt:;nce of' 



•• 

fl~)i.l.i ty of' 

a statlona1y subject. In hath ca~~g more than fifty 

inches of the reouJred distance ~nd nearly all were within 



20. 

re!nte<l to ne~formance. 

of training used was the total of all hours spent 

using the Aid and did not examine the length of 

3e Performance with the subjects usual oid is related 

test .J.f :11Hli tory di~cr1F1ina-

tion) was not significantly relHted to performance 

wltl1 tl1e Kay devJce 7but the score on the pitch 

i::wbt.est. was. 



Intolerance or Amb .i 

ound factor most highly 

evaluated most blind people, I.though the older cane. 

i 964) did 

not find Jt personally acceptable, Rnd the cane uAers of 

Riley et. aL ( 1 DG<3) found it better for ohst.aclt! d€tectli:a, 

t. ha n na vi gut i , n • 

USlJ.aJ 

Aid personally acceptable. These studies suggest that 

\vi th environment and to dealing ith c ,ex tiud1tory 

information,but not acceptable to those subjects who have 

come to depend on tactuul contact. This conclusion can 

only be tentatl ve: HS tl\ere were differences in training 

procedures in the above experiment and this, not the 



for the rUff x·ent subject reaction. 

tii:;in t t tione This 

i.th th<::: cane 

i at all, and the 

·, • ·1 , ., z.,, J .. _,.. ey e ,;, • a . .1. • usetJ the cane) or to the 

The l argc rmmber of 

.i. mp O '·Bible o 

alnne or i'• i,1n 'envjronment se11sor'., 

~. in~ flscrlmination und ~curate obstacle 



Tkis 

can blae estimates of dlstanceQ 

7. No conclusions can be drawn a~ to the relative 

advuntnges of <lifferentlal training µrocedur~s as there 

are no uncontaminated measures~ 

mobility requirements. 



24. 

Evaluation of another Aid for the Blind ----------------- .,. _____ _ 
The only comparable studies using another blind 

aid aN' those by Worchel, Byrne and Young { 1963, 1966) 

on the optical Oostacle Detector (OD} developed by the 

U.S. Veterans Association. Obstacle courses were used 

to evaluate the aid, with each subject serving as his own 

co11trol by performing the obstacle course with his usual 

aid initially, and w1th the OD after a short period of 

training. Overall the OD led to an increase 1n the time 

taken to complete the course with practically no gain 

in the ability to avoid obstacles. However, this 

generalization is misleading as those subjects usually 

us.ing no a.id made considerably fewer et·cors w.ith the OD 

and were much slower, whereas those subjects usually 

using the cane or a Gulde dog made more errors as well 

as taking longer to complete the course. Measures of 

personality indicate that subjects who are better psycho

logically adjusted are best able to use the aid. 

Those subjects usually using Guide dogs expressed 

the greatest desire to keep the OD despite the deterioration 

of performance when it was used. Those usually managing 

without an aid, who showed some improvement in performance 

w .i th the OD , had the le as t de s i re to keep i t • The subjects 

rating the OD most highl.Y were those who were normally the 

least mobile. 



25. 

lt should be noted, however, that 

subJects who usually did not use an artificial aid were 

less interested in the cm and more :l.nterested in the 

Kay tltr-a fd.d tlrnn those W!iO no:r.mnll,Y used artJ.f'icii1l 

aids tivlng tactual Information. Jt is possible that 

inforrn3tlon about their environment whereas the more 

complex auditory display 0f the KAY Ultra Aldis 

pref'f:r-reci by th!:n":ie .:H'.!Ctrntt'lJtied to ur,eratJ ng with the 

c omplt~ :'< ;iHXd 1 tors I nr orm;;i ti en :fi\bout their emd ronrnent 

available to all. 

tralnJng and in nge Jn the groups exnmlned with the Kay 

Ultra A1d and hern::t~ any such conclusipn can only bP.l: 

tliat ca11e uliere do not rnte the Kay device highly, 

Leonard ,H,d Carpenter' a d.lsci:.iver,y that the more mobi.le 

find tt,e .i\ld m<:,re acceptubJ. e and L-01r0 chel et. aL 'B dliiC overy 

that the leas mobile praise the DD. Thia trend probably 

stems from tt1e need for more information of a complex 

nature ty the more mnhi le and the rt:quirement for U. ttl<~ 

rdmr,..I~· Jnforiiatin.n by t.he llti!~ ,iinb.U.e .. 



To ;:;,mplify a µoint .rn.ade nbove, all these studies 

have used very small groups of subjects who have been 

2G. 

h1ind for some cons1derable time, in some cases perhaps 

for more than 50 or 60 years. Each subject comes to 

an experiment with a lengthy learning period and usually 

considerable skill in the nse of other techniques of 

navigation. The negative transfer from these other 

skills is sometimes mentioned and sometimes apparently 

never considered, and the effect on motJvation is 

unconsidered and unknown. If these effects are 

relatively large, es they well may be, the results of 

such experiments C<'!n hardly he taken as imLi.c,,ting the 

relative superiority of different ~ids. This is a 

strong argument for using newly or temporerlly blinded 

subjects. Worchel 9 Byrne HDd Young ( 1966, p,225) 

state: 

nldeally, it would bave been desirable to use a 

group uf newly blinded subjects - some of whom, 

at random, would be trained on the use of the OD, 

others on the cane, others on the Guide dog, and 

finally, the remaining blind would be trained to 

move about the environment wi tl10ut any aid at all. 11 

They believed that th.is was impractical and so selected 

from tJie bl.ind population that was already avaJlable., 



If this is done queet1ons as to t~e 

Such questions can 

best bt: an~m• d,)d b.V an exarnin~Jtion ,c:,f the reserirch i.nt,o 

p<:~rce.:;th:rn ,.1011 s 1-:i.:1ttal concepts of th~ bllnd and s l.gltted. 

Schlaegel (1953) sunooarlzed the early work on 

visu0l imH~ery in blind subjectA and concluded from 

to subjects who have been able ta see up to th~ afe nf 

blindness occured earlier. 

s Lmi Lu· di f'fert~nc.e br3tween the con,ger1e it~ l 1y and 

r:icc.identuLl,"!1 blind in at,lU.ty t,o recognize f,:>rn:,s, tngether 

1·dth ~ C(n-teL'.lti,:,n b,>.t.wtHrn ~i~;e uf bl,ind.ing and atdlit:y to 

reµroduce shapes. worcl•el found that tl1e blind regard-

less ,:,f age :1nd bl ind.ltig'. iH:J•ftH'itled lest; .,,,ell than slghtf!d 

people at an orientation task when blindfolded in a 

situation where a~ditory cues were at a minimum~ 

the task w~s auch that t!1e need fur visual lmagery was 

queetian~bJe and the explanation may lie in the use of 

kinoeathetlc cuea. 



th.Ht th late blind were sornet.irnes better performers 

ted and :3ometimf's sJ. l ly worse, and that 

demanded so~e form of spacial imagery. 

1:n ii>UtruLary, it would appear that wl'lile work w 1th 

ternp1Jrtn·i1J ~)llnded sub.jects HHlY not be dtrectl;v applic e 

to sub ts blinded early in life, it may l tlmatti.'ly be 

applif:Hi to the 1ater blinded, ariy dtfference will be 

quantit tlve and qualitative. The temporarily bllnded 

subject Js as likely to be as lti ly motl vat.efl as the 

blind person who is satisfied with his present nld and 

there will be a more consJ.stent oattern of motivation in 

subjects are used. 

Ev<:n \VIHH1 tenm0rfH'i lv bllnded subjects are used there 

are diff.icult.it=;s in rliscnve:rlng suitable tn,ining ::iro

graw1He8 ra1 (1evel<)Ping crlteree nf performance for the 

skills may not prove to be optimal condltlonm 

nt. 

evaluative situations emphasize one mobility skill in 

.-elation to the others and caatlon must be used in 

The differential usefulness of differing 

rnobili devices in diverse situations will be interesting 



.in itself and t'lay lead to the conclusion tllat the 

different devices all have different roles. 

One of the new developments in the Kay Ultra Aid 

ls the large amount of complex information transmitted 

to the user. As discussed above, no~ priori claims 

can be made as to tl1e usefulness of such complexity so 

we must look to the evaluatory studies. In most of 

these the complexity of the information is reported to 

be an odvantage,but there are also reports of ambiguities 

in the data stemming from this complexity; Leonard. and 

Carpenter ( 1964) discovered that differences in texture 

can influence distance perception. No information is 

available as to the influence of the size of the object 

on judgements of distance,nor of the influences of the 

texture or distance of the object on size judgements. 

It is, however, quite clear that such differences do 

affect the physical output of the Aid, aR does angle of 

regard ( Ka_y 1 964). These differences mean that 

constancies will have to be d~veloped users of the Aid 

if they are to react to the stable and fixed characteri

stics of the Pnvironment,while they move relntJve to t~em, 

rather than the continually changing signals these will 

produce from the Aid. 



Constancy was defined b_y Day ( 1964) as "the 

tendency for the judgement of certain properties of 

objects to remain constant with variation of other 

aspects of the st.irnulus complex.n Research in this 
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field has traditionally concentrated on the influence 

of the distance of an object from the subject on 

judgements of size, with some lesser interest in: 

the bri,?:htness of objects under different illumination, 

the slrnpe r>f objects under different ang1:"s Df tilt, 

and on the influence of absolute distance from the subject 

on judgements of length. Recently U1ere has been an 

increasing amount of work on other relationships. 

Perceptual constancy in the Aid wLU be examined 

in this study,not only because the establishment of such 

constancies ls essential if the Aid is to be functionalt 

but also because such an examination may aid understand-

ing of similar visual constancies. If this is to be 

done, past research lnto these constancies must be 

reviewed. The following review concentrates on ·work 

with size and distance judgements as these are the 

areas which are to be examined with the Aid. 

Research into the constancies has been concerned 

with the jnfluence of: the characteristics of' tlte 

stimulus context, differing attitudinal instructions, 
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the judgement task and methods of stimulus presentation 

on judgements of attributes of stimuli; end the 

developmental trends related to these. (Discussion of 

the developmental trends will he left until lat~r in 

the chapter.) Work: on size constancy h~s lead to the 

development of th.e Size-Distance Inv;;:u'iance Hypothesis, 

expressed by Ki.lpatr_ick and Itt.leson ( l 953. p. 224) in 

the follmving m~i111,er; 11 The retinal projection o:r v.i sual 

angle of a given size determines a unique ratio of 

apparent di::;t.ance", i.e., the subject perceives tl1e size 

of an object to the extent that he perce.lves its 

distance accurately. The hypothesis has lead to 

further research. 

Reviews of the relevant literature can be found in 

Vernon (1952), Epstein, Park and Casey (1961), Day (1964), 

Gogel (1954, 1965a), Baird (1963), BJ.ersdorf, Ohwaki and 

Kozil (1963), Epstein (1963
8

), Tanaka (1966) and Smith 

and Smith ( I 96f3 ). An outline of the conclusions that 

can be drawn from these reviews follows. 

S.i.ze constancy is known to be manifested .i.n adults 

under normal viewing conditions with an increasing 

tendency towards overconstancy as the distance between 

object and subject incrPases. The amount of constancy 

exhibited decreases ne the number of cues to distance 



(or at least to context) decreases, although a high 

degree of constancy is ma.lntalned even when only a 
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few contextual cues are avail.able, These cues r;my even 

take the form of linear drawing (Wohlwill 1962) which 

leads Smith and Smith ( 1966) to claim that all that 

is needed is an awareness of depth. not cues to the 

distance between the subject and object(s). 

The amount of constancy exhibited is also determined 

by the expet'i,nentul method used, those patterns g1ving 

rise to the highest degree of constancy in the adult 

are tho;;le in which constancy is exhibited at an earlier 

age. Aspects of the experimental deslgn which influence 

the degree of consta1,cy exhibited are; tlte attitudinal 

_instructions, the judgement task and tlle nature of the 

stimulus pre se nta tion. (Baird 1!)63, H)65; Blersdorf, 

Ohwaki and Kozil, 19H3; Epstein, IUG3a; 

1 966 ) • 

and Tanaka, 

Varying the instructions to the subject affects 

his estimates of visual slze. Four types of instruction 

have been explicitly defined, these are 'objective', 

'perspectJve', 'api,arent' or 9 pbenomenal' and 'projective'. 

Under nonnal condltJons these give rjse to ovr,restimati.on, 

greater overestimation, venHcal r,erceptJon 2,nd under 

estimation of physical size respectively. The different 



attitudes to size judgement do not affect judgements of 

distance or ocular motor adjustment, indicnting that 

instructions influence sJze judgements wJthout the 

mediation of changes in nerceJved distance. TlLis means 

that the relation between size and dJstarice p~rceptJon 

must vary when the judgewents are made under differential 

instr11ctions, wi.th the high correlation between size and 

distance, demanded by the Size-Distance Invariance 

Hypothesis, occurring only when objective Jnstructions 

are gJ ve n. 

Different experimental conditions are related to 

instructional variables in different ways; judgements 

made with objective and projective attitudes depend on 

the v.i.sual cues ava.i.lable and on the d.istance between 

the compHrative nnd standard stimuli; when other cues 

are removed asRumed size of the object is an important 

determinant of estimated size 11nder objective condition~ 

but not under projective conditions; under highly 

restricted view .ing c ondi t.i.ons i nstruc tJ ons do not 

influence judgements. This means tlu1t if the stimulus 

conditions are npproorintely altered n vRriety of 

inst:r,1ctinns can y.i.eld the same k.i.nd of' estimate rind the 

sarne i.nstr11ctions cnn yield rtit1parate esti.mates. 'l'hns 

the mi. n i mum inf ornm t Jon nee cled to pref! i.c t the nature of 



judgements in a constancy si.tuatlon includes spec ifi

cat.ion of both the stJmulus conditions an<i the 

instructional variables. 

Different psychophysical methods have been sh own 

to evoKe different responses, e.g., results tend 

towards the physical size of the initirll vari.ab1e when 

the methods of limits and adjustment are used, but 

results tend towards the middle of the stimulus series 

when the rnethod of constant stimuli. JR used. More 

constancy is displayed when the vtsual angle changes 

and physical size remnins t.he sarne than ·when physical 

size changes and visual angle remains the same. The 

differences bet.ween constnnc:v judgements obta.inect from 

comparative jndger,1~ni·,s and, what l\fakino and lleno ( 19H3) 

called, single stimulus judgements (~hlch were ~acte 

wJth a single ~H!,_.l st:ir,mlus bnt '1.Hd a comr,a1-at.i.ve 

object held in the lrnnd), were so gre?it t.hat they \vere 

led to develop the hypnthes i.s that the cl.i ffe:rent 

methods gave rJse tn <iifferent typ<:s of com,tancy. The 

single stimulus situatJon gave rise to higher constancy 

which was less influenced by changes Jn the observational 

conditions. Kuroda ( 1964) showed Urn t the rat<:~ at 

wh1ch overconstancy replaces constancy var1es wJth the 

111ethod employed, the amount of .i.ncrease being the largest 
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with the method of magnitude est.imatlon, followed by 

the method 0f transposition and f.in~1ll.Y b.Y the method 

of a:idjust:ment, 

Attempts to explain the influence of experimental 

Vt~!' .i.able s show two general approact1.e s; those that 

stress the external st.irnulus arrangements and those 

that stress the response bias set up in the subject as 

a result of the experimental variables. 'i'he latter can 

be seen as an attempt to relate the experimental 

influences to the research with attitudinal variables 

already discussed; the two approaches both predict much 

the same results and hence neither cnn be demonstrated 

to be superior to the other. 

One way of dealing theoretically with instructional 

variables is to consider one to the exclusion of all 

others. Hence, it is suggested that: percept.ion is 

mainly concerned with the visual world described by 

three climens1onal geometry ( Gibson, 1950, 1959) i that 

some ins true ti ons are more natural than others (Joynson 

195 8); or that laboratory concUtJons niay dtsto:rt the 

normal relation between physical size and fH!.bjecUve 

responses (Carlson 1962). The primary role of an 

experiment in this approach seems to be to shmv vd1-ich 

instructions g1ve rise to a one-to-one psychophysical 

:function tlet,;,een est.i.m:it.ed EHHl physlctd. s.ize. The 
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existence a11d pre-eminence of this function is assumed 

~. ,2r-1.2ri on the grounds of a bro~der theory about man's 

relationship to the environment. 

Makino and Ueno ( 1964) depart from this convention 

and develop the theory that when comparative judgements, 

which they claim to be those most influenced by 

observational conditions, are made, two polar attitudes 

operate; 'comparisons of occlusion', leading to 

judgements of visual angle, and 'comparisons of 

proport.ionali ty' lending to a physical size match and 

hence to constancy. They claim that judgements li.e 

between these extremes according to the variations of 

conditJ0ns. CondJtions favourable for comparisons of 

occlusion c1re, simultaneous comparison of objects with 

little sepa11ation of stimuli in a llornogeuous f.ield wJth 

little ill.uminnt.ton, vievJed monocularly or through a 

reduction screen ith fixation of the vJsual Line and a 

retinal parallel gradient of the vJsuul field. In 

opposition, c oncU t:l ons f avoura.hle to corni:H, r i sons of 

proportion are; successive comparison of- stjmuli with 

wide angular separation, high illumination of an 

articulated field, binocular observation with free 

movement of the head and eye and a physical-parallel 

gradient of the visual rield. 'I'he role of the gradient 



cues has been verified by Makino and Ueno (1964). 

'.,mith and Smith ( i9G6) make a siwLLsr claim that 

two processes of judgement are involved and add that 

there is no guarantee that all subjects will make the 

same type of judgement in ~wy situation. 

The unique relation predicted_by the Size-Distance 

Invariance Hypothes ls htw been shown to be only one of 

the relAtionships actually discovered. This is probably 

due ;:, in n art , t o u, e f' ,, c t th ~ t th e ( 1 y p o the s i t, ll a d J ts 

origins in geometry ,rnd tah._es no account of subjective 

varjables 1 ~mch ,}s, the possibU.ity that different cues may 

be used for s.ize and distance judgements, even when they 

are made in identical situations. Recent work lHH3 Jed 

to the rejection of the molar form of the hypothesis, 

which claims that perceptions uf size and distance are 

uniquely related in all situations, hu.t supports a more 

limited form which claims an invariant reJationship 

between size and distance judgements r,itli: objective 

instructions and irrw;ed1ate, spontaneous responses 

unmediated by cognitive deliberation; and when s.1 ze and 

distance j 

judgement. 

ments are concurrent aspects of the same 

Even though the Size-D.i.stance Jnvari.ance pothesis 

has not been fully surported,reseerch Drlsing from it, 

and other related hypotheses, h s been useful because it 
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has, of necessity, promoted an examination of distance 

judgements under differing stimulus contexts, perticu-

larly in highly restricted viewing conditions when 

normal cues to cUstance ar·e not ava.tlable and when the 

objects subtend different retinal sizes. 

One such area of research is that COHce:rned with 

the 1 equidista:nce tendency', i.e., tl1e tendency to 

perceive objects as being the same dJstance from the 

ohgerver tn the absence of cues to the contrary. The 

ability of observers to make relRtive retinal size 

judgements with severe cue rertuction, monocular 

observation and the successive or simultaneous present-

ution of stimuli can be incorporated into the Size-

Distance Invariance Hypothesis only if we make one of 

the following ;1-,ssumntions: e1Uier arn arent dJst nee 

tends towards zero;, or it is the sar:e for botli tile 

standard nnd comparison objects. The first assumption 

is me ni.ngless Jn the experimental :situation .involved, 

the second, however, vthich is Lile 'equidistnnce tendency', 

hks amassed sufficient experimental support for 1 

( 
. a j .. , , , 

1965 , p. 1b I) to claim that j_t f;ncompusses t.he following 

phenomenon: 

visual inhomogeneitJcs (between a!ly contours or 

parts of a f.i gure or snrface). 



2. 'l'tie st:rengt!, or effectiv,,,nes of' the equi--· 

distance tendency is Jnversely related to 

directional separation (in any orientation). 

3. The etfuidistance tendency occurs between 

objects viewed monocularly, or between ,objects 

viewed binocularly, or betvveen objects some of 

which are viewed monocularly and some binocu

larly. 

4. The presence of strong depth cues can reduce or 

eliminate the effectivenes:3 of the equitHstance 

tendency. 

5. Under certain conditions, the equidist~nce 

tendency c n modify depth perceptions resulting 

from cue systems such ns binocular disparity and 

relat.i ve or farniLifH' size. 

6. The equidlstance tendency can act as a resultant 

effect occuring between one object and a complex 

visual field. 11 

l claims trHit the equidistance tendency acts as 

a depth factor entering quantitatively into competition 

or agreement uith other depth factors ln the determination 

of a f.inal ,1p;Hn·ent position of a:n object tn depth. 

Other wn:rk on di.stance judgements luu:i been conce1n1ed 

with the influence of assumed size on ju 
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distance tinder reduced conditions. Assumed size can be 

derived from two sources, relative retinal size and 

familiar size. Relative retinal size is a.difference 

(or equality) in retinal sizes occuring from simultaneous 

or successive presentation of objects of the same shape: 

if the retinal sizes are different, a perception of 

depth between tl,e objects will occur with the object 

having the retinally smaller size appearing the more 

distant; if the retinal sizes are the same, the objects 

will appear equidistant. A necessary condition for this 

cue to operate is that the two objects are assumed to be 

equal in size. 

It hns been questioned whether familiar size can be 

claimed to opetate independently of relative size as 

most experiments confound the two. However, when the 

two cues are in opposition, responses are in agreement 

with familiar, and not relative size. It thus seems 

reasonable to conclude that the familiar size is en 

independent cue to relative depth and cannot be subsumed 

under the relative size cue to relative depth. The 

perception of relative depth deriving from both these 

methods can be said to be due to the relative values of 

perceived size and visual angle or perceived size per 

unJt of vJsual angle (Gogel, 1964). 
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comparat.tvc sJ.·i·uatJons when tf;r• nb.it'cts r,rc hel lr~verl to 

match ls g i vcn rd tli rl.i stnnc{, jllf1gementFJ .in tlw s ,ne 

situation w1·1en l.h0. objcctiJ are 0ssumr~c'l to be of eq111-d 

s.i ze. HowPver, when we com<' t.o exarnJne thf' ?monnt ·:)f 

l o g j c ,i l n n rl exp e r j HJ en t ;.i 1 work c oncer n e cl 1:,· i th s i z e s. n cl 

d i s t n n c 0 j u ~h.· ewe n t s u n de r c on d .i t t on D ,':'11 i c h (l c> m 2 n d 

11 ri s g i v t: n r j :::: e t. r1 t l1 e ,f J st .i n ct i o P s of I d :i :;; ta 1 ' , ' r E-' n 1 ' , 

ancl ti) a J.arge ,:Hnount of i11foruat.inn 3bout the rule of 

stt1nuJ.v~1 context, b11t liti,lc comparable wo.rk hnH been 

done on distance judgements. Tl,ere is even some 

c on f u s .i o 11 a ho o t i~ he de f' .i. n i t .i on of cl l s t wn c e c on tl t ,1 n c y ; 

d n f in e d d \ s t rH i c e c on flt r,rn c y a fl t h e ten d ency , i II H :31, cc J f J c 

s i tu :i t i on 9 f or two p ~H' ts t o b c j tHl ,g e cl c on ;c; h, t. c n t i n 

the observer. 

Most of the experimentnt.i,·n re1,1trd to this 

defJnition used hisection judgements. nvc r ( 1 '-Hi 1 ) 

sur;gest.ed an 11lternntivr, defin'itJon_,•yhirh 'is P'nre 

c .l o s el y r <" 1 n t e d to t /1 e c 01,m, r·, n l y n cc c n t e .d rl e f j n J t 't 0 n of 
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size constancy. This states that. d Js tu nee const,n,cy is 

the expec ta ti on Uii1 t two objects at the same cUs ta nee 

from the subject will be judged equal in distance despite 

differences in physical size. 'fhis definition w .U l be 

used throughout the remainder of this thesis as it 

enables greater compar.lson between size and distance 

constancy and as the earlier definition may be better 

relabeled 'length constancy'. 

The reasnn why less attentlon has been paid to 

distance constancy then to size constancy, and shape and 

brightness constancy, is probably because constancy was 

conceived of as a process which served to provide 

stability in our perception nf objects end distance 

(unlike size, shape and brightness) is not consJdered 

to be an attribute of the object but of the environment 

in which the object is placed. 'I'he inclusion of 

distance as a legJti:mate constancy demands that the 

concept of the function of constancy be expanded to 

include the stability of our perception of all spatial 

attributes of the environment. 

Work on size and distance constancy hos continued 

to arouse interest since most of the reviews discussed 

above were written and the following sturties, not dis-

cussed in them, are of interest. The ureas studied are 
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mainly those whicl1 were not iw.rnediatel_y perceived as 

relevant. 

Gogel, WJst and Harker ( 1 fJ63) mod1Li..ed the cues to 

perceived distance by an optical device which produced 

magnification or rni11ificfation of the effective inter-

pupillary distaHce (base) of the eyes. This dcv.i.ce 

altered binocular cues to distance but did not affect 

monocular cues which ,vere readily available to the 

subject throughout the experiment. Estimates of 

absolute size aud (ljstance were obtained from kinaesthetic 

adjustments; throwing darts the estimated distance and 

matching size by adjusting the latf'rc!l distance between 

aluminium rods held .in the subjects lap out of sight. 

Subjects also made judgements of percejved relative sjze; 

the variable for the comparative judgements, separation 

of two black rods, was the stimulus for ubso.lute size. 

judgements and the standard for tl1e comparatJ ve judgements, 

a black rectangle, was the stimulus for absolute distance 

Judgeme11ts. 'l'he dl f ferent interpupil l ary di stance 

significantly affected estimates of perceived absolute 

size and distance but not perceived relative size. When 

absolute judgements were made .increase in base produced 

longer distance judgements and larger size judgements. 

The complexity of the cues operating J.n this experiment 
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makes any sJn,pJe e ,,lr,natJnn of tlte :results impoAs.ible 

of -frontal <rnd (lepth extei:ts can account for the results. 

Wypothesi~ the ratio of ~erceived size and perceived 

i:Hstauce wc,t,J found to be a func Lion of botii base and 

ptiysica.l distance., The authors present this as 

evidence th,it the Bize-Distance Invariance Hypothesis 

must 1nc1 ude ~;ome p,d'.'arneter s fr om the viewJng conditions. 

The obt,:dned difference between absolute and comparative 

judgements 'WHS taken as support for the claim that 

d.i.fferent processes are involved in the two types of 

judgement. 

Over ( 1HH3) exam.ined th.is 1lif'ference between absolute 

judgements (those with a sjng-le stimulus) and relative 

judgements (those with a visua1 comparison stimulus) on 

estimates of both size and distnnce. Assuming s1rn.ilarity 

he tween absolute judgements of size and cU s ta nee us .ing the 

normal measul'ement t3Cale, (which is a ratJo scale) and the 

better known relative judgements he 11.ypoth~sises that si le 

st.imul1;s si.ze estimation in unrestricted viewing conditions 

should correspond to pllysJcal size and estimated ;:Listance 

to physJcal dista.t1ce <1nd that in restrictecl v.iewing 

condi Lions s.i.ze and distance eFJt11naten Ghould hoth be a 
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function of phys.icC1l size and physical distance. The 

results from ttie unrestri.cted vJewtng condJtions support 

the hypot.iif:sis but not the results from U1e restricted 

view.i:ug conditJons. In the latter case both size and 

distance estirnetes departed from reality, as expected, 

with a change in eitlter size or distance leading to a 

change in estim~tion of both variables (with high 

variance)~hut the ratios of size and distance estlmations 

were not determinate. Ovf'r suggests the following 

explanation: when comparative judgements are mode in 

highly restricted viewing conditions, the relevant 

information (the equality or non equality of visual 

angle) is provided in the vi.sual s.i.tuation, but in the 

single stimulus situation there is no explicit feature 

of the vlsual situation to which the stimulus can be 

related and the subject is forced to relate it to mnre 

subjective estimates (in this case estimates of the 

length of the room and the size of the object). As 

it is only when size and distance estimates are made 

wi.th the use of a single set of c:rJterea that dete:rmi.nate 

estimate ratios are expected 1 thls accounts for the failure 

of the second hypothesis. 

This study, like tlrnt of' Gogel et. al., reinforces 

the claim th t the Size-Distance Invariance Hypothesis 
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jud~ewen ~ were made under differJ~t conditions of 

Jnter 

The lock of any diff rences between 

comparativ~ nd single stimuli 

comparison obj0cts. 

th t the 
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comparison objects, by repeating the original study 

using tactual measures of the size and distance of the 

coins. As iu the orJgjnal experiment mounted photo-

graphs of the d.ime, quarter and lrnlf dollar all having 

the same diameter were judged for size and dlstance 

under botn 1,10nocul ar and binocular vtewi ng conditions. 

Under monocular condltions the half dollar was located 

furthest from the subject and the dime the closest; 

the half dollar was judged to be the largest and the 

dime the smallest. No significant differences were 

found with binocular viewing. These results ore in 

general agreement wj th those of the ear.Lle:r study 

indicating that assumed size can influence judgements 

of distance even when there are no immediate comparison 

visual stimulJ. It must be noted, however, that some 

comparison (that wJth past experience) was necessary 

for familiar size to alter judgements. 

Gruber and Dinnerstein (1965) looked at the more 

direct relationsh.i.p of k.nown d.isttrnce on phenomenal 

distance and discovered that knowledge of absolute 

distance influenced verbal jud.f,;e:ments of perceived 

distance, but not the relationship between them determined 

by differencing the absolute judgements. Knowledge was 

provided by a thorough acquaintance wJ th, includ.i.ng 
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movements through, the experimental situation under full 

viewing condi.tions before the subject was asked to make 

apparent distance judgcRents Jn ~hat wus known to be 

the f,Hilte s itva t1on under re c'/l\ced view 1.ng c ondi ti ons. 

'I'wo utijects of tLe san;e si:,:e but at different d.ii;;tances 

werE: always present in tile B<.1n1e 8itu1:1tion. It was 

cluiwed th;:\t the obtaJned dj ffe:rences in judgement vrnre 

due to perceptual and not judgemental changes as the 

subjects conn1ented on perceptual differences which were 

cont1·a1·y to knowledee. 'rhus, in n sJ tu<.1t.i.on in v1hJch 

viewing conditions are highly restricted nnd two stimuli 

Are prr·sent., visuul angle matches can doininate physical 

size matches Pven when this is contrary to knowledfle. 

The 'equ.isJze tendency' would thus appear to act, flS 

does the 'eqc.tdJ.stunce tendency', as one quantitatJ. ve 

varlab.le among rnany. Knowlcclge c,,n lessen i.ts effect 

but not overcome it. 

Work by Gogel ( 1965b) on the 'acljaCf)ncy principle' 

helps t(J explain thLB further' and also tu expL:d.n the 

distinction between aJJsolut.e and relative judgementfJ. 

He studied t11e tnfluence of si•7,e cues on estimates of 

relat.i ve depth 1rning cards vii.th varyJng separation 

d.i s ta nee 8 r:rn d showed tlla t the dom.ina.nt cues determining 

tfle perceived position of an object in a configuration 
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of objects a re those wh1 ch occur be tw<:e n it and the 

objects closest to jt, the inf'luence decre;:,sing as the 

distance between the objects increases. The work on 

equjdist!:lnce tendency shows a similar trend for size 

judgements. The adjacency principle is still at a 

foi 1P:,1tive stage but Jt seems likely that this principle 

can be expanded to take in temporal as well as spatial 

adjacency. If this is done, it can be applied to the 

above explanation of the differences between absolute 

and cmnparat.ive measures, as the cues thut are most 

influenti:d are those frorn the rest of the stimulus 

complex, i.e., from the 'closest' source. The operative 

cues in the absolute judgem~nt situation are those from 

past experience or other more 'distant' cues. This 

would also account for the domination of the comparative 

cues over past experience in the Gruber and Dinnersteln 

study. 

The above ~lscus8ion leads to the conclusion that 

the differences ~etwcen absolute and comparative 

judgements are quantitative rather than qualitative, 

However, this must not be interpreted as a rejection of 

any distJnctlon between the different Judgements. It is 

still a useful distinction and should be noted when the 

influence of stimulus context on size and distance 
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judgements is examined as some vuriables will exert 

considerably more i.nfluence in ti1e compar.:at.i.ve i3ituat..ion 

than in the single stimulus situation and vice versa. 

Some of the factors operating in the comparative 

situation, ·whjch have been recently discovered, are 

discussed be.low. 

Epstein and Franklin (1965) showed that variatJon 

in the size ratio of two objects is necessary to oroctuce 

variation in perceived re.latJve distance as measured by 

tactual and verbal judgements. Change in absalute size 

without change in the s.i.ze ratio did not lead to a 

change in perceived relat.ive distance. The_y also showed 

Uta t the difference in shHpe of the tvro objects ( a 

square and a circle) does not influence the results. 

They claimed that this queries Gogel 9 s 1964 claim that 

the lnflut,nce of relative retinal size on ;1er·ceived 

. retinal distance ls due to an assumption of equal size 

as they claim that such an effect would not liold when 

the objects are <Ufferent sl1apes. Gogel c.la.irns that 

the assumption of equalJty holds so .long as the objects 

do not d1ff'er greatly in RhapeJand as the SQIH1.re Hnd the 

circle are both simple geometrical shapes, Jn one sense, 

they do not djffer grently from each other. 
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A situation in wt1.lch judgements must be comparative 

and which, in many ways, indicates the comparative basis 

of all constancy judgements is one in which the object 

stays st.ill and Uw subject moves relative to it. 

Gregory and Ross ( 1964 a & b) have studied this by 

altering the rate of change in the size of a luminous 

circle on an oscilloscope until it appeared to be of 

constant size to a subject 1who moved backwards and 

forwards on a Awing in front of it. In the first study 

meRsures were taken with passive movement, under reduced 

viewing conditions nnd monocular vision. Greater 

constancy was found for movements towards the object 

than for movements away from it. The second study 

looked et the variables of binocular vs monocular 

viewing, the use of a fixation line across the center of 

the object and the ava ilabi l.i ty of pr opr l ocepti ve cues 

to movement from active control of the sw1ng. Bino-

cular vision produced higher constancy than monocular 

vision, as expected, so did the availability of 

proprioceptive cues. The fixation line had no signifi-

cant effect on the amount of constancy evoked. The 

gre a te:r constancy e vok:ed by forward movement .i. s inclependen t 

of the manipuJat.ion of other variables. This could be due 

to the individual's greater experience of forward movement 

The significant increase in 
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constancy when proprioceptive cues ore provided, suggests 

that the relatton~111iµ betvveen visual and nonvisual cues 

in constancy judgementr,; is important and must not be 

neglected. 

Van de Geer and Zwaan ( 1 !HM) found that the size 

constancy index depen<ls upon the fHi,gle of r1:•gard as ·well 

as objectlve spatial direction. Normal straight forward 

re,gD:rd and l1orizoHtaJ ctJrection yield hJgher constr-incy 

than the elevated regard Rnd vertical dJrect~on. Prolonged 

monocular viewing conditions decreased the effect of the 

Van de Geer anfl 7.waFrn suvge::;tefl that 

this occurs because sJze and cl.i.stnnce constancy are 

learned mainly in situations in which horizontal vievdng 

an<l straight forvvard regard are emp.loy-r:'d and that this 

learning is general J zed, w J th some l oirn of sldl l, to the 

other situations. Thus when the subjuct is looking 

with an extreme angle of rP-garcl he Js less able to use 

the available cues. Like the Gregory and Ross studies 

this study implies that past experience and proprioceptive 

cues both influence constoncy. 

Although both temporary and permanent monocularJty 

!1ave been shown to decrease the degree of constancy sh.mvn 

under reduced vi.e1;.;ing conditions, L0.ihowitz and Dato ( i966) 

found th t neJtlier ternpory nor JH'rm:anent monocularity 
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.influenced ap1,arent size judgements under full cue 

cond.i.tions. This suggests that constancy can he 

mediated by a large m.1mber of cues, Bome of whlch are 

redundant for adults in full cue conditions. Le .i bow i t z , 

.Pollard and Dickson (in press) replicated these findings 

vv.ith adult r-rnbjcct.s but found that monoculBr visJon 

leads to a decrease in the amount of constancy shmvn by 

young children. As children presumably have a smaller 

range of cues RVAilable, this supports the claim that 

cue redundancy ls responsible for the lack of deterioration 

in the adult subjects. 

Dunn, Gray end Thompson (1965) specified some of the 

cues that can operate Jn monocular viewing of e two 

dimensional situation to give perception of depth and thus 

enable constRncy to be exhibi.ted. 1'hey showed that 

relative height in a picture frame can operate to give 

depth perception; objects h.i.gher Jn the picture were 

seen as further m·vay when the subject saw the plane as a 

ground plane and closer when lt was seen as a ceiling 

plane. 

usual. 

Perception of the ground pl;;,ne was the most 

Th.ts influence of the frame can presumably 

operate in three dimensional situations and thus can be 

related to the finding of Smith and Smith (1901) that 

visual direction of tRrgets was sufficient for veridical 
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size judgements and nearl,v veridJcal distance judgements 

when the tHlbjects were instructed that the object rested 

on the sanH~ ground ns them. This indicates one 

comparative cue thi:lt is present in nwst single stjmul.i 

tasks. 

F amiLiari ty w i. th the 'constancy phenomenon' has 

been found to have a direct relationship with the amount 

of constancy exhibited in size judgements under binocular 

viewing but not under monocular viewing (Pancle, HH36 )m 

This .is probably due to the absence of sufficient cues 

in the monocularly viewed situation to enable increased 

constancy to be demonstrated. 

As noted earlier, the influence of some contextual 

varlables have been ascribed to changes .in attitude 

induced by the experimental variable (i.e., attitude is 

seen as an intervening variable). One such interpretn. 

tion ls Carlson's (1960, 1962) claim that the increasing 

tendency of overestimation of size with Jncreasing 

distance of the stimulus is due to the establishment of 

a response bi~1s. This hypothesis is reJnforced by the 

discovery that perspective and objective instructions 

lead to overconstancy. Joynson, Newson and May (1965) 

suggested, however, that the increase 111 overconstency 

with distance is a function, not of response bias, but 
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of the nnturf: of our sensor31 mecirnn.is,:s,s. They claimed 

that overconstuncy .is l.iir1.lted to objects subtending 

angles of approx1mate1y two <iegrees or l<~s:-,, and thnt. 

ohjecti;; subtending W'eHter angl,~s are .ludgect fairly 

accurately. 

.involved. Gu bl sch ( HH36) supported the clalm thnt such 

overe st i ma ti,rn J s a function of' the perceiving rnechani sms. 

He claimed that the poor optical qualities of the eye 

which leads to the ad~JtJon of a significant and constant 

amount of blur to the f,oges of images cm\ account for 

thL, pl1cno1r,en0n. As the blur will sdd a fixed amount 

to the rctinHl size of all objects, the percentage 

overestLn:;,tj on ;, t Ll deerease • .. • i th the increasing slze of 

the Jma",;e, reachJng an Jnsign.i.f_icunt amount when the 

object subtends more than two degrees. This means that 

when the judged objects are of the sume size but ut 

different distances, U1e further obJect will be overestirna-

ted more than the closer. The majorl.t_y of conntancy 

experiments hDve the standard closer tlrnn the vari.al>le 

and so this overestimation leads to overconstoncy. If, 

however, the var ia hle was the closer, the standard would 

be overestimated leading to underconstancy; 

situation hos not been exRmined. 
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ThJs, then, js an explanation of the increasing 

overestimution of an object w.ith .increasing <Hstance 

from the observer, and thus of the overconstancy 

exhibi.ted w.it.11 ap,:i:n·cnt size or ambiguous instructions, 

but does not explain the overconstancy exhibited with 

objective and perspective size instructions which is 

dependent on attitude and not distance of the object. 

These .i..nstructJons make the subject aware of the need 

to compensate for the difference in distance and so 

the overconstancy may he due to add1 tJ onal compensation 

evoked by this awareness. The increasing overconstancy 

wJth distance occurs even when these instructions are 

g'lven. 

If Gubisch's hypothesis is valid, one would expect 

a relntionsh.ip between the amount of overconstancy 

shown and visual acuity, because the minimal size 

providing accurate perception would increuse as visual 

acuity decreases. However, as Carlson and Tast:Jore 

( 1963) suggested, this lack of acuity also reduces the 

cues to di.stance and 1'1ence should be expected to reduce 

constancy. The two opposing tendencies may explain why 

Carlson and TasHore were unable to obtain any consistent 

results. 
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To return to additudinal dlfferences; work in 

differ.tug exper:i.mental condJticms, including differing 

instructions, has given ample evidence tlrnt an individual 

can judge ei tlier visual angle or objective size with a 

fair degree of accuracy when sufficient cues are 

available nnd when they are clearly instructed so to do, 

J.e., the individual can perceive two different 

attributes or properties of the size of the objects. 

Ono ( 1966) cJ.aJmed that this indicates that two 

processes of juclgeinent are involved which are based on 

different observational attitudes (this parallels 

Makino and Ueno's, l964, and SmJth and Smith's 1966 

assumptions of tvrn polcir 0ttitudes dtscussed earlier). 

Brief and arFbiguous inst1·uctions such as those glven 

in the ea1·ly constancy experiments lead to judgements 

of physical size on some occasions and to judgements of 

retinal sJze on others. It is not cle:c.r whether one 

type of percept.ion is preferred or more natural for a 

person or whether there are dlfferent preferences in 

different viewing conditions. There is evidence thatg 

at least with adult subjects, the normal res11onse is in 

terms of physical size when sufficient CUPS are avaJlable. 

Ono .lnvestJ;;:;ated the tendency of the subject to ju(ige 

distal or proxJm~l size, under restricted and unrestricted 
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viewing conditions, when no specJfic instructions were 

given. A task requiring the subject to form his own 

concept of the stimulus variable was employed; the 

rate at whj.ch the subject learnt to a~sociate with 

either distul or proximal slze was Jetermlned for the 

two viewing conditions. It wns found Urnt under the 

unrestricted viewing conditions subjects learnt to 

associate 1dth the distal size more r,n1-idly than wJth 

the proximal size whereos under the restricted viewing 

conditions the reverse was true. 'I'he rate of 

assocJ.atJon was assumed to be determined by the natural 

response to the object in the respective situations. 

'I'hj s 1nter·pre ta tion ~)f the c onG tancy phen omen rrn 1n 

terms nf two possible polar attJtudes Js very attractive 

especially ,is both the possihle extremes of judgem<"nt can 

be saJd to be fnncLional .in their respective situations. 

If sn indiv1ounl Js tn be Hh1e tc itanipulnte his 

environment. he must be nbJe to perceive e stable 

environment \vh.1ch is not altered by his movement lV.ithi.n 

1t or tiy r,ove,,.,ents of parts of it relntive to bjrn. One 

wonld, therefore, expect th2t when 8 Bubject Js ,Hll,ed to 

judge size Gr (:ibtance in a situat.ion v1hich closely 

parallels the everyday environment he will judg-e .i.n terms 

of the objectlve attributes of the object. By contrast, 
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·when the subject is placed i.n the nrtif.icial si.tuat.ion 

ln which no cues to objective size or distance are 

available one ~ould expect him to judge in terms of the 

sensattons i(,Msediately available, i.e., those of visual 

angle or proxiinal size and distance. The dlscovery 

t;;;:it instruct.tons do not a1-t,er responses .in hJghly 

restricted viewing conditions ½hile they do in less 

restrJ.cted cond1t.i.ons further indicates tl1r.t the proximal 

judgement is the only possible response .tn this situation. 

The more complicated situations, and those of most 

interest to the investigator of the constancy phenomenon, 

are those in which limited vJsual cues are available to 

the subject • As there is a large amount of redundancy 

.i.n the relevr:1nt cues for the aclu.l t, considerable 

restriction of visual cues can occur without a significant 

departure from constancy. When fewer- c1.ie8 are available 

the judgements tend towards the !H'OX1mal size of the 

object and complete v.i.sual angle m<:1tches are obti-Li.ned 

when ell cues to dJstance or size are removed. Departures 

from constancy wh:i.ch are not in the direction of prox1ma1 

judgewe nts can be explained by tile phys 1o1ogic al mechanisms 

(Gubisch, l fHJ6) or to ovcrcowpensat.i.on clue to objective 

or perspective instructions. It would therefore, ·appear 

thDt bot.Ii ;;1ttrU.1utes of the object play a role in 



dete.rrn.i.n.i.ng the subject'~, response. There is a 

grea t,er tendency to o bjec ti ve resp on s<: s lwc ao se of i t,g 

are robust .in rel tion to thf! removal of cues. 

f)no ( 19(-Hi) rind Mrd:1no ncl Ueno { i lH:\4) suggested 

d.ifferent otrnervati.onal attit,idr~s. This involves an 

intellectunlistic and partially conscious interpretation 

0 f C On S t lH\ Cy iN h i C h i re: i n a ppr O lJ r j a t e i fi t, he l J ,I'; h t Of the 

discovery report~:d a bnve, tt,at judgements depart from 

constancy in r,:stricted v.ievd.ng condj tiuns even when 

such ju ts are contrary to kno1.-J..edge. Other 

disc over Jes, to be reported 1 ater, that constancy ha i, 

been demons tr ate d in the 1 ower stnge s of ph_y 1 og<:rny and 

on ny are also inconsisteut wJtlt such claims. To 

avoid sucli n 1nterpretation Ulc author prefers to 

per c e p tu ::d. st: ts • Eiuch a set is a sbite of tiefJ iii. tely 

directed :readiness in the sn!Jject conrlJtioncd by the 

given situat.inn: tli,:, set to objective eq1Ja.l.l bcin 

cleveJ.operl i.n the fu.lJ cue :situal-Jons ~,ni:1 t!,e sr,t to 

projective eq,rn1Jty in the minimal cue s.it1nt°it)ns. In 

the inter med i t e i~ j tu }1 t i ') n s n e J t l, er s e t i f; f u l J y 

forces on(f;;rHting .in this ~cimbi uo>.,s s.l ti,,,t1on. 



This b1po1ar i11te1'prr!tation of constnnc_y Can 

method ,,swell ,is 8tiinulus context and instructional 

var.iahl~s. The grr\ a ter con:;; tancy shown in s l 11g le 

can be ex 1 incd by referPnce to the two polar sets. 

Fi.rst by cl"dmJng th,,t the comparf'lLive sitnation plr1ces 

more weight on the set to projective equ1,lity by 

piresentin" the basis :for SHCh a rnatch to the subject. 

Secondly, the re,11-er f,tabilJt_y of the single stim.ulus 

situ:;.; tJ en 11,.ay be due to f, reduced pos :::ii h:i l i ty of the 

introduction of eKtraneous cues which would upset the 

ln.d.ance between the polar sets. sises the 

purely qrrnntitati.ve bas.is of the iLifferences between 

the judgements ervoked .in the two S ; " ·1 i '> T '! (H' <s~ ) ...L \,1 ,. C, ,.•". . •. l .,:,._ 

tendenc;)r for the point of snbjecUve c:qua1Jty to be 

bi2sed .in the dJ:rectinn of the inithd. stJnmlus 'Nill be 

clue to the fact tllHt the Jntti:nl stimulus wJ11 approximate 

either ohjecttve or r,:rojecti ve e(Jnsli ty ,inrl vvLll tlrns 

reinforce the appropr.iate set. 

changes snd the phyEJical sJ•7.e rema:i.nr, the :Hnne, e get 

hi er constancy th an hen nhys ic nl s j ze ci: m1ge s ri 111! the 

visual ~ngle re .ins the sawe. The former wJll reinforce 

the set to 0bj ctive equi11ity and the l:citter th et. to, 

projective e~ualJty. 



'l'he above discussion hns :tieen concerned witl1 the 

s it u n tin n s in w Ji Jc h no t n st r u ct i on s re g i vc n to the 

sobJect. 

has attempted to control the att.itucle of the subject 

and to FqwcU'y tlie c:rJte:rJa to he nsed 1n m.:ik:ing 

ju nts. Snch experiments have h,·en useful ns they 

have shown the role of t.Li t1.1dinal vartabJes 1n 

determJn.ing constancy jur!gement1,, hut it is now time to 

return to the natural situation, muking use of the 

knowledge obta:i.ned. 

ltov~ floes the Slze-I>1stance Ir1var.lance H.ypothesis 

relate to -Uw bove dJscussion and recent reseurch'i' 

It has btien noted JncreasJngly during recent rJtucUes 

that the hypothes i.s needs redeflni t1on to restr.:!.ct it 

to those situAtions in which it is applicable, Stress 

has been l~iid on the fact that i.t dw·s not apply :in }ill 

instructional conditions. It CHH be cl :.iirne(J, IHHvever, 

that it Js not the hypothesi.s itself ti1at needs 

redefinition !:int Jl1ere1_y the interprt,tatinn that h::!s often 

been plHced on it. 

hypothesis dernHn{ls thHt the f'<Jtio of est.ii.i~1tes of the 

size and dist nee of objects must be JnvarJant vd1en they 

are made in the Flair.e i t.u,.il .ion. This ass1.n:nptJon :is not 

vaJJd; the hypotlH~bis clrijms only U1 t the perceived 



SJ.ze of the object is ,let.ermined uniquely by the 

proxJma1 i:d:z.e and pecce.ived clJBtance and not that 

behavioural e~itimates of the B.ize and distance of an 

object be;;1r any part:iculnr relrttionship to ench other. 

It is not clnJmed th t the subject is consciously 

aware of the distance of the object. Th{;; behavioural 

estimcitcs of' size and rtistance a:re both influenced by 

the polar sets and hence it is only~ lth unrestricted 

viewing conditions, when both ju ments are niade under 

the sane i nstructJ ·nal concU ti ons, ttrnt one wnuld expect 

to find El hig)1 positive relationship. Even in such a 

sit.uatiG,n it is likely that different cues are used for 

the different judgernen ts, es pee ia 11:y as distance 

estimates are less dependent on second cy cues. With 

highly restricted visuul situations both judgements 

will be expected tu tend towards the visual angle and 

thus a high negative correJ t.Jon bet;ween t11ese var.iables 

will be expected .in such a s.ituation., Th.is has been 

frequently demonstr ted and label.led tbe Size-Distance 

Paradox by Gruber (1956); .if tile above .interpretation 

is correct, this label is no longer appropriate. When 

limited vi su 1 cues are available, it is probable tltat 

different CtH''S w.1.11 deterrn.ine the behavioural responses 

to size and d.istance and, the oppor~.ing sets being 



difrerentl.v weJr;l,ted 9 this would mean that one could 

not expect an J11vnriRnt ratio of size anrl distance 

estirPates, 

In this review and discussion we have concentrated 

on tlle infJuence of diff,,rences of size or <Li.st1:rnce on 

the judge\l'(:ints of i:ListuHce and size respective1'.v as 

conducted. Howe v er , .i t i s pre d .i c ta b J. e , fr om an 

exurn.ination of tile character1slics of vision, that other 

var.iahles ·w.111 also j_nfluence size anc! distance unless 

constancy is established. Liitle research has been 

con due ted v. i th these ottie r variables, but that lVh.ich has 

been published should be examined to determine whether 

the mecirnn isms i:nvol ved are the same as those in the 

size-distance relationship. 

Brightness of the stj muli has been sh awn to 

influence JJoth size (Robinson., 1954) and distance 

ju cl g e men ts ( c ,.) u le s , 1 9 S 5 ) w ll en the s t. t mu 1 i are judged 

under reduced conditions. Objects are judged to be 

equal whet; stimuli ,)f iireater intensit..v subtend a 

s11:aller rrngle than stjmulJ of lesser Jntens:ity. 

Work on the .influence of d 1 fference s in hue on 

size und distance judgements has been more extensive 

(for a :rev.iew see Over·, I O (· 2 a ) b· t . .J,= · u-, .lS of 1:i.m1ted value 
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as there has been no Rt t to control for brightness. 

Over ( 1962
3

) correctefl this deficiency and found, as 

predicted from chromatic aberratJon, thHt ohjects 

1 umi nos i ty, but of l onge · wave lengths., judged v nde:r 

reduced vtew.ing conditions, ·were jud to he both 

larger and closer than the stimuli of shorter wave 

lengths. 

No stuclies liave been conducted to measure the 

influence of these variables under unrestricted viewing 

cond.i tions ancl so there is no experimental evidence 

that constancy Js demonstrated in such conditions. 

However, personal experience and the ability of 

individuals to react to such objects during normal 

activities indicates that constancy is the normal reaction 

in such situ:Jtions. Further .indirect support for this 

""' () ( I ).C' ,- ti ) . claim comes from a second study uy .ver f,,2 1n which 

he showed that the influence of size and distance on 

judgements of brightness closely parallels the Jnfluence 

each h on the other. Measures were taken under 

reduced conditions and. ns expected, size and distance 

had some influence on all ju ments and subjects given 

projective, rather than ob ctive 9 instnictlons showed 

greater change in the expected direction. 
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The above resn1t inrl.icated that there ls a 

recinrocal relntionshii:. for size, distance and br1ghtness 

such that 'When judgements of any one of these att:rJ butes 

are rnadr, in restricted viewing conditions, when the 

judged object varies iu one of the other attributes, the 

judgements \,Jl.l dep,1,rt from objectJvJty :i.n the dJrection 

of the as ociHted alteration of the sensory input. 

Whe11 ju e):;ents are ,1mde Jn a full cue situ tJnn, the 

objective res onse r\-111 be gjven~ The research on the 

effects of hue changes on judgements of size and distance 

LndJ.cate that hue shares this reciprocal relationship and 

thus that tllis relationship 11iay hold for all variHhles 

wtlicl1 influence the phys.ical ,i.rq:;utito tlie suhjecti on whic~ 

the judgements of other variables are based. If estimates 

of equality of one of these variables is demanded when 

the objects to be judged are not equated in one of the 

other variables, tl!e subject has two possible responses. 

one of wh:ich is based on equality of the sensory input on 

which the ju ment is based (projective response) and the 

other is based on the equality of the physlcnl objects on 

this variable (ohjectJve resr 0 nse). The response mane 

vdll depend on the perceptlrnl set which the total 

sitlrntii.in estahlislies. In hi cue condJtions this will 

J.e:1::1d to oi)jccttve responses, <in m.tnjrn,il cue s_ituatlons to 
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as ti,ei·e .i 1Jtt1e or no enin of the set to 

objective e uali 

the set h) p 

varJnbl 

c o.ntext iJ1, ,,f cn•1rse. be dep nd,:;1•t on tlie ea,5e with 

s yet, be 11 no stud.ies of the more 

of th 

perceptJ. ,,,n. 

Th,e stud i. es by Gregory and Hoss ( l 904 u) and Van 

de Geer and Zwt~r,n ( ! 9H4) whJ ch demo11strHtcd that non 

e proprioceptive cues) can 

influence constanc_y, were examples of iutersensory 

woc!al J un pe ceptj rm Jn another ntHlsl 1 ty. 

this definition, the reas of res arch 
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inter seru; ory inter ncti on phenomenon are not very 

differento 

of judgements of one ;attribute of' a s'Linmlus with 

variation of otx1er attributes of stimulation "vith_tn the 

same nwfl 1ity 1 wtdle intersensory interaction is 

concerned vvi t11 the alteration of sue!! judgements ·with 

changes in the Action of other modalities or senses. 

ThJs difference in emphasis can he traced to a difference 

in the role of the non judged v,H'l8Dle; constancy .is 

concerned w:ith chnnges withjn the same modality ,is the 

judged variable and so the changes alter the senMory 

input on which the required judgements are based. 

Int(::rsensory Jnter,;ctJon ls concerned 1/,Jth changes in 

another modality whicli does not alter such sensory 

inputs. If, however, the objective (constant) response 

is seen ~rn the normal response 1 as in tbc ear11er 

cHscusston 9 researct1 Jnto constancy cau be seeH as be.i.ng 

concerned with essentia11.Y tile sa,He p it:nornenon as that 

intersensory interaction. Constancy cl.iffers from 

intersensory interaction chiefly in the availability of 

an alternative response set and thus has un exµected 

direction of judgemE:nt change. The similarJty of the 

two fields su gests tllat the research into :i.ntersensory 

interactlo:n could a.id ornr lHHic~rstancling of the break.down 

nnd maintenance of constancy. 
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Reviews uf the literature on intersensory interaction 

can be found in lVilson ( I U65} ancl Kravkov ( 19G6). ivluch 

of this research has attempted to expla.in this .interaction 

by hypotlwsiz.ing physiological or sensory rnechan:i.srns. 

'\Yllson (p.LJ7-48) sug::::ested, hmvever, t!rnt there are at 

least f'our expl,,rnHt.ions which are required to account 

for the re irn 1 ts of t tie <l if fer en t experiments .in the 

field; only two of which are physiological: 

11 1. !Jeteromorlal stimulation may fac.ilitate detection 

performance by raising the general arousal level 

of the observer. 11 

u2. Heteromodal BtimulatLni may facilitate detection 

performance by reducing uncertainty about exactly 

when the ,-,ign:i:11 is likely to occur." 

11 3., Heteromodal stirnulntion may inhJbit detection 

performance by <Li.stracting the observers 

attentlon from the task." 

114. Heteromoda1 st.I.mull may give r.lse to a sensory 

interaction by providing the observer with a 

set of clearly perce.ived cues to wh.lch he can .in 

some way relate his responses when the primary 

juc!gexnent task .is unstruct1..1red or ambiguous. 11 

The fii'st three explaw:.tlons are concerned with 

detection nnd are thus nnt rel.ate,! to constancy, hut the 
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fourth is directly relevant to the failure of constancy 

as the si1 hject _is pL1ced in a situation whicl1 is both 

ambiguous ;;n<J unstructured when he is comrnanded to judge 

equality iJf one vari2hle in a restricted situntion in 

Wilson demonstrated 

such .internensory .interRctlon anrl rl.iseovered that 9 in 

the absence of reinforcement of object_ive responses, the 

effect of the non jDdted vnriablP wvs greater when the 

subjects were lerrn ahJe (or Jes::; inclined) to discriminate 

re a 1 d i f fer enc e s i n the j n d r: e cl v 8 r i fl b 1 e ( or they sh owe c1 

less confi~ence in their response). He found thnt this 

chnnge w:rn relnted to person:cility vnr.iables as ri:easured 

by the Ii.1allds1ey Person:;:d_ity Inventory. General!7,tng 

f r om th e f3 e re s u J ts 1' • ·i th i n t, (' r s <'; n s o r y 1 n t e nJ c t ion to the 

phenomonon of constancy leads to tile hypothesi.s that 

greater breakdown of constancy would occur when the 

subject ilfls less confidence in h.i.s response. Confidence 

in judgements will also decrease as judgements depart 

from projective resnonses. When the set to projective 

equality is completely dominant, judgements will he 

made confidently. As the set to constancy is stronger 

than the ,:,1:t to projective etjoaltty, one would expect 

thnt there will be a more r .id decrease in confidence 

:u; jur1gernents ctcpart frorn project.i ve e<'l1;,.l i ty than as 
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they depart froin objective equ;~Lit,v. 

of the si.t,1,1t.i.r1n str,, ,nJng f'r 1.11t1 the onoos.in;:; S{~t·, v.,11.l 

a i ct the b re a(•: cl own o f c on st n n c y Rn r:i c on tr· n J. the ct J r cc t i. r, n 

of elitinge. 

for tl1i:1 liypoti'.e:,,i.ri can be fnnnd in tlle 

!,amhercj er ( l ')4El) :~nrl !'iR;;et and J,,1rr1h•.'rc.ler ( I 94:,;) 

with ,iurl ernents in r, situ2fir,,n cler:,,,nding con:,tcincy .It', 

to olJjectlve: U(;lHtl.ity l1;H, br:eu acceptr:d HS the c!omiuant 

Before ive roceed auy ft.rtl1er, however, vve must examine 

th.is questjon: is t!Lis capacity tu abstract the lnvar.i.ant 

aspects of rin object innate or learacd7 The research 

d.i.scussecl above has sl10WH that familJar s.i.ze can p.l,Jy a 

tdgnl. f ic ant role .in de te rmln.i..ng the resp 011 se and t.1·1 at 

for11;:ard :movement and horizonta.1 nnd direct regard provide 

for greater constancy than backward movement and vertical 

Th_is suf.;,1·estr; ti,at experience <!oeR 
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play E,ome p;irt in determining cons-Laney. 

quest.i.One . . t. rs11 ex a lliJ n a · 1 on of the :relevant 1Jterature 

follows. 

The cla.im th1:,t constancy is Uw re}fHl1t of exper.tence 

·with ohjec ts has led to rcse:1rcll into tile de ve .lop mental 

ctH:n1gl:''.S .in perceptual constancyo It predicts that 

constancy inc re a fH' s ·with .Jge and Urn t lack of constancy 

shuu 1 d be ch ar:ict,,r is t.i c of the very young. Tile Jess 

extreme claim, leading to very similar research, that 

::rnch ex per Jenee :is es sen t1a l for -Uie deve 1 opment of 

constancy s exldbited in the dult, ;>r,'·dJcts only that 

there sh uld be sor,-,e lncrease in constancy with age, 

particular]y in those situations in which visuRl cues 

are restricted. It does not JH'et!Jct complete lack of 

constancy in t!ie newborn chJlcl, sornr"tlling which it Js 

Jmpossible to measure at present. 

Research in to c!eve1 OJJmcnta1 changes in cont:.i tanc .ie s 

has been ·well reviewed in Vernon ( l \354), h'ohlwill ( l H60), 

G i b son and O l mn ( l 9 6 O ) , G i_ b son ( i 9 {:-; 3 ) an cl :.; mi th and 3 rn it l 1 

(1966). Mot3t of the work hns been done on s lze, .Length, 

shape and brightness constancies, but the following 

discuss1on ·wi.11 he bJ.ased in favour of sJze uncl dJstance 

constancies as these are the fields djrectly related to 

the research in this thesJs. 



Attempts to study the developmental aspects of 

constancy have to overcome extremely d.iCficult problems 

of control and interpretation. This is partJcularly 

true with research on infunts, but even with older 

children the number of variables that may influence the 

results is large (see Gibson and Olum). Any one of 

these may produce different effects at different stages 

of development. Hmvever, a general summary cnn be made. 

Some c,rnstancy appears very early jn Life, probably by 

Vie end of the first year. Constancy may occur earlier 

with objects with.in tl!e range of the child's mobility 

and under conditions in which constancy is enhanced in 

the adult (e.g. serial presentation of the variable, 

particularly Tuith simultaneous presentation of the 

complete series, and a short distance between the 

standard and the variable). In such situations constancy 

is complete by five or six years of age.., There is further 

improvement throughout childhood and adolescence in the 

more impoverished situations and in the interval of 

uncertainty, or difference limen associated v.i.i.th constancy 

judgements, even in high cue sitH.ations. The rate of 

development is determinf:cl by chronoJ.ogicvl, not mental, 

age inclicating that it is r'1edl1Jt.ed more hy exnerJence 

than intellectual ability. 
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::idults. 
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that chi 1 d rt" n , a s we J J. as .:HJ ult s , can grasp the who 1 e 

of the comnnrison series. Pr a t t ( 1 9 5 O ) s h owe d th a t 

psychophysic,11 Judgements fJuctuate w·ith the sc.;lle only 

when tl1ere J13 snrne amhig1dty Le. wt.en the field is only 

W h i le :HJ U l l S h ;i V (' h lg h l y 5 t f' ll C t ll r e d an d 8 t able p e f' Ce pt i On 

even n1H!er the ambJguous constancy si tuat.i.ons, such a 

situation ir,; still hi ly unstable for the chilcl. This 

Js conftrrned by the differences in the area of uncertainty 

found in ch:i.ldreo of different ages. 

The above evidence establishes that there is some 

increase in constancy over age but does not indicate 

anytning about the reaction of the naive individual. 

Working from the assumption that ttie react.ion of a naive 

individual was that of a retinal size match, Piaget and 

Lambercier {1951 and 1956) conducted experiments in 

which subjects of different ages were Instructed to make 

projective size matches. At no age were projective 

size matches nrnde and a ll s!HipefJ development,).] trend 

appeared. The JO to 12 age group performed worst, 

and the 7 to 8 year olds the best. Piaget Hnd Lambercier 

8 u g ?.' e st th n t t .h .i s 1 s due t o le s s 1 n t e r fer enc e f r om the 

physical size match tn tlle yo,,nger cldlclren cind a greater 

c a p tic 1 t y .t n the ;;,. du l t t 9 abs tr ::.i c t the re le van t ju d g e me n t 



from the complex of cues. This explanation can be 

rephrased in terms of the opposing perceptual sets 

suggested above. The set to projective equality was 

st Ll l d omi nan t in the younger children hut !uid been 

replaced by the set to objective equality in the middle 

age group. The adults had obtained sufficient conscious 

control over the response sets partially to overcome the 

set evoked by the stimulus context. 

Braine and Shanks ( 1965 8
) attacked the problem of 

size conservation in illusions, such as the ring illusion, 

and related this to all work on conservation or constancy. 

'rhey aske(l if the results obtained in constancy experiments 

were a function of the ambiguous questions offered in 

them. This work has close parallels with the research 

into attitudinal variables and constancy in adults. 

They examined thJs by defin.ing the quest.Jon more finely, 

asking both the following questions; "which is really 

bigger'?" and "which looks bigger?" They found little 

difference in the judgements evoked by the two questions 

as nearly all children under seven tended to construe 

any auestion containing the word "bigger" as demanding a 

projective s5ze response. (The rJng illusion evokes 

projectJve r~snonses to a later age thnn ~o~s the 

cnnstnncy si tnr,t.inn as const,-incy h s been shov,'n under 

cu ndii"ions nd Shiinks 
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snhjcc'ct after each response, whether thf, fsi lure of the 

d i ff' ere n t nu e ,, t J on s to e vote d i fr i: rent re fl pons es w 1:1 r. due 

projective :,i:r:e or n,e,·ely to a fniltir·,· to a:;;uociate the 

di:rrerent ·.,or-rling of th(; quost.i.nns 1A·ith the tllternative 

gJ V{;H, 11°ost cldl(iren are crnlable of a d.istinction, 

W l Li Ch i H n O t t H k S p e C J. f i C , be twee H O b j e C t i Ve }HI d 

project.! ve fl i,,;e by the time tt,ey are rtve yc;:n•s old. 

'fhe Bhility to ,iwKe tlds dist:inction increci.~rns rap.idly 

Similar a,ge trends were fonnd by tl!e scirne authors 

. b. 
l 1f)(J5 ·) in shape conriervation., 

constancy is related to the development of a general 

distinction betvveen Uie objective anci projective 

properties of objects. r1efore such ri <l'istinction cnn 

arise the indivjdlrnl must !l ve some c;:,,p(ic.i.ty, e·ither 

Jearne(i or Jnn:atf:, to rnake:} coi,stanCJ.i _j1Jdg:f:rHe,1tr:;. /is 

development nf si e constancy, this suggests thnt this 

Cd\; cjty ir1.cre "' f; wj th age. This docs not wen that 

tt 



could be claimed that it is innate but not actualized 

un ti J the ch .Ll d 1 s made aware, by exper Jenee or 

m;-;turation, of the distinction between physical and 

proximal si~e ~nd of the adaptive nature of the physical 

size judgeri,P-ntr3 in manipulating the environment. The 

existence of constancy in the lower animals (e.g. Gunter, 

1951) has been clRimed as support for this interpretation. 

Tl'ie interpretation based on experience Js still, however, 

the more attrHct.ive of the two. 

Ti1e developmental trends ai e consistent w.i.th the 

ltyp othe sis tluit constancy is based on two opposing 

perceptual sets. Experience with the environment 

changes the relative power of the two resµonse sets. 

The set to objective equality takes dominance over the 

set to projective equality at about flve years, the time 

when children learn to distinguish between the two 

possible judgements of equality. The number of available 

cues to size and distance increases concurrently with 

experience and as the situation becorneA raore h1ghly 

structured, the set to projective equality becomes even 

le s,a; powerful. This increasing dominance of the set to 

objective equality is shown by Smith and Smith's (1966) 

fitscover.v thvt r;~vent_y per cent or the children and 

th irt:y ti-iree per cent of the adults they examined, made 

vitn,;:;l un le rnatclietl in the sarne tdti.rntJon. 



What aspects of experience are rer01ponsibl<-~ for 

th<: se deve 1 oprnentnl changes in constancy? /rn exam.in-

Rtlon of the Theories of perception reviewed in Gihson 

ti1at of Taylor (l·'.Hl2) shows that all theories which 

admit some perceptual learning, and tl,ese are in the 

majority, claJm that movement within, and manipulation of, 

the e11v:ironmcnt is a prerequisite for the form;,t.i.on of 

coastaHcieso It is believed that it js only through 

such experience that the individual can fully develop 

the capac.i.ty to respoud to the invariant aspectbl of the 

environment. This ::igree,nent is more notable as the 

theories differ in the emphasis they place on the role 

uf experience in determining perception. One extreme 

is represented by 'I'aylor, who takes an empiricist 

position and claims that no part of percention is innate 

and that behaviour is empirically pr.ior to perception. 

At the other extreme is Piaget, who claims that the 

infant ... nas immediate perception of the reality and 

permanence of objects but must learn by experience which 

stimuli possess these qunlities characteristicallyo 

These theories also dj ffer in the percept mi 1 mechanisms 

which they claim are responsible for the maintenance and 

development of constancy. No theory has been able to 



overcome the problem of describing a non-intellectual 

unconscious mechanism which can perform the function of 

"taking of "the situation into account 11 which J.s seen as 

the basis of constancy. Natadze suggests that the 

concept of perceptual set ca~ overcome this problem. 

This supports the author's interpretation of the 

phenomenon. As the establishment of such a perceptual 

set is also dependent on experience, this interpretation 

of the basis of the phenomenon does not decrease the 

likelihood that those aspects of the above theories 9 

concerned w.ith the role of movement are val.id. 

Evaluation of such claims can be answered only by 

experimentation. As the theories do not restrict the 

role of movement to the development of constancies, the 

review of the relevant literature will also include 

other research into perceptual learning. Before the 

results of this research are examined, the methodological 

difficulties involved, wh.ich are numerous, should be 

examined. The role of a new perceptual instrument, 

such as the Kay Ultra Aid for the blind, in such research 

is also examined. 



Perceptt~aJ. Learning 

Most theories of percentua1 learning ::ire poorly 

defined and so there is lJttle research speclfJcally 

related to theri. Instead, studies examine g~neral 

Q"l uv. 

problems such as the genesis of perceptJ.on, the role 

of experience in determining subsequent perception and 

the influence of specific practice on perceptual 

discrimination. These are separate issues and evidence 

related to the last two problems is not relevant to the 

first, despite frequent claims to the contrlir.Y. To 

examine these problems we need measures of perception 

from naive and perceptually immature subjects. Such 

measures usually depend on our abLLi ty, or lack of 

ability, to evoke reRponses, which we beli~ve to be 

based on perception. Such measures are difficult to 

obtain from immature subjects, expecially in the 

higher animals, as the young lack sufficient motor 

co-ordination to make any appropriate responses. By 

the time the human infant has sufficient lMturity to 

be tested he has had a large amount of perceptual 

experience and ls no longer naive. In au attemut to 

overcome this difficulty the methods ootljned below 

have been developed. 
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1. Studies in perceptual deprivation which is either 

exper.imentally determined and controlled or is 

naturally occuring. The former is employed mt'linly 

with anJ.mals and the latter ls mainly concerned with 

men wllo have been born blind, and some 01' whom have 

ohtai.ned vision later in life. Reviews of much of 

thJ.s ~ork CHn be found in Gibson (1963), Postman 

(1963), Epstein (1:->64), WolllwJ.11 (1966) and 

Gregory ( 1966). 

2. 8tudies of tile enr.ichment of the natural env.ironrnent. 

ThJs research, which Js limited, is revie1vecl in 

Gibson and Olum (1960), Gibson (1963), Postman (1983), 

and Woilh'-lill ( I 966). 

3. Studies of perception in the naive onlmal and in the 

human .infant. For reviews se~ Gibson (1963), 

Epstein (1964), Kagan ond Henk.er (1966} and Wohlwill 

(urnn). 

4. Studies of changing perception Jn the developmental 

::rn 1rna 1. Research in the chnnge in constnncy over 

age domJnates this field. For reviews see Wohlwill 

(1960), Gibson and Olum (1960), Kagan and Hunter 

( 1966) snd Wohlwill ( 1966). 

5. Experimental variation of relevant stimuli during 

early learning. For reviews see Postman (1963), 

Enste in ( l t)G4.) .and WohlwJ 11 ( l 9fifl). 
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6. Study of adaptation to distorted and displaced 

vis ion. Smith and Smith review the work until 

lIH'i2. Gyp, Bro-wn, Willey ,.rnct ZivJan ( l966) and 

V\iol1lwi.ll ( 1966) :review the more recent tvork. 

7. Study of adult learning of a new perceptual skill. 

Taylor (1966) has studied the learning process 

resulting when blindfolded sighted individuals are 

forced to use audition for the perception of 

obstacles. 

However, none of these methods is very satisfactol'y. 

Studies of experimentally controlled deprivation Hnd 

enrichment of perception in the naive animal have, of 

necessity, been performed on subhuman animals. Generali-

zation to human perception is questionable, expecially as 

animals at different phyolgenetic levels have been found 

to give sli tly differing results. Other criticisms 

of these H1ethods rest on the faJ.::t that t1ie differences 

may be due to destruction or lack of maturation of the 

physiological mechanisms involved, or of the subjects 

inabili.ty to m<:1ke appropriate responses, rather Uiun the 

perceptual processes themselves. Deprivation studies 

w.lth human subjects have been limited to cases iH which 

the deprivation occurs naturally. There are many 

uncontrolled var-tables in such studies, e.g., in Uwse 
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studies with subjects who achieve vision late in lif'e 

there will probably be some transfer from non visual 

perceptual skills and concepts already establ1shed by 

the subject. Developmental chonges found may be due to 

the maturation of pt1ysiological mechanisms.? or to 

differences in the communication skills available to the 

subjects at different ages,rather than to the influence 

of experience on perception. 

Changes in perception, stemming from experJ.mental 

manipulation of relevant stimuli at an early age or from 

adaptation to alterations in the nature of stimuli 

available to the adult subject, establish only that the 

human visual system is flexible and capable of adapting 

so as to operate succes~fully in the changed environment. 

They do not necessarily demonstrAte anythJng about the 

origin of verception or the nature of normal perceptual 

learning in the infant, if such learning exists. 

However, they can, and do, give us information on the 

relevant variables in such Hdaptation and throw some 

Light on the interaction between proprioceptive and 

visu~l sensations. This information may well be 

applicable to early learning and, at least, suggests 

areas of useful research. 
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Taylor's research into the learning process of the 

mature subject faced with a new perceptu~l system may 

m.ore closely approximate the initial learning processes 

than the other research. However, there is still the 

posslbility of transfer, both positive and negative 9 

from the usual methods of space perception. 'l'here is 

also the possibility tilut the skill, auditory detection 

of obstacles!) is not ent.lrely unlearned. The 

approprieLe cues have been available to the subject 

throughout hts life even if he has never had to depend 

on them before. 

A bl.ind aid presents the subject .i th a learning 

task whict-i is probably more Like that f.:iced by the 

.infant. He i.s faced w.i.th u set of signals which he 

has to learn to relate to the environment and to structure 

in such a way that he can stabilize his awareness of the 

world. This task still differs from the origin3l 

learning tAsk, as the subject hes already devPloped a 

concept of the nature of the env1 r-omi1ent and is highly 

skilled in using other means of sensing this environment, 

There wi.11 almost certainly be some trani;;fer., both 

positive and negatjve. The task may alr• o differ• to the 

extent tl,at perception is f·ound to he lnnate., Jn ·u,at the 

new symbols are arb1trar.i.ly related to the env.ii·onment and 



sometimes, as in the relation of pitch to distance in 

the Koy U.l tra /,id for the bl.ind, are even j n opposition 

to the relationship presented by the normal perceptual 

1r-.echanJsms. T~u~ any attempt to relate learning wlth 

this aid directly to perceptual learning in the infant, 

assumes that there is no innate bRsis to perception, a 

dangerous asAumnt1on h~ld by few peoplP today. It 

also HSt,nP,es thnt there will be no transfer from pf,st 

spacJ1:1J concepts 9 nnother dubious assumption. However, 

a study of the nature of the learning process with the 

a.id, t'speciaJJ.y when ex:=rniined in relation to the other 

work on i•erceptuaJ. learning, rnay throw rnuch light on 

early perceptual learning.; Such knowledge w.Ul also be 

of use in developing training techniaues for this and 

other perceptual aids. 

Because of the unsatisfactory nature of these 

experimental techn.iq1.1es, few conclusion~, Cfln he drawn 

£'bout the nc.tnre of perceptuel lec.1:rning. /'. qui,ck 

summary of the results j s given below vd.t.h a fuller 

expnnsion of the role of movement on perceptual learning 

because of its hypothesized reJotionship to the develop

ment of constancy Rnd its applicability to future training 

wJth the KAY Aid. 



The lJ_terature leads us to no clear cut decision 

about the [J:ne~HS of perception but su::gl~sts that 

<Lifferent aspects of perception wlll demand dJfferent 

explantJtions. The nutve animal appears to have a 

fairly wide repertoire of behaviours, such as avoidance 

of the deep ei cle of the visual cJ J ff, which are assumed 

to be dtpendent on perception. Deprivation studies 

give no consistent p;:ittern of results. DeprJvatJon 

of patterned light lies only .a slight effect on crienting 

abiLity in rats, who are not deptrndent on vj_sion. 

iLigiie1· aniir•als, e. g , cats and monkeys, are influenced 

by such deprivation. Studies with the bLtnd have shown 

t it <l t 5- n d j V 1 d U a 1 ::; Who l O 5 C th P j r fJ j g ht a f t er a b o U t f OU r 

yc,ir>s of' v:isi H, ct.ilf"er froH the congen:i.taJ.J.v hLinded 

i11 tl,e'tr co11cer,t.s or, .ind ab.i lj tj' to n~rnJptllate, the 

f3 p <) t .i. i.:I j_ '✓ I' vl' l d y Those blinded lete in life d1ffer little 

in tldf; areu fr•om the sJghtect. This suggests that these 

cn:rly Yt,H'S play an j_mporLuut role in perce1Jtual develop-

me11t. Th:ls cla.i..m .is supported by i3tudies with congen.i-

tally blin6 adults who have heen given vision by 

operations to rewove cataracts; these subjects have 

meag1·e ,, t.il i ty to orgnn .i se the sensi:.iti ons rna fie 8Vailabl e 

and take n long time to learn some fH3JH'Ctu of this skill. 
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Tt3,.<? Role ~nf Movt?ment in Per~eJ?J..u~'!:.1 Lean}.:!!Ya. 

Change in perceptual ~kills within the developmental 

process can be seen most clearly in the development of 

visual constancies discussed earlier. Enrichment of the 

env 1roninent and rnod 1 f i cation of relevant var tables in 

perception can lead to alteration of perceptual skills, 

indicating that experience can affect subsequent 

perception. StucUes of adaptation to distortions and 

displacements of the visual field hove found that while 

some adaptation does occur in humane, except to time 

delay, there l.s l.i ttle adaptation Jn animal~ lower than 

man. Early studies by Kohler and others d1scussed in 

Smith and Smith (1902) snggested that movernent is 

important to successful adaptation. Later work, until 

the middle cf 1965, ts reviewed in WohlwJll (19fl6). 

Wohlwill relates this work to studies of attentional 

mechanJsms and the role of reinforceroent And suggests 

that a systemat1c aualysts of the role of feedback 1 in 

its various forms? may help to J.ntegrate some of the 

seemingly dJ.sparate problems in this field. He claims 

t\rnt what is essentially being studi<:;s in sensorimotor 

adaptation is the artificial induction of conflict 

between two separatc 1 but normally correlated channels of 

sensory Jnfnr t.ion, arHl that adaptation effects are 1n 



the re la ti on bet:wee n these t,vo channels rather th an in 

any part.icular channel such as vision. (Smith and 

Smith claim that the adaptation is motor.) Wohlwill 

suggested that any information ~Jth r~spect to the 

altered state of the systern will serve as the basis for 

adaptation, tile best source being that provided by 

reafferance, but with kinaesthetic and cognitive feedback 

also serving. ne claimed that tile nature of the 

feedback will affect the course of learning, as will the 

individuals prior reliance on the information provided. 

These f;c;ctors r1H:1y well be different for different 

intersensory and sensory motor systems. Furthermore, 

he notes that research.> such as that of the Russian 

investigators (Zapo:r-oshets 1!Hi5 )
1 
suggests that the role 

played by the different types of feedback itself varies 

as a function of development. Finally Wohlwill 

questions the use of the dJfferentJal aftereffect (DAE) 

as a measure of adaptation, because evidence from 

Taylor ( 1962} indicates that a subject can learn to 

change to and from distorted vis.i 1n ithout any aftereffect. 

Harr is ( 19ti5) of'f'ered another :fu1 l :review of the work 

w.itil µrisms ;;in(! concluded, in 3greewent ith Smith and. 

Smith, that adaptation is primarily proprioceptive. He 

claiincd -U,at ,jcttv.ity gives rise to an awareness of 



discrepancy between the visual and proprioceptive senses 

which leads to changes in the proprioceptive awareness 

because proprioception has been shown to be flexible 

while vislon, contrary to bellef, is remarkably stable. 

Research published since Wnhlw.ilJ's and HarrJs's 

reviews supnorts the claim that movement Affects 

adaptation because it Js one means of obtaining informa

tion about the conflict between the proprioceptJve and 

visual senses. It also Qu~stione the claim that 

adaptation is solely proprioceptive and provides 

addition 1 evidence tllat ti1e DAE is a questionable 

measure of adaptation. Despite the last discovery, the 

DAE is still the most commonly used measureo 

Coren (1966) examined the effect of the amount of 

lnf orma tion available during a poi ntJ ng :response wn Ll.e 

wearing displacing prism~by constraining the arm in a 

tract or leaving it free. Significant adaptation 

occured for both co:ndi Lions. Subjects from the uncon

strained condition showed s.igrdficantl:y :more adaptation 

than those from the constrained condition. 

Craske and Tew,pleton ( l '965) and Templeton, Howard and 

Lowman (HH:n) report that passive movement can give :r.ise 

to adapta r.l on ,,,hen motivation rrnd opportunity to resolve 

the conflict js available. This Js contrary to the 



results obtained by Held and associates, reviewed in 

Held and F1~e&nan (1903), in which no adaptation was 

9 7 
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fmind wtth pass.lve movement of the hand. An experimental 

cLiffere:nce w0s the demand, in the ~renpleton et.al. studies, 

that the subject make a decjsion on the basis of the 

perception of their passive hand while it was in motion, 

Le., the subject hnd Jnnirect control over t.he hrrnd by 

verbal communication tr i th the experimenter and was given 

feedback as to the result of the decision. No such 

information was provided by Held and associates. The 

lack of adaptation in the latter studies can therefore 

be related to the low level of information available to 

the subjects. 

Singer and Day (1966 8 and 1966b) examined the 

relationship between the test phase of the experiment and 

the period of exposure to Ute displaced vision, together 

with the role of active and passive movement and spatial 

Judgements during the exposure period. Tl1ey found that; 

when the responses ln the test and exposure phases of' 

the experiment were dissimilar, less aftereffects were 

demonstrated; actJve and passive movewents did not 

d..iffer significantly .in the amount of aftereffect shown, 

but the presence of spatial judgements incre eed it. 

~,in,ger and Day (1'3Eifib p.70) s1q,;~1;est that the aftereffect 



is due to motor learning from the alteration of the 

relationship of visual and proprioceptive cues and 

claim that "thts learning process is aided by 

judgemental actJvity rather than by active muscular 

involvement of the optically displaced limb" es when 

judgements are made relative to a reference standard~ 

then this disc 0rdance ma_y be appr'a 1 sed ( al th ougil not 
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necessar1ly in the conscious sense). When judgements 

are not demanded, less learning to respond to the 

relationship will occur. They claim that 11 It can be 

predicted that when the limb is fully visible through 

an opt1ca1 tr,rnsforming system but no judgements of 

position are possible there will be no change from 

pre- to post-test judgements. It is difficult, 

however, to conceive of c ond I.ti ons in which complete 

control could be exercised over S 1 s judgement of 

position.'' 

This interpretation accounts for the influence 

of similarity between test end exposure phases of the 

experiment as the more similar situation will provide 

more information about the discrepancy, independently of 

other variables. Very sJrnJlar exposure s1tuatlons will 

provide s11lficJent information even with passive movement 

and the amount 0f informati0n will be increased when the 



subject is forced to make spatial judgements. It can 

also explain the discrepant results of Held and associates 

as their measures were taken in e situation which differed 

considerably from the exposure situation, and in such 

circumstances the information provided by active movement 

could well exceed that by passive movement. 

StudJes which deal with the direction of movement 

also claim that the difference is due to increased 

information. Freedman, Hall and Rekoosh (1965) showed 

greater transfer and comoensation vdth vertical hand 

motion than transverse hand motion and Lazar (1966) 

independently reached similar conclusions. Lazar 

discovered that the nature of the background is also 

important and that it is vertical movement against a 

vertical background that gives rise to greater adaptation 

than lateral movement against the same background. 

These effects were found when trial by trial measur1.,s of 

adaptation were examined hut not when the DAE was 

examined; this raises questions about the usefulness of 

the DAE as a measure. Freedman et.al. attempted to 

explain their findings by the fact that vertical 

movement gives more cues and more rapid localization of 

the medJal plane than does transverse motion. However, 

this interpretation does not fit Lazar's results and he 
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hypothesized that it ·was due to the fact that subjects 

moving their hands vertically were on the target more of 

the time and thus obtained more information about the 

d.isplacement. 

Other stud.ies are concerned with the nature of the 

learning that occurs, instead of the nature of the 

information provided. Harris { 1965) and others mentioned 

above have claimed that all adaptation is due to 

proprioceptive changes and Rock, Mack, Adams end Hill 

( 1965) re port that this J s true when the only evidence 

to spatial 'minificetion' ls given by touch. In contrast 

Kalil ond Freedman (1966a) hypothesize that adptation of 

the contralateral hand, which they found, is due to 

unperceived changes in eye position. In a second study 

(Kalil and Freedman, 1966b) they give evidence which 

supports this hypothesis; they found that after adapta

tion subjects displayed significant and persistent 

lateral occular rotation of which they were unaware. 

This explanation .is not, however, consistent with the 

findings of Cohen (1966) in which such adaptation ln the 

contralatera.1 trnnd occurs only if the passive hand is 

visible to the subject during the period of adaptation 

with the active hand (Kalil and Freedman do not report 

whether the contralateral hand was visible in their 
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experiment ) • Ho-wever, Cohen does provide other 

evidence that adaptation is not solely rlue to propriocept-

ive changes. Complete transfer of the DAE was found 

from the exposed centra.l area of the 0,ye to the non 

exposed peripheral area 9 but vvhen the peripheral area 

was exposed the DAE was largely confined to these areas. 

These disparate results can be better understood 

in the 1 t of a series of articles by McLaughlin and 

Rifk.in (19G5) and McLaughlin and Bower (IH65
3 

and 1965b) 

which showed that although adaptation to prism changes 

has the appearance of a unitary phenomenon, the 

Intermediate stages of adaptetinn can be analysed into 

twn components ~hich combine additively. One of the 

two components 9 a change in the ap;,a:rent position of 

the visual stimulus, transfers one hundred p~r cent to 

the unadapted hand, whereas the other, a change in the 

felt position of the adapted hand, does not transfer 

at all. McLaughlin and Bower ( i\:.H35b) claim that it iR 

possible that Uie latter adaption may also be due, at 

times, to a shift in the egocentric frame of reference 

during adaptation to the prism. 

Similar claims come from an attempt by McFarland 

and Clarkson ( 19fH3) to relate the work on adaptation to 

body tilt to the work wjth adaptation to prisms. They 
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suggest thut body tilt and movement while wearing prisms 

both provide an atypical but constant rels:iti.onship 

between vision and proprioception which leads to changes 

.i.n the reference system defining the typ.i.cal relaLi.on 

between visual stimulution and proprioceptive stimulation 

defining the body. This change may occur in both 

proprioception and vision. The changes reported in a 

particular study which emphasize one or the other, but 

not both, may be a function of the measuring task. 

Hay end Pick (1966) examined the effect of long term 

optical displacement on a wide variety of sensory 

co--ordinates. The patterns of changes found indlcates 

that a transient adaptation in the proprioceptive sense 

is succeeded by stable adaptation of the vJsual system. 

They discovered that increBsed information through 

greater moverPent fHtd viewing the whole body 9 rather than 

a part of it, served to induce visual adaptation. 

Thus evidence from work on adaptation to distorted 

vision indicates that movement is important in perceptual 

learning only because it provides additional information 

on the distorted relationship between vision and pro

prioception and that adaptation occurs in the less 

stable sense (proprioception) initially, hut occurs in 

vision after further experience nith, and information 



from, the f~nviror,rnPnt.. This suggests thRt movement 

may aid per-ceptual learning by prov.icling information 

about the re.l1:1tionRhips between variables and that 

changes in relationships occur more readily in the 
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less frequently used and less reliable senses. Before 

gener·al iz.ing frorn such ev i de nee, r1 owever, other ev i de nee 

on the role of movement on perceptual learning, which is 

not dependent on distorted vision, should be examined. 

Gyr, Brown, Willey and Z.ivJ.an ( HJ6t1) review much of 

the literature related to the role of movement in 

perception to demonstrate the need for any model of 

perception to regard the perceiver as active. They 

include; the more phys iol og.i cal the or Jes of Von Holtz 

(1954) and Sperry (1958) whJch Reid expanded in relation 

to his work,& experiments with an.lmals Jn wh:ich movement 

is nrevented or highly controlled. They include also 

the work by Gjbson et. al. on the role of motor exploration 

in the es tabl ls I,men t of constancte s as well as the work 

with displaced vision. They conclude (p. 184) that .,it 

appears, at least for some animals, that perceptions of 

certaJn kinds may occur without accompanying voluntary 

motions, except, perhaps, eye motions. It also appears 

that, for some organisms nt least, there are elaborate 

built in structures for some kinds of eler~-t,:n::;y_ form 
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perceptions, but that these are insufficient in themselves 

to guarantee functional perceptual capnbilities in the 

living trnima1 wh.ich moves abont ancl has to deal y;jth 

ruotion-produced visual inputs. It is further suggested 

that the same kind of phys.ical stimuli which are discrim

inated when movem~nt is artificially excluded and made 

irrelevant are no longer discriminated when the animal 

looks at them while moving about if the animal has 

previously been deprived of patterned vision accompanied 

by voluntary motion." 'I'hey thus claim that the 

difference between perception developed witl1 or without 

movement ln the envJronment lies in the cLlmensions of 

the environmental input which are abstracted by the system 

as invariant. As the invariants in visual input under 

act.ive percept.ion are those which hold under specific 

motor movements, they claim that efferent-afferent 

interaction becomes possible enabling the organism to 

define whlch f~atures of the visual input will be 

attended to. 

A review of Russian research into perceptual learning 

by Zaporoshets and Zlnchenko (1966 p.404) claims tllat 

"the works of A.N. Leontyev, B.G. Ananyev, B.M. Teplov 

and others warrant the conclnsion tlrnt the pl ocesses of 

sensation and percept.ion 1 ike the other :mental processes, 
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do not develop isolatedly but in the context of different 

forms of the subject's 2ctivity, practical activity ln 

the first place". A young child js unable to form 0ln 

adequate perceptual image when visual ~nd tactual 

stlmulEtinn alone are available but such images may be 

formed when practici:Jl sti.mulation with the object is 

available. 

Sumn,arizing all this evidence it would appear that 

movement is important in perceptual learning because it 

presents the subjects with information about the 

environment against which other possible perceptions are 

tested and,in some situations,provides different 

information than passive viewing. The nature of the 

movement and its importance to the subject are relevant 

and it is possible that some types of movement, particu

larly passive movement, may have Litt.le or no significance 

to the subject and hence not alter perception. Verbal 

judgements may alter perception more than movement, at 

times, as they alert the subjects to some aspects of the 

environment ~01h i ch way not be relevant to mov:ernent. Hence 

i.t c,rn be hypotlwsized that when a subject. is presented 

w.lth a ne,v !)erceptual instrument, learnjng will be more 

rapid if he is forced to make judgements about the 

environment whi ct1 are based on the .information f:rorn the 
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a.i.d. 'l'hese judgements may be those demanded by 

movement about the environment or verbal judgements 

demanded by the expc rime nter to w h.l ch verbal feedback 

is given. If Gyr et. ul. are correct anrl movement 

leads to differences in the dimensions of the envJ.ronmental 

input which are sbstracted as invariant, one would expect 

that individuals who move relative to the objects in the 

environment, as i,vell ::is making judgements abrHit it, will 

receive more information and will learn to use the aid 

in all situations more quickly than those that merely 

make judgeinents vd.thout movement, unless optimal inform-

ation is already provided and the total information fills 

channel capacity. 

Aims of this Thesis ----------
The aims of this thesis can be divided into two groups: 

I) Those which evaltrnte some aspect of the Kay Ultra 

device as an aid for the blind. 

2) The use of the new perceptual system provided by the 

Kay Ultra Aid for the blind to test hypotheses 

ste,mning from theoretical claims about percept.i.on. 

As little is known about either of these areas of 

research, 1t was thought tllat thjs should be an exploratory 

study which examines several variables and gjves guidance 
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for further more specific research rather than at te1npting 

any such research itself. The specific nims and 

hypotheses stemming from the above discussion are grouped 

under the tw::i rnajn areas of reserirch below. 

I. Those which evaluate some aspect of the Key Ultra 

device as an <'• id for the blind. 

All previous studies attempting to evaluate the 

Aid have used the field study or obstacle course. 

'i'he study of the ps_ychophysics of the Aid and of 

differential training procedures have been ignored. 

This study attempts to partially fill this gap. As 

this area of research ls essentially non theoretical, 

it is concerned with general aims and not specific 

hypotheses. 

These aims in detail are:-

a) To examine the influence of e short period 

of training 1 end of movement within this period, on 

later performance with the Aid~ 'fh ls could help 

in the development of future training schedules. 

b) To obtain quantitative measures of the 

following aspects of size and cli.st21nce perception 

us.i.ng the Aid. 

i) Discrimination Thresholds 

ii) The extent to which estimates of size 
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and distance remain cons Lrnt when 

changes are made in the dist~nce end/or 

texture, and size and/or texture, 

respectJvely, of the objects being 

judged. 

c) To find how subjects interpret the skills 

involved in' making size, distance and texture 

judgements using the Aid. 

d) To determine the relationship of measures 

of auditory acuity and d.tscrimination to measures 

of performance with the Aid. 

e) To examine the re.la t.ionsh:l.p of personality 

variables, measured by The Eysenck Personality 

Inventory, to performance with the Aid. 

2. The use of the new perceptual system provided by 

the Kay Ultra Aid for the blind to test hypotheses 

stemming from theoretical claims about perception~ 

a) Movement within the environment in addition 

to ju ts nbout the same, during training, will 

provide extra information about the relationships 

between the output of the Aid and the environment 

and hence lead to better performance with the Aid 

(if optimal information has not already been 

provided the verbal ju men ts w 1thout movement) o 
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b} G.\OVf'rnent ViithJn the environment during 

training will p.rovJd,e d.i fferent Jnformatlrm concern.:hig 

the 1:nv.~r .inn ts of the output f:rom the A.id and hence 

sttmu1:us c,mtext and thus 1ead to less unce.rtaint.y 

and greater constancy unless sufficient information 

Js already available. This effect will be largest 

d) Constaucy is related to the ease und confidence 

The relutl~nship 

between the c onf 1 de nee of cz}:nst,wcy jud,;ewents and 

their departure from constancy ie bipolar ~1th n more 

rapid decrease in confidence as,-,ocL:sted vd. t!1 'the 

depiJrture from project.Ive equality responses. 

e) Judgements which arc based on one dimenaion 

of the output of the tdd whlch is :relatJvely 

.indei::endent of' other aspects of the s t.i.mul us c nntext 

•N.il1 depart les1:; from constancy than those Judgements 

not inde~ende1,t of other napects 0f tl1e stimulus 

(:,)nt.('lXt., 
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f) Those stimulus changes which alter the 

output of the Aid in such a way that the dimensions 

on which judgements of another attribute are 

normally based are changed, will influence 

judgements of tl1at attribute more than changes 

whlch alter only those dimensions of the Aid which 

are not normally involved in such a judgement. 

g) When two such variables are altered at 

once, the effect will be additive. 

Consequent Methodological Requirements 

If these aims are to be realised, the experimental 

design must include training procedures that differ only 

in the amount of moveruent, relative to judged objects, 

that is experienced by the subjects. A control group 

having no training is needed to provide a baseline with 

which the differential training procedures can be 

compared. The experimental design must also provide 

measures of: 

1) Skill after training. 

2) Discrimination of size and dJstance when all 

other variables are equated. These measures 

should be taken at a minimum of three levels of 

each of the attributes. 
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3) Subjective equality of size and distance under 

co11trolled variations of the other variable 

and/or texture. (constancy judgements) 

4) The influence of increased background cues on 

the constancy judgements. 

5) The subjects ability to discriminate sounds, 

both before and after experience with the Aid. 

MeasurPs one control group must be obtained 

in order to determine whether any changes over 

this time stem from experience with tl1e Aid. 

6) Personality attributes. 

7) Subjective ease of size, distance and texture 

judgements with the Aid. 

8) Subjective descriptions of the cues used in 

judgements of the above attributes which are 

dependent on the Aid. 

An experimental design which attempts to fulfil 

these requirements cen be divided into three main areas: 

1) Training sessions • 

2) Experimental sessions. 

3) Measures of individual differences. 

The experimental sessions can be further divided 

into: 

a) Discrimination sessions. 

b) Constancy sessions. 
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CHJ\Y'"l'ER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 

General E_xperJmental De~ 

As the experimental design included a moderately 

J.engthy training period and individual differences 

were expected to be important, a factorial design wlth 

repeated measures on the same subject over most variables 

was used. Training was, of course, varied between 

subjects, as was the influence of additional background 

cues on constancy judgements. The latter variable was 

varied between subjects because there is n limlt to the 

amount of time that any one individual can be expected 

to expend on any one experiment and this was one of the 

least important of the variables examined. 

In an experimental design with repeated measures 

on the same subject there is a high possibility that 

order effect may contaminate the examined variables. 

Therefore, throughout this experiment, counter-balancing 

was employed to control any such effects. The measures 

of d.iscriminatiun obtained were intended to indicate 

optimum ability Jn these skills, so neasures of 

discrirninution were taken both before and after the 

hlock of constancy trial~. 



learning was still occuring and, if it was, would 

provide a measure which more closely approminated that 

of optimum performance. 

The general plan of the experJ.ment Js given in 

'I'able 1. Specific details are given later in the 

chapter. 

TABLE 1 

-Number of-
Sessions Experimental Groups Control Group 

1 Introduction and Seashore Seashore Measures 
Measures of Musical Talents of Musical Talents -- --- --

7 Training Training 
without with 
movement movement 

I -
16-20** Experimental Sessions 

6-10 Discrimination Sessions 

4½-7 Constancy Sessions 

3-5½ Discrimination Judgements* 

1 Seashore Measures of Musical Seashore Measures 
Talents and Eysenck of MusJcal 'l'alents 
Personality Inventory 

* At the end of the last discrimination session an 
audiometric test was administered to all experimental 
subjects and the questionnaires completed. 

** The number of sessions varleo because there were a 
set number of judgements to be made rather than a set 
number of hours to be spent on them. 
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The experimental subjects were 24 volunt~ers 

(6 female anci 18 male) from the undergraduate psychology 

classes of the University of Canterbury; 14 from the 

first year, 8 from the :"lecond and 2 from the third. 

The ages .ranged from 17 - 3 9, w.i th a rnenn of 2 1. 2 8 

years, at the start of thP experiment. All h:ad normal 

or corrected vision and were blindfolded for the purpose 

of the experiment. 

Blindfolded ~ighted subjects were used because the 

following methodologtcal cons1de:rations favour the use 

of such subjects and research, reviewed in chapter 1, 

has shovrn that measures obtained from them should not 

differ greatly from measures obtained from the blind. 

1) There was less likelihood of positive or negative 

transfer from normal mobility or obstacle detection 

skills. 

2) We can be more confident that the s11bjects' responses 

were based on information from the Aid because most 

sighted people need considerable experience before 

3) 

accurate unaided obstacle detection is possible. 

It was more convenient; it would hRve bePn very 

difficult to obtain blind subjects at the times when 

the experimental room was avaJlable. 
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The c ont:rol group for the rnea sores on the Se :rnhore 

Measures of Musical Talent consisted uf 19 subjects 

from a first year psychology laboratory class. 

APPARATUS 

As fine discrimination of size nnd d.lstance was 

reau.lred 9 it was essential that SDme apµaratus be 

constructed which enabled stimuli to bn presented 

normally to the bean of the Aid, nt a tnm".'n dJ stance 

and position withe constant angle of separation and 

with minimal interference from the suoports of the 

stimuli and the eurr8undlng environment~ Changes in 

stimuli and distance must be able to be made rapidly, 

quietly and accurately. T,heFJe nee<h, were met by the 

construction of the apparatus shown 1n Appendix 2. 

The Aid was mounted on a Lipnf camera tripod and movement 

:restricted to that in a hur i zontal dJ. rec tl on. The 

tripod was fitted ton wooden base from whicl1 two pairs 

of parallel 16ft. railway tracks projected at an angle 

of 45 degrees to each other with the pivot of the Aid 

at the point of intersection of two ~ypothetical lines 

drcrwn down the mj ddle of each pair of' track:s. l'-. 

trolley ran smoothly nnd quiet.ls w.it.f,Lr: each set of 

tracks. /\ tl·iree inch :r,ipe rnmrnterl verticaJ ly on eHch 
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length of ont: inch d,Jwling attached :1t rJght an r?S to 

the bHc!, nf r:~:1ch :Himu1vs. The d!st:rnce tif the ~;timuli 

from tiH-' _t\i d wc1s det(;nninefi from the posit.Jon :}f the 

trolley ln relation to rulers ~ttached to the railway 

lines. Te ~ubject was seated on a wheeled chair and 

A constnnt voltage 

The whole 

dlsniantled. 

!H~s~.Uw :sc:ret~n s1x feet !dgh was Sl:spendecl f:rom 

four dt:: ion filtancts connected by thr<:H' lengths ( 6', 3' 

tively) of rlexion placed so thElt the screen 

was t. frn • the subject at the point where it was 

sl1t to let the oject ing pnles of the m£! in e{;uipment 

This ACreen was useri to provide aome 

constancy sessions. 

Th~: .a!xjve equipment cnulcl not be 1.wed for tlH~ 

training rerlod due to delaya Jn construction and so the 

st.imul.i were p,n:osented on i/4 .inch dow1 ing stcuids 3 feet 

id f 
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standing. The object wns positioned by marks on the 

floor and the /\Jr1 WDS held in the hnnd. A normal 9 

volt bt-ittery, stu~ched. to the Aid, provided tile necessnry 

power, As the judge11wnts required at this stage were 

less precise, Jt was thovght that th.ls apparatus would 

be satlsfnctory. 

Subjects were blindfolded by blacked out welders' 

go;;.,_gles wh j ch excluded pat terned 1 igbt but ~, 11 owed a 

little diffuse light to enter et the back edges. 

Throughout the experimental sessions a clicker was used 

to signal to the subjects when a judgenPnt was required. 

This form of instruction was used in an attempt to 

decrease the posstbility that experimenter expectation 

might bias th.e obtained results (Rosenthal 19G6) by 

stereotyping communication. However, in any experiment 

whlch continueB for many sessions f;ome extra connntm.lcEtion 

between sabject and experimenter is inevitable and this 

may have lessened the advant:'lges of the clicker. 

STIMULI 

The stimuli were c J re ular througtiovt so th at scanned 

w idtll wor1.l d be indeperident of the Hnf;J e of sc ann .inr;. All 

discs were cu.t nut of 1/8 inch lu:irdbotird ,,d th the other 

textures attached to the front ff>.ce i:d1en nec,e ssary. The 

stimuli for the training nessions we.re 7 11
9 9", 14 11 
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and i 8 11 dirrmeter discs with hardboard, carpet ( 1/4 inch 

pile) and gravel (3/8") surfaces, presented at one foot 

intervals from 2 to 8 feet from the Aid. 

experimental sessions the variables were hardboard 

discs from 2½ to 20 inches diRmeter, increasing in 

quarter inch steps, and the standards were l1ardboard 

and carpet discs of Distances 

ranged from 6 inches to 8 feet in quarter inch steps, 

with bcHH'.! distances of 3', 5' and 7'. 

These stimulus values were used as they were 

considered to cover the middle ranges of sensitivity in 

t.t1e A.i.d, for size and distance, and to repr·esent changes 

in both hardness and smoothness, the two main attributes 

of texture differenceso The quarter inch interval in 

the experimental sessions was determined by preliminary 

experimentation without the appropriate apparatus again 

due to delays in manufacture. .A.llowances were made for 

the greater accuracy expected with the full equipment. 

TESTS OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 

The amLi. tory tests used were the F.i.tcll, Loudness, 

'f.ime and 'fimbre subtests of the Sear:,ho:re MeHsures of 

Musical Talents (Seashore, Lewis and Saetveit 1960 

revision) and the Amplivox Audiometer test. 
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The Fitch, Loudness and Time subtests of the 

Seashore were selected for administration as judgements 

of size and distance using the Aid are dependent on 

discrimination of these variabJes. The 'I' imbre 

subtest was added at the second administreticn because 

the initial testing took less time than was expected 

and Timbre discriminetion is related to texture 

perception, a variable of secondary importance in this 

st1Jdy. The reltitively lO'ili relJability coefficients of 

the tes,ts reported b.v Seashore, Lewin and Saetve.it 

(Pitch .84, Loudness .74 9 Time .71 and 'I'imbre .G8) 

make a control group a neceRsity. The Audiometer 

test was administered to obtain a 1:,easure of auditory 

acuity and check for specific freouency deafnesses. 

The Eysepck Personality Inventory, Form B (Eysenck 

and Eysenck 1954) an~ an experimenter designed questionnaire 

(see Appendix 4) were administered to obtain both measures 

of personality attributes of the subjects and subject 

assessments concerning the use of the Aid, respectively. 

Exper imentfll. frocedure 

Each subject attended from 16 to 27 approximately 

half-hour sessions. As the only room large enough to 

eliminate echo from the walls was one that was used for 

psychology laboratory classes, experJ.rnentation could 
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only be conducted when the room was not in use. Th.is 

meant U1at only tvrn sessions with each subject could be 

conducted each week. These two sessions were separated 

as e<iually as possJ bl e and 5/- a ses;,i on paid to help 

reduce dropouts and absenteeism. There were no dropouts, 

but there •Nere occasions when the subject did not appear 

at the appointed time. Bec:1use of the tight schedule 

this meant that the time between sessions was sometimes 

altered, but was never less than two days or more a 

week. 

IHTRODUG'l'ION 

The first session, which preceeded any training or 

experimentation, consisted of an introduction to the Aid 

and to the :researc11 programme, and the .initial administra-

tion of the Seashore. The subjects were gathered in 

small groups in the room later used f'o:r experimentation, 

shown the aid and given the dei.scription as in Appendix 

3. Defore the first session using the Aid, the subjects 

were given ndditional instructions concerning the Aid, 

al so shown :ln Appendix 3. 

TRAINING 

Two groups of eight subjects each were given training. 

The remaining 8 subjects being the 'no training' group 

who served as a control for the other two groups. The 
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two tra.i.n1ng groups differed only in that one group was 

required to move relat.i.ve to environment using the Aid 

whi .le the other group ·was not uenni t ted so to rn.ove. 

The training task for all these subjects wos that of 

learning to recognise different sizes, ,l.tstances and 

textures after initial familiarization with the stimuli. 

Verbal feedJ.>aCi( was given to both groups ai'te.r each 

judgement and one group 1noved out to the object after 

each judgement. The Aid was tut'ned off between 

judgements to enable tlle stj muli to be ct11H1ged. 

It was desiretl that the subjects experience ull 

combinations of size, distauce and texture during the 

tra.i.ni.ng period, but, as time was limited, each 

variable was judged under only three values of the other 

variables; variation in size and distance was limited 

to the three values which served as standards in the 

experimental sessions. 

The resulting training program is presented in 

Table II. The subjects were blindfolded before entering 

the experimental room for each training session. The 

subjects not permitted movement were led to a seat by 

the experimenter and the subjects allowed movement were 

Jed to a mark on the floor where they stood and faced 

the object. This was done by gettJng the subject to 
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indicate when he detected an object whlch varied within 

a 90 degree arc 5ft. in front of him. The initial 

contact wi.th ench of the d.ifferent attribute:\~ was done 

by the expefimenter twice preAenting each stimulus 

level to the subject (once in ascending and once in 

descending order) and informing the subject of its 

value before asking him to examine it. Throughout 

the ~est of the training period the subjects were 

required to estJmate the appropriate attribute of the 

stimulus presented and were then told the correct 

value. In the fjrst six training sessions, successive 

judgements of each variable were made with only the 

judged variable changing. In the seventh session, the 

stimuli could change on all three variables between 

two judgements. ~o comparison judgements were provided 

during this training period as the aim was to give 

general training in perception of size, distance and 

texture and not skill in making comparison judgements. 

f'l!easures were taken only on the last two training 

sess.ions, as the interest was in the differential 

influence of training on later performance and not in 

the learning process during training. 



EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS 

All 24 exper imentnl subjects completed th_i_ ;:3 rart 

cri.minatJon ,:;,nd constancy. The measures v,ere obtained 

on the equJpment descrJbe(l ecirl.if?r, using the method of 

-11. "1°1-i- '·"' '-,, 1· <-l) C'(1l''E' 1nod 1' ·"" i ,.,."' 1· i 01' ~) Ui u- ,~ .. \,l ,:; ; H, "- •• J ~•·<• , __ ,.:, 0 The interval between 

success.i ve stimuli was 1/4 inch .i.n f)Oth size anct distance 

except for distance di.scr.iminDt1on judgements wi.th the 

standard at 7 feet when it was 1/2 inch. 'rt.Lis 

difference ,vr:)S introduced to exarniiv:: the :infl.uences of 

the s.ize of the interval on the J!le:Hnn·e of discrimination. 

Half of the series 1vere of increar'ling magnitude (asceud.ing) 

and half of decredHing magnitude (descending); w. lf were 

made 1v.i.th the standard on tile right a.nd half w.ith it on 

the left. No feedback was giveu to the subjects. 

The method of 11rn1ts V✓ ,H, ernplo.vect because it was 

considered to be the best avai.J.able method of obta.i.ning 

est.ima Les of constancy and ti-ic: same basJ c m~thod !1ad to 

be used J.n botli parts of the experi1(1cnt so that mea~rnres 

from the djscrimination sessions could be used in the 

analysis uf measures of constancy. The method of limits 

was seen as the best method for obtaining estimates of 

constancy because it was necessary to provide for a wide 

range of poss1ble r~sponses. The method of average 
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error was not possible because a continuously increas.ing 

size stimulus, which did not change in texture, proved 

impossible to design. Further, the main response bias 

liable to occur with the method of limits (the tendency 

fo:r the jmlged size to clev.i.ate in the dj recti8n of the 

ph,ys.ica I ":'. i ze of the in i ti~l var table) c0.n be corrected 

by Averaging ~easures fr0w ascending an~ descending 

trials, but th~ tendency of weasures taken from the 

method of constant s ti rnul t to concentrate ::11),~,nt the 

center nf the ranne cRnnot be controlled so eAsJly. 

Finally, it was the most economical wjth time. 

In the constancy sesslons, subjects were not told 

the initial difference between stimuli and each serles 

was stopped after an estimate of perceived equality 

was obtained. However, in the discrimination session 

the subjects were told the initial difference between 

stimuli and the series was continued through equality 

judgements to obtain both upper and lower thresholds of 

equality. This provision of information about the 

initial difference between stimuli ensures that the 

subject is faced with only two altern8tive resoonses at 

any one time and thus Rvoids violation of the requirements 

of the n1~thort of ltmi.ti:; (Dewber 1960). No time limit 

was placed an tile subjects but they were instructed to 
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make their judgements as quickly aa possJhle. This 

led to considerable var.lat.ion in the t.i.me taken and in 

some cases meant that all the observations with one 

standard could not be completed ln one session. If .it 

was necessary to take more than one sesaion, the break 

was always made after half the judgements. All possible 

order effects within the discrimination series and 

constancy series were controlled by counterbalancing. 

The subjects within the training groups were randomly 

assigned to the dlfferent orders. C()nstanc.v judgements 

were assumed to be unrelated to the order of conditions 

within discrimination trials and so a ne~ randomization 

was employed for this part of the experimento Table 

3 shows the resulting plan of research for all subjects. 

Ql._sc r Jmi nation Sessions 

Measures of discrimination were obtained both 

before and after the block of trials concerned with 

constancy to check whethe~ learning had occured during 

this period. Distance discriminatlon judgements were 

made using 9 inch hardboard discs with standards of 

3 1 , 5' and 7' from the Aid and siZC;J disc r.lmination 

judgements were made using 4½ inch, 9 inch nnd 18 

inch diameter discs as standards 5' from the Aid. 

Twelve series of judgements were made at each level 

of both variables before the constancy trials and 
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eight after the constancy trials. Measurements were 

taken fit three levels of each vai·iable to enable an 

examinE1tion uf the r·elationship bet1Ne<~n stimulus 

magnituc;e nntl d.iscrimination threshold. Fewer trials 

were taken 1:1fter constancy than before because variance 

was expected to be less and time was limited. 

At the beginning of the first session subjects ·were 

led into the experimental 1·oom, seated at the apparatus, 

t 1 ven the ear piece, sho'wn how the Aid could be moved 

and given the follmving instructions. 

"'l'here are two objects in front of you. Turn the 

Aid until you have found both of them ••••• The one on 

your right is smal1el' (closer) than the one on your 

J.e:ft. I will be increasing the size of the right hand 

disc (moving the right hRnd disc away from you) in 

small steps and I want you to tell me, ench time I press 

the clicker, if it is still srn,:dle:r (closer) than the 

object on your left or if it has become the same size 

( <.Lt stance}. You will not be told whether you are 

right or wrong. After you have made e1:Jch judgement turn 

the Aid off so I can change the stimuli. Turn the /\id 

on again when you hear the clicker and fflnke your next 

judgement. Try to keep the volume constant by turning 

the volume control approxJ.rnately the r1uhe amount each 

time." 



l\fter the first equal jurlgernent WHS given, the 

subject was instructed: 

123. 

11 Nmv I will keep increasing the size 1Jf' the d.isc 

(moving the disc further away) And J. want you to tell 

me whether the objects st.ill somid equal or whetber 

the one on the rlght now sounds larger (further away). 

Make H judgement e&ch time the clicker ls pressed. 

Do not worry if you have to say equal several times". 

After two 'larger' (or 1 further 1
) judgements had 

been given, e descending series was introduced: 

11 Now I am starting with the object en the right 

larger (further nway) from the Aid than the one on the 

left and decreasing the si~e of this object (bringing 

this object closer to you) in small steps. Tell me 

when the object on the rlght sounds .larger (further), 

when it ~!!!~d~ equal and when it so1~n.~ smaller (closer)". 

After two of the last judgements, the subjects were 

told that all future judgements would take this form 

and the experiment continued with no further instructions 

except those at the start of each series which informed 

the subject of the initial difference and the direction 

of change. The di.stance from e11un1lty of the ln.it.ial 

sti1:riulus for each serjes ranged from :5 to 8 steps and 

was randomly determined for each series. 
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The first two practice series were not recorded, 

but all other responses were recoricJed on the approprlate 

response sheet ( see Appendix 5 ) • A'+' was entered 

for a '.lar·ger' or 1 f'urti1er' judgement, an '=' for a 

'same' or 'equal' and a' 1 :for 1 smaller 1 or 'closer' 

judgements. 

Little J.ntroductiun was given in later trials 

except when the vari:=ible be.in2s judged was changed. 

The subject was .instructed thAt they would be using the 

same teclmJ(nie but that the objectB were now equal in 

distance (size) and varying 1n size (dJstnnce). '!'wo 

unrecorded practice trials were given. At the start 

of the second replica tJ on of dlscr i. 1r1inat ion judgements 

(after the constancy sessions) the subjects were told 

ti.iat they were to use the technique used ,:it the stH:rt 

of the expt~i lrneHt; to <lete !'rlline whether one object 

~ smaller- (closer), thell equal b1Hl finally larger 

( further avvt1y). 

Constancy Sessions 

In the coustancy sessions sJze judgements were 

made comparing hardboard. variables at 5 1 vdth H11 

diameter hardboard standards at 3 1 and 7' and Yd th 9 11 

carpet stand&rds at 3', 5' and 7'. Dlstnnce judgements 

were m:ade compa1'JngaB 11 dJameter hardboard variable wtt.!1 
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4½ 11 and 18 11 diameter hardboard standards and 4½ 11 , 9 11 

and I 8 11 d.iamete r c a:rpet standards at 3'. Half the 

subjects made their judgements with minimal background 

cues, as was the case with all previous judgements, and 

half made their judgements with a constant background 

provided with the hessian screen. Four series of 

judgements were obtained from each subject under each 

condition. 

A modif led method of lJ.mits we.re used in which 

the subject was presented first with a variable which 

differed greatly from the standard in the appropriate 

direction, this difference being estimated to exceed 

a projective match. 

sessions the subject 

In contrast with the discrimination 

was not told the direction of the 

Initial difference between objects, but told to judge 

the relati,mship himself, as 1 t was thought that such 

instructions could contaminate the measures. If the 

appropriate response was made, the variable was moved 

towards the size of the standard in 111 stepi, for size 

and 6 11 steps for distance. When two equal judgements 

or contrasting judgements were made, the experimenter 

presented again the last variable evoking a difference 

judgement and approached equality in smaller steps 
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('I/ 4 11 f 0 1 • s 1 •.w and 1 11 f n J' d j st rm c e ) • The procedure 

be j JI g re n e r:i t e d a th i r o t i me for d i. stance , us 1 n g l / ,1 11 

steps. If the first response was eQU81 or J11 the 

opposite di rec ti 1rn to tb.rit expected. the object was 

first n,JvecJ away from equality t.Jll two :ippropriate 

respor.ses were urnde and then the above method was 

applied. This modJficetion was introduced to enable 

H wide range of stimuli to be covered. 

The only indicotion the subjects were ~Jven that 

th c s i tu a t J c• n h e (\ ch en g e ( Vt';,,:;; the J n s tr tic t J on th a t 

they ,1·01.1ld no longer be toJ{l vvlrnt tlle initial difference 

betweer1 the tv,o objects lNas hut asked to determine this 

for tl, f·mse] ve s an ci the di f'ferent procedure foll owed. 

MEASURES OF INDIVIDUAL DIFF~rPNCES 

/ 1fter the Jntroi:lncti on to the Aid .in the first 

session the Sen shore Me2sur-es of M.1HLi cal '!';=dents was 

adm.i td i::tere1J to U1e i:rnhjects., Administration was .in 

ThP test was re-

Not ::il l exp er i men t r:1 l subjects had 

completed exr,er.i.1H~ntal work c,1.t this ~tage but thJs was 

the last date on wii.ich the f i1·st yenr psychology 

l aborntory c J ;,; ss, to which tl1e ::iea:, hore had been 

administered as a ~ontrnl group, were meeting. The 



control group was tested in the same room as the 

experimental grour. 
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The Eysenck f'ersr11:,;;J ity lnventory vHis ach,1 Jnistered 

nt t!-!e same sel'.rnion us the second administration nf the 

Seashore. The experimenter designed q~estionnaire was 

not given until the end of the last experimental session 

for each subject, as it was thought that earlier 

adminJstration might have alerted the subject to 

al terrrn tJve appro,,ches to the sigxud $ from the J\i d 

and hence altered responses. The Audiometric test was 

also adi-ni.nistered at the end cf tlie J c.r0.t experJmental 

session for each subject. 'f J le F: iJ b j CC t W a S Se 8 t e d a t 

least three feet away from the battery operated 

Audiomrter, facing in the opposite direction and wearing 

the e;1rphones. ~easureo were restricted tc the eor on 

which the earphone of the Aid was worr throughout the 

exper1Nent (the rJght ear for all but three of the 

sutjects 1Nl10 adirlttecl to hearing defects in this et1 r). 

The irnbJect '<''I n !:c;Jven the clicker used tn the experiments 

a11d told tc pres::, it each tJrne he hea:rd a noise tt,rough 

the earphone. The wethod of Lind ts was used with the time 

interval bet.Neen st.i.muli beJng varle1J randomly. One 

ascenct:,ng and one dencending trJ nl w;;1s conducted at al.1 

the frequency levels after one pr-act.ice triid ( for hotlt 

ascending ,~nfl descendint series) nt -iooocps. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

The sets of measures obtained from each of the 

areas of research described in the last chapter are 

presented in the same order. The interrelations 
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between different measures from each area of research 

and their relationship with measures previously 

presented are reported after the analysis of each set 

of measures. 

Measures from Training Sessions 

As the emphasis of this experiment was on the 

influence of the differential training procedures on 

later performance, measures were confined to the two 

final sessions. Measures were taken on both these 

sessions because there was a change in procedure in 

the final (seventh) session. 

The measure of performance for size and distance 

judgements was the number of intervals (i.e., stimuli 

or posslble responses) between the response gJven and 

the stimulus size. As it cannot be claimed that there 

were equal intervals between the different textures 

provided, such a method was not appropriate for such 

judgements and so the number of correct responses was 
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taken es the measure of performance. S1mllar measures 

were obtained for size and distance judgements and these 

were correlated (using r) wJth the above measures of 

average error to determine wheU1er the di ffe:rent measures 

were related., The resulting coefficients were .49 and 

,, 95 for size and distance respectively in the sixth 

tra.ining sessJon and .79 !i'lnd .97 in the seventh training 

session. As these correlations were obtained from 

measures from Hi subjects there are 14 degrees of 

freedom, and so, with the exception of si•e judgements 

ln the sixth training, all are signH' leant beyond the 

.,OJ level. This lrnHcates that the two measures are 

concerned with much the s~me aspects of µerformance; 

the method of average error i • probably the most 

sensitive. 

In the slxth training session two judgements at 

each stlmulus level of size and distance were made by 

eaeh subject,, "<V l th objects of two di. ff erent textures> 

(gravel and carpet} hence each cell entry ln the analyses 

of variances, presented in tables 4 and 5, waa the sum 

of t.wo errors. Three judgements were :made of stinnill 

of each texture with objects of two different sizes 

(4½" and 18" diameter) and the cell entries in the analysis 

of variance on this data (table 6) were the number of these 

judgements made correctly. 



TABLE 4 

Anqlysis of Variance of Error in Size Recognition 

in the Sixth Training Session 

Source ss df MS F 

Behveen Subjects 15.692 15 

'l'raining 2.755 2. 175 2 • 9 82 ( 1 , 14 ) 

Suhjects within groups l 2. 93 7 14 • i124 

Within s,u!U_ects 269.300 144 -
Size (of Stimuli) 2 7. 023 4 6. 756 3.817(4,56)** 

Training X Size 4.652 4 I. l 63 <1 

Size X Subjects 99. 125 56 '· 770 
within groups 

Texture ( of Stimuli) • 505 • 505 < 1 

Training X Texture • 05 7 1 • 057 (1 

Texture X Subjects 19. 93 8 14 1.424 
within ,groups 

Size X 'I'exture 26.902 4 6. 72 7 4. 760(4,56) ** 
Training X Size X 'i'exture 11. 970 4 2.993 2.118(4,56) 

Size X Texture X Subjects 79. 128 56 1..413 
within groups 

** p ( • 0 t 



GRAPH 1: SIZE JUDGEMENTS AT THE END OF TRAINING AS A 

FUNCTION OF THE SIZE ANO TEXTURE OF THE 

OBJECT. 
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TABLE 5 

Analysis of Variance of Error in Distance Recognition 

in the Sixth Training Session 

Source ss df MS 

Between Subjects 5 7. 071 15 

Training 7.142 l 7.142 2 • 003 ( l • 14 ) 

Subjects w.lthin groups 49. 92 9 14 3.566 

Within Subjects 2 71. 143 208 

Distance ( of Stimuli) 25. 714 6 4.286 3. 309 ( 6 , 84) 

Training X Distance 8.608 6 1.435 ., • J OS ( 6, 84 ) 

Distance X Subjects 108.821 84 1. 2 95 
within groups 

Texture ( of Stimuli) .642 1 .642 < 1 

Training X Texture .317 ' 1 • 3 l 7 < 1 

Texture X Subjects 22. 184 14 I. 5 84 
within Groups 

Distance X Texture 9.858 6 '· 643 t • 54 f ( 6 , 84 ) 

Training X Distance 5.433 6 • 905 (1 
.x Texture 

Distance X Texture X 89.566 84 1.066 
Subjects within groups 

** p < D 01 

** 
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TABLE 6 

Analysis of Variance of Correct Texture Recognitions 

in the Sixth Training Session 

Source ss df MS F 

Between Subj_~ts. 1 7. 906 l5 

Training 3. 01 t 3. 0 I 1 2.830(1,14) 

Subjects within groups 14.895 14 1. 064 

Within Subject.§. 64 .. 834 ~ 

Texture (of Stimuli) 5.646 2 2. 823 3. 830 ( 2 , 2 8 ) 

Training X Texture .145 2 .072 < 1 

Texture X Subjects 20.543 28 • 737 
within groups 

* 

Size (of Stimuli) 6.511 6. 51\;. 10.123( 1, 14) ** 

Training X Size .093 • 093 d 

Size X Subjects 8.996 14 .643 
within groups 

Texture X Size 2.770 2 l. 385 2.048(2,28) 

Training X Texture 1. f 89 2 • 594 (1 
X Size 

Texture X Size X 18. 941 28 • 676 
Subjects ,, i thin groups 

** p ( .ol 

• 05 (_ p ( • Ol 



GRAPH 3: TEXTURE JUDGEMENlS AT THE ENO OF TRAINING 
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In the seventh training session all three variables 

could be changed at once. As a maximum of two judge-

ments were made at each stimulus size and distance 

analysis of the position of the stimulus in the series 

was not possible. Nor was it possible to study the 

instructional variable' because it was confounded with 

order effects. Hence a one way analysis of variance 

was used for both these judgements; the resulting summary 

tables can be seen in tables 7 and 8. As more texture 

judgements were made with each object surface, due to 

the smaller number of stimuli tlsed, a two way analysis 

of variance was conducted on this data; the surface of 

the objects was analysed as well as differential 

training. (table 9) 

Differential training was shown to significantly 

effect distance judgements in the final session, when 

all three variables could change between judgements; 

those subjects who moved relative to the stimuli during 

training showed the greatest amount of error. 

The position of the stimulus in the stimulus series 

affected performance in the sixth training session alone: 
) 

the stlmuli at the end of the series were judged most 

accurately when distance was judged and least accurately 

when size was judged. Texture differences cannot be 



TABLE 7 

Analysis of Variance of Error in Size Recognition 

in the Seventh Training Session 

Source ss 

Training 49. 000 

Error 476.750 

Total 525.750 

TABLE 8 

df 

14 

15 

MS F 

4 9 . 000 1 • 44 2 ( l , 14 ) 

33.982 

Analysis of Variance of Error in Distance Recognition 

in the Seventh Training Session 

Source ss 

'l':raining 190 

Error 260 

Total 456 

** p ( • 01 

df 

14 

15 

MS 

196 

F 

•J f) c: 54 ** ' -- • ,> • ( 1 , 14 ) . 

18.571 



TABLE ~) 

Analysis of Variance of Correct Texture Recognition 

in the Seventh Training Session 

Source ss df l;,Jie"I 
l,A~ F 

Between Subjects 24.666 15 

Training 0 333 .333 < 1 

Subjects withln groups 24.333 14 f. 73 8 

!_Vithin Subjec t.13 4 f. 333 32 

Texture (of stimuli) 2.000 2 1. 000 < 1 

'fra.ining X Texture 1. 166 2 • 583 (1 

Texture X Subjects 38. 166 28 1. 363 
within groups 
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ordered so easily but the nature of the surface was 

significantly related to correct recognition, in the 

same training session; the hardboard surface was 

correctly identified most frequently and the carpet 

surface least frequently. This change of performance 

with change in texture was not, however, significant in 

the seventh training session. It is possible that the 

effect of st.imulus position on the accuracy on s.ize and 

distance judgements would also have disanpeared in this 

situation as one would expect that such a position effect, 

which is probably based on anchoring, to demand perception 

of the complete stimulus range. 

The difference in the character of the position 

effect for size and distance suggests that the extreme 

stimuli act as anchors for distance judgements as they 

are easily discriminable, but that there is a tendency 

towards central judgements when size is judged, due to 

the absence of any clear indication of the extremes. 

The hardboard surface gives the loudest and purest note 

and this could account for the easier recognition. 

Carpet is probably mistaken most frequently because the 

note produced by this surface is intermediate in purity 

of tone, between hardboard and gravel. This suggests 

that it is the purity of the note and not the volume 
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which ls the major cue for texture judgements. If 

loudness was the major cue, gravel would have been the 

most difficult to judge as the loudness evoked by this 

surface is Jntermediate to that evoked by the other 

surfaces. 

The texture of the stimulus as a main Pffect was 

not significant in the size and distance analyses of the 

sixth training session but interacted significantly with 

the position of the size stimulus in the appropriate 

stimulus series. Fewer errors were made with the 

smallest object when it had a carpet surface, but 

judgements of a gravel object showed central tendency 

with objects at both ends of the stimulus series showing 

the most error. The carpet surface gives a softer note 

than the gravel surface and this could bias the judgements 

towards the smaller objects. The size of the stimulus 

affected the accuracy with which texture judgements were 

made. The larger object was judged more accurately, 

presumably because more information was provided. 

InteirnelatlonshiJ2 of Measures 

Intercorrelations between measures of the different 

judgements within and between the two training sessions 

are presented in table to. The only significant 

coefficients were those between the same measures Jn the 



TABLE 10 

Intercorrelation of Measures Taken at the End of Training 

n = 16 d.f. == 14 

6th Training Session 7th Training Session f 
Variable Judged Size Distance Texture Size Distance Texture 

;(i:* 

6th training Size - • 31 .40 .68 .30 • 6 1 

** session Distance - .38 .05 .59 .21 

Texture - .,29 • 3 t .47 

7th training Size • is .. 11 

session Distance .34 

Texture 

** P ( • 01 
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two sessions indicating that the same skill was demanded 

in both sessions. The direction of the other coef-

ficients, with the exception of the relation of size and 

distance judgements when all variables can change at once, 

though not significant, indicate a te.ndency for sk.111 i.n 

judging one attribute to be associated with skill in 

judging the other. Th.ls suggests that there ls a general 

factor due to skill in handling the Aid. 

Me'!,5_!}.!'.~~-~J:lmina tion Sessions 

The ~ata obtained from the discrimination sessions 

were coded so that the number JO represented the value 

(point) between the st.irnulus Migni tude be low equ,: l i ty and 

equality itself and an increment of I a change of a 

quarter of an inch. This meant that each stimulus step 

was represented by an increruent of one for all series 

except distance judgements with the standard at 7', when 

there was an increase of 2 with each stimulus step. The 

thresholds were taken as the po.int at which judgements 

changed from the initial judgement to two successive equal 

or final judgements and the point at which it changed 

from the initial or equal judgement to two success.i.ve 

final judgements. Measures of discrimination were obtained 

by finding the difference hetween the upper and lower 
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thresholds. This value is a coded score equal to two 

just noticible differences (j.n.d. 1 s). 

The first analysis on discrimination data was 

performed on data obtained from an additional session in 

which size was judged with a 9 inch diameter standard, 

administered at the end of the first set of discrimination 

measures. This session was conducted to determine 

whether a slight error in the aµparatus influenced size 

judgements. The correction or otherwise of this error, 

which meant that when the objects were marked as being 

equally distant from the Aid one was 1/4 of an inch further 

away than the other, did not significantly influence 

subjective equality or discrimination of size. 

RESPONSE STRATEG'IES 

The analysis on points of subjective equality 

(p.s.e.) from the above session also examined the order 

of presentation of stimuli (ascending or descending) and 

the position of the standard (on the right or on the left). 

These variables were included to check ass~mptions basic 

to the method of limits (Guilford 1954). The resulting 

2 X 2 X 2 analysis of variance, with repeated observation 

on the last two measurest ls summarized in table 11. The 

cell entries were the mean of three upper and three lower 

thresholds for each subject. 



TABLE 11 

Analysis of Variance of the Subjective Equality of Size 

Judgements with Corrected and Uncorrected Apparatus 

Source 

~,et.ween SubJ._ects 

Apparatus_ (corrected
not corrected) 

ss 

43. l 2 7 

.. 064 

Subjects within groups 43.063 

WitJlin Subjects 

Position (of Standard) 

Apparatus X Position 

PosJtJ0n X Subjects 
within groups 

Order (of Stimuli) 

Apparatus X Order 

302.500 

2 ,,409 

57.654 

15 7 0 928 

• 349 

Order X Subjects within 15.275 
groups 

Position X Order 

aratus X Position 
X Order 

.086. 

.807 

!'osi t!on X Order X 17 .. 944 
Subjects within group• 

p <.. • 01 

df 

23 -
I .064 

22 19. 514 

ll 

l 

2.409 

22 2 .. 621 

22 

.086 

,,807 

22 

F 

< 1 

<' 
<. 1 
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The position of the standard had no significant 

effect on the measures of subjective equality, but order 

of stlmulus presentation did. This difference is 

important es the method of limits depends on the subjects 

faithfully reporting their experience and this suggests 

that they are not so doing. Some allowance must be 

made for this in analysing the data from the main 

experiment. 

The direction of the difference (table 13) end 

inspection of the date suggests that while the first 

change In a series of judgements is determined mainly by 

the stimuli the second is largely determined by a 

responses strategy in which the probability of a change 

in response is a function of the number of equal 

judgements already made. The ascending series gives 

rise to a p.s.e. smaller thon equality and the descending 

series one that is larger than equality. Inspection 

of the data shows that while the first change of judgement 

is on the appropriate side of equality and is reasonably 

consistent, the second change is variable and may be on 

the wrong side of objective equality. The large number 

of equal judgements demanded for size judgements may have 

highlighted this tendency which was possibly motivated by 

the fear, expressed by some subjects, that failure to 
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discriminate would be taken as personal failure. 

The apparatus error could be easily corrected for 

distance judgements and so no extra session was demanded 

for this purpose. The variable of order of stimulus 

presentation was examined, instead, in a one way 

analysis of variance, with repeated observations, on 

estimates of the point of subjective equality from the 

before constancy distance judgements with the standard 

nt 5 feet (table 12). Each cell entry represents the 

mean of 6 upper and 6 lower threshold measures. The 

significant F ratio and an examination of the deviations 

from objective equality (table 13) shows that distance 

judgements are subject to the same responses bias as 

size judgements but to a lesser amount. 

In an attempt to allow for and examine this response 

bias, analysis of data from the discrimination sessions 

of the main experiment is conducted, toth on me a sure s 

obtained by taking the difference of the average of allupper 

thresholds and of all lower thresholds, Lee 12 before 

constancy and eight after constanc~ (from complete data) 

~ on measures obtained by only using upper thresholds 

from descending series and lower thresholds from 

descending series (from emended data). This halves the 

number of measures used in the determination of each 



TABLE 12 

Analysis of Variance of Subjective Equality of Distance 

for Ascending and Descending Series with Standard at 5' 

Source ss df MS F 

Between Subjects 11 • 6 94 23 

llihin 8!:!.bJects 69. 025 24 

Order 20.237 1 20. 23 7 

2. 121 

9. 541 ( l , 2 3 ) * * 

Residual 48.788 23 

Total 80.719 47 

** .ot p 

'l'ABLE 13 

The Difference Between Subjective and Objective Equality 

for Ascending and Descending Series Expressed in Inches 

-
Ascending Descending 

For size judgements in extra -.:513 
session standard of 9 II 

For distance judgements with standard - • l 63 
at 5' measured before constancy 

One interval in the method of limits was 1/4 11 

The - sign is used to represent deviation in 
the smaller or closer direction. 

.327 

• 162 
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measure of discrimination. It should be noted that when 

the discrimination measure is taken from the complete 

data, it is a measure of the number of equal judgements 

made by the subject and is thus very sensitive to any 

response strategy used. A measure of response bias was 

determined separately for the upper and lower thresholds 

by di fferenclng the mean of the thresholds obtained from 

ascending and descending series. 

Measures of response bias were correlated with 

measures of discrimination taken from complete and 

emenderl data because the difference between size and 

distance measures of response bias, the claim that it 

is based on expectation of the number of judgements 

required and the suggestion that.it Js due to the fear, 

in some subjects, of personal failure leads to the 

hypothesis that the response bias will be greater when 

the task is found to be more difficult. The correlations 

were calculated, over 24 subjects, for size and distance 

judgements (tables 14 and 15) at each standard magnitude 

before and after constancy. The resulting coefficient8 

for upper and lower thresholds were averaged for each 

series (Guilford 1965) giving 44 degrees of freedom. 

Care must be taken Jn interpreting these coefficients 

as the 5% level of significance is dubious when a large 



TABLE 14 

Correlations of Measures of Discrimination and Response Bias 

for Size Judgements 

Measur~ j.n.d. from Complete data 
l 

. ---------------
j. n. d. from emended data 

~eplication Before constanc~ After constancy 
--- -·-

D.1ameter n•--~----~ ---
of std. 4½ 9 18 I 4¼ 9 18 4½ 9 18 4½ 9 18 

i 
.., 

in ins. i 

' 

Before constancy!After constancy 

I :-. 28 ** Before 4½ -.26 -.06 • 03 -.23 -.10 .. 68 .25 • 14 -.13 - .. 22 .97 ) 
i 

Constancy * I ** * 9 -.35 -.25 -.11 !-. 09 -.23 -.10 -.06 .63 .34 -.08 .09 -.03 
f 

*! * * ** * Response, 18 • 03 • 10 -.35 i-- 34 -. 03 -.34 i • 1 7 .05 • 79 .24 .07 .~2 
i 

Bias 4½ *i After -.12 -.20 -.33 ;-. 09 -.22 .04 -.04 • 12 .07 .25 -.22 -.07 
" 

I 
I 

i 

!-. 06 * ** ** !Constancy 9 -.01 -.10 -,14 -.33 • 03 .09 • 18 .24 • 15 .-56 .43 

* ** 1 8 • 08 - • 2 7 .09 -. 14 -. 19 -.07 .26 .25 3') • 08 .26 .55 . .,__ 

* • 05, p <. C 1 

** P <. 01 

I 

! 

I 



asure 

TABLE 15 

Correlations of Measures of Discrimination and Response Bias 

for Distance Judgements 

j.n.d. from Complete data j.n.d. from Emended data 

JReplicatiojH. t 'Bef'ore Constan~!J After Constancy !__~.~_!.~1-:.:._9._?_~~~~-~~::Y [After Constancy 
. .1s ance ! I 

iof std. 3 5 7 3 5 7 3 5 7 3 5 7 

B as 

iBefo:re 
I 

Constancy 

f 
I 

1After 
I 

Constancy 

I 
:in feet. 

i 

3 

5 

7 

3 

5 

7 

~ 

'"'* 

.05 -.21 

• 14 -. 06 

20 _!,{/;** 

• 07 -. 24 

.25 .14 

.20 • 18 

• 05 ( p ( • Ol 

P (.01 

-.10 

.11 

13 

-.20 

.25 

• 19 

.19 .10 

* >l'!lvl: 
• 35 • 45 

I 8 • 09 

- .. 26 -. 16 

.21 .11 

.30 .21 

• t 3 

• 17 

jD 

-.24 

.21 

.28 

** .3 7 
,j,·k 

.48 

.. 22 

-.04 
t{I 

.so 

.04 

.23 

*,ii .64 

'"'5 

.09 

.07 

-.05 

• 1 1 I· 14 
I 

.63*-J•.ss* 
*-71 I. 22 

* 

.06 

.32 

03 

-.03 .35 -.05 

-.06 • 2 1 .66 

-.oo .24 • l 9 

, .. 

** 

.06 

• 12 

05 

-.25 

.59 

• 1 1 

** 

i 
I 



number of correlations, such as these, are examined. 

Measures of response bias were directly associated 

with the discrimination measures from the emended data 

from the same series. This was not true for discrimi-

nation measures from the complete data. This indicates 

that the response bias was associated w.ith difficulty of 

discrimination and was not the major determlnant of the 

discrimination measure from the complete date. 

THE MAIN EXPERIMENT 

The discrimination data obtained from the two 

replications of the discrimination sessions were examined 

in 3 X 2 X 2 X 3 X 2 analyses of variance, with repeated ,,, ' 

measures on the last two variables. The variables 

examined were; the nature of training, the order in 

which size and distance were judged, reversal of order in 

the second replication, magnitude of standard and 

replications. The reversal of the order of the series 

in the second replication of' the experJment for half the 

subjects was included to aid interpretation of any change 

that might be found between replications. Separate 

analyses were conducted for size and distance judgements 

using measures from complete and emended data. Tables 

16 - 19 summarize the analyses and graphs 4 - 13 demon-

strate the significant ratios. Ratios which are signifi-

cant in the analysis of measures from the emended data are 



probably largely due to changes in response strategy and 

not to changes in discriminationo 

Analxse_s of Measures o_f §J;~e Discrimination 

The size of the standard is significantly related 

to fineness of discrimination in both analysis of size 

judgements with the largest object giving the biggest 

discrimination threshold. This is the only significant 

ratio common to both analyses. 

One other main effect is significant in the analysis 

on measures from the complete data, that of replication; 

discrimination measures were smaller when judgements 

were :made after constancy than before. This change 

could be due to discrimination learning or to increased 

r,rnponse bl as. The non significance of this ratio in 

the analysis on emended data suggests that the latter 

is the correct interpretation. 

The only significant interaction in the analysis of 

measures from the emended data was that of Size of 

standard X Order of prenentation; discrimination was 

finer when size judgements were made prior to distance 

judgements of the 4½" and 18" diameter standards but not 

for the 9 inch diameter standard. Controlling for 

order effects by count~rbalancing meant that the gtt 

standard was never judged first or last and this may be 
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GRAPH 5: SIZE DISCRIMINATION ~ASURE5 FROM Tt-E COMPLETE DATA. 
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GRAPH 6: SIZE DJSCRJMINATION MEASURES FROM THE COMPLETE DATA. 
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GRAPH 7 : SIZE OISCRIMI NATION MEASl.R ES.., FROM THE 
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the reason for this exception. The direction of the 

change is, however, d.ifftcult to expla.ln except by 

poetuJet.lng thnt the first ju~eem~nt waR made with more 

care. 

In contreAt the Anelysis on mensures from the 

complete datci shows all the following JnterHctJons to be 

signJfJcnnt: TrftJning X Order X ReversRl X Si~e, 

Training X ReplJcetion, Reversal X R~nllcntion, Training 

X Order X Replication and Order X Reversal X RepllcetJon. 

All but one of these interactions includes replication 

AS one of the variables and thet one includes All the 

other variables. Examination of the relevant data 

indicates that the change over replications Js not 

dependent on the constancy sessions as the biggest change 

occurs when there was rnaximal separatJon of the two sets 

of size judgements end the smallest chnnge when size was 

judgrd second each time. It would thus appear that the 

difference ariseR within each replication of discrimination 

judgements with those subjects judging distance first 

giving the smallest measures and those judging sJze first 

the lnrgest. As this interaction is signJficont only in 

the analysJs of measures from complete data, an .interpre

tntlon which is dependent on response bias wlll be most 

sat.isfactor,y. Jnstruction was Jssu~d et the start of 
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each replication that the subjects were to judge 

according to experience. This would emphasize 

objective judging and the time since this reminder 

together with the experience of more easily made 

distance judgements between instruction and judgements, 

may have led to increased response bias in the second 

half of each set of discrimination sessions. 

Training is also a recurring variable in the 

interactJ.ons in this analysis and 1 as can be seen from 

the graphs) the "no training" group have the s,mallest 

discrimination measures before constancy but not after 

constancy. The order in which size and distance 

judgements were made has the opposite effect on the two 

"trained" groups of subjects which reverses after 

constancy sessions. These interactions are probably 

due to transfer from the training sessions leading to 

different response strategies; a more detailed 

explanation is not thought necessary. 

finalysis of Measures of Distance Discrimination 

The analysis of measures of distance discrimination 

from the complete data (table 18) and from the emended 

data (table 19) do not differ as greatly as the analyses 

of size measurements. This was expected as it was noted 
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GRAPH 9: DISTANCE OISCRIMJNA TION MEASURES FROM THE 

COMPLETE DATA. ORDER X REVERSAL X DISTANCE X 
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above that distance judgements exhibit less response 

bias. In both analyses the only significant main effect 

is the distance of the standard from the subject; 

discrimination becoming finer as the distance between 

the Aid and the Object decreases. 

The significant interactions are, however, completely 

different in the two analyses. Analyses of measures 

from the complete data has only one significant inter

action which is the 4 way interaction of Order X Reversal 

X Distance X Replication. Any psychological inter

pretation of such an interaction is uncertain and there 

is no attempt to do so as the interaction probably stems 

from response bias. The analysis of the emended data 

has two significant interactions; the two way interaction 

of Order X Replication and the three way interaction 

which adds distance to the two variables being considered. 

Subjects who made distance judgements first gave 

considerably smaller discrimination measures in the second 

replication than the first, while those who made size 

judgements first gave much the same measure on the two 

occasions. This effect becomes more noticeable with the 

increasing distance of the objects from the subject. 

Thus improvement over time has occurred with greater 

improvement at the greater distances. Lack of any 
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significant inter,,;ction with reversal in the seccmd 

repllc~tion fn1ggests that most of this improvement 

occurred wJthin the first replicatJony end was probably 

due to initial adaptation to the apparatus end method; 

the more di ff .i cult judgernents showing the most improve

ment. 

Summary 

To summarize these analyses: Tra_j_ning had a 

significant effect on discrimination measures only when 

they were taken from the complete data and were therefore 

sensitive to any reaponse bias. Change over replications 

as a main effect end in interaction with other variables 

was significant malnly when the measures analysed came 

from the complete data end thus may also be ascribed to 

response bias. Two interactions with replication were, 

however, found in the anal.ysis of measures from the 

emended distance dat~ and are probably best interpreted 

as being due to the need for adaptation to the experimental 

design. The analysis of measures from the emended slze 

data shows one slgnif.icant interaction~ Size X Order, which 

surgests that the very first size judgement was mede more 

finely. Thie ls difficult to explain. 

Discrimination and the Ma nitude of the Standard 

The magnitude of the standard has a significant 

€·\iect 1n all ant1l;yses; tJ)e di.scrimination interval 
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increasing with increase in magnitude of the variable. 

Table 20 shows the average j.n.d. at each level. This 

increase was predicted and, as the analysis of variance 

is not a directional test, this hypothesis was further 

examined by using the non-paramentric, one-tailed L 

test. The discrimination measurements for each stimulus 

magni t.ude were ranked for each subject_; measures 

differing by less than .1 were considered to be equal 

and ranked accordingly. L was determined for measures 

taken before constancy, after constancy and the sum of 

the two, using measures from the complete and emended 

data, for both size and distance. The results 

(Table 21) shows that the directional hypothesis is 

supported in all these situations. 

The more restricted hypothesis of the modified 

form of Weber's Law, first suggested by Helmholti~l859• 9 

was also examined. This claims that the relationship 

of stimulus magnitude to fineness of discrimination is 

linear, i.e., that 

,6 I = kl + b 

where .AI is a measure of discrimination, usually 

the j.n.d. 

I is the magnitude of the standard 

k is a constant giving the slope of the 1 ne 

and b is another constant giving the intercept on the 

I axise 



TABLE 20 

Just Noticible Differences (j.n.d.) in Inches at 

Differing Magnitudes of Size and Distance 

Size D.iscrimination 
_iQp...J_e Ct_ .!l,t 5') 

Di ameter_-2.f ___ Object 4.5 11 9 ti 1 8" - - -
From complete data • 3 75 .401 .474 

From emended data .576 • 726 • 765 

Distance Discrim.ination 
_(Object at 9 ti ) 

Distance from Subject ~ 5' 7' 

From complete .238 .269 .462 

From emended data • 303 .396 .587 



TABLE 21 

L Tests of the Directional Hypothesis that the Just Notic.iable 

Difference Increases with Increasing Stimulus Size 

Source 

Size Discrimina~ 

Complete Data 

Emended Data 

Distance Discrimination 

Complete Data 

Emended Data 

Before Constancy 

After Constancy 

All Observations 

Before Constancy 

After Constancy 

All Observations 

Before Constancy 

After Constancy 

All Observations 

Before Constancy 

After Constancy 

All Observations 

** L crit for p <•01 = 304.128 

* 105(p < .01 = 299.376 

L 

** 306.5 

* 303.5 

* 301. 5 

** 305. 5 

* 309.5 

** 314.o 

** 321. 0 

** 318.5 

** 324.0 

** 315.5 

* 303.5 

** 310.0 



TABLE 22 

Analysis of Trend of S.ize Discrimination from Emended Data 

with Stimuli of Increasing Size 

Source ss MS F 

Between Subjects 377.51§ 23 -
Within Subje_Ct_! 1_65.681 48 --
Size of Stimuli 122 .. 474 2 61.237 11 • 5 83 ( 2 , 46 ) 

Residual 243.207 46 5.287 -
Total 743.199 71 

Test for Trend 

** 

Linear 'l'rend 95. 140 1 93. 140 16 • 06 t ( 1 , 4 7 ) * * 

Deviation from Linear 2 72. 541 47 5.799 

** p L. 01 

6 I == o. 0251 + • 554when the radius was the 
measure of magnitude 

C 0.00071 +.554 when the area was the 
measure of magnitude 



TABLE 23 

Analysis of Trend of Distance Discrimination From 
Em.ended Data vd .. th Stinml1 at Increasing Di.stances 

Source ss df MS F 

Between Subjec_!,s 787.749 ll -· 
~Hthin SubJects 578.679 .!§ 

Distance of Stimuli 257.714 2 128.fJ75 Is. 466 ( 2 , 46 ) * * 

Residual 320. ':l65 46 -
Total 1366.4.27 71 

Tests for Trends 

Linear Trend 247.908 l 247. 908 35 22C\ ** '• "(l,47) 

Deviations from Linear 330.771 47 7.0~7 

p (. 01 

~I= 0061 + .073 
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This constant is usually negative and taken as the 

threshold constant. Weber claimed that this constant 

was zero. 

The above hypothesis was tested by subjecting the 

measures from the emended data to a test for linear 

trends (Winer 1962 p. 132). The n~asures from the 

complete data were not examined as they were not believed 

to give an uncontanimated measure of discrimination. 

As there were no significant interactions between 

replication and magnitude of the standard, the data was 

reduced to a one way analysis of variance, with repeated 

measures, for the trend analysis. The resulting 

analyses can be found in tables 22 and 23. 

Neither size nor distance departs significantly from 

linearity; the resulting constants obtained in each 

case are presented at the end of the above tables. The 

linear trend predicted 98% of the variance associated 

with the magnitude of the stimulus for distance judgements 

and 76% for size. Distance departs less from linearity 

and more closely anproaches the traditional form of 

Weber's law which claims that bis equal to zero. 

Interrelationships within Measures from Discrimination 

Sessions 

The intercorrelations between measures of size and 

of distance discrimination can be seen in tables 24 and 25 



TABLE 24 

Intercorrelations of Measures of Size Discrimination 

n = 24 !I d .. f .. = 2 2 

" 
Measure j.n.d. from complete data j.n.d~ from emended data 

f Replication Before ConstancyJ After Constancy Before Constancy ·After Constancy 
! 
I 
j 

j.n.do , Before 
1 

from i Constancy 

complete 1 
I 

data After 

'1 Constancy 

j. n" d. Before 

from Constancy 

i emended 

: data After 

Constancy 

I 

fDiameter 
4-½ j~f ~td. 

J..n ins. 
" ' 4½ -i 

** 9 

j 18 
i 
! 4J2 

9 

4½ 

9 

18 

4½ 

9 

18 

* 

** 

.58 

i .30 
; 

.57 

• 51 

I .34 

-.27 

• 1 7 

.26 

.40 

• 20 

.05 ( p<.01 

p <. 01 

** 
., . .,. 

9 1 s I 

i 
I 

* .50 

.22 -.05 
' 

* .45 .39 
* 

.33 • 13 

.32 .22 

.23 • 16 

.30 -.18 

.33 .23 

** .52 .23 

4½ 

** • 72 

** .52 

• 06 

-.18 

.34 

.34 
* • 51 

• 06 

9 18 

** 

.01 • 14 

-.09 • 01 

.19 .47 

• 36 .32 

** .53 .48 

• 13 • 6 1 

4Ji 9 18 4•· 9 1 8 

I 
'2 

l 

I 
I 
' l .~~---· --·"--¥·--- ---··"-•-•¥-

j I 
! 
I 
I 
I 

* I . 09 
I 

.23 .34 

.09 • 14 • 1 9 

* * • 14 • 2 1 .32 • 41 

** *:! ** .30 -.27 .52 .26 .56 -

I 

-l 

i 



I 
I 

. 

:Measure 

TABLE 25 

Intercorrelations of Measures of Distance Discrimination 

n = 24 d.f. = 22 

j.n.d. from complete data j.n.d. from emended data 

!Replication Before Constancy After Constancy· Before Constanc;y After Constancv 
I -Distance 3 5 7 3 5 7 

l 
3 5 7 3 5 7 

I of std~ 
in feet. l 

jon.d., Before 3 I -
cdnstancy ** 

from 5 

I 
• 72 

** * l complete 7 .69 .48 
_,. 

** * **l data After 3 .67 .45 .57 

Constancy 5 ** * * I ** .64 .47 · .48 1.e4 
** **! ** ** 7 .66 .40 .55 \·82 .70 

** **i ** ** ** 
j.n.d. Before 3 .60 • l 0 .63 1.55 .52 .62 

** ** ** ** ** ** Constancy 5 .58 .26 .,57 I .53 .59 .57 • 78 from 
* * * * ** ** 

emended 7 .27 -. 14 .44 .45 .43 .45 .57 .58 

* ** *'l' ,,.. 
* * data After 3 .45 • 1 9 .33 .58 .66 .50 ·• 35 .42 .41 

** * ** ** ** ** * '~,i,e-
Constancy 5 .53 • 2. 9 .47 • 72 • 75 .66 .56 .42 .. 27 .57 

* * ** ** ** 7 .33 • 06 .45 .43 .34 .56 .• 62 • 2 7 • 32 .22 .69 -
I 

* ~ 
.05 p .01 . 

** P .01 

I 

! 



Correlations of Measures of Stze and DJstance DiscrJruinetion 

:Measure j. n. d. from Complete Size Data 

.- e pl Jc at J. on ~-~~-:.~-;"~· · Be for~ . Co~:;~t,~~r;~,r_·--·-,\1~·te;·· Cons tanc_:it . 
~agn1tude 4 ~ 9 18 4 ~ 9 18 · Diameter 
of Std~ :t. ,,, in ins • 

.... ,,=,·•··"'-"'~-·~ ... -=-•-~ 

J .. n .. d. 
efore 3 .34 .,08 . 12 .29 . 14 -.04 

""' 
from "'tm st ,n1cy 5 • .39 -.03 • 18 .. 48 • 34 • .32 

* 
complete 7 .46 ~ 12 .. 23 .26 • 14 .. os 

,, ··- ~=•~~~-- '"",. ~--·~ 

distant After 3 • I l - .. 16 -. 30 .33 -.. 12 -.03 

data Constancy 5 • 1 i ·•· 05 -.25 • 2 l -. 18 • 15 
* 7 • Ht -.. 1 I -. 18 .44 .08 -.05 

_,.....,,...._.,.......,_~.,~u-ros-""•~~ ,-~o . .,, -~"' ••-=''"·":•>""' I '"-''-'""•'~•'°"i'""-~-" .,.,,___,,,..,w, •~=' ',,,.,_.~, ... -, .... ,.,,,.=~·--.ft,.~-,-~---~"' ......... ___ ., __ .,. 

Measure___________ J.n~d. from Emended Size Vata 
At'ter Const.i:rnc:v 

N __ _.,.,,,.,_,,, •. _"""""-"--"".._..,__,_..,-•,-•~,,,-~f .-, 

Ui.arneter 

4':z 9 18 i.n ins • ... 

j.,n.d. 
iefore 3 .08 - • 1.2 • l 1 -.19 -006 -.19 

from Constancy 5 .. :28 -.09 .19 -. 19 -w08 - . 13 

7 .:32 - .. 3 i -emende 
. 15 -.JO --4-4 -.29 

I 
di. st:u,ce After 3 • 2 j -- 12 .26 -. to • u • 3 1 

data I 
Constancy !'; ~-. 2fi -·. 1 7 • Ci-4 

7 -.2 B • 00 ·-. OH 

• 01 . 16 • 09 

--. 02 
r,ry - 14 • l..),t. . 

i>Jstance 
Jn feet 

* • 05 p • 01 



'1'ADJ.,E 2 7 

Correl atJons of Measnr·es of Performance dur.ing 

Training to Measures of Discrimination 

d,f, ::: 42 

.' .. [
-------~-W.~'le_a_1"_u_r_e~s~--------·--•-•···;~i:;·;,·-···j~-~-••~•~...--•--•-•~•z=,_....,......_,_ 

• d • 
··· --~· ·-----------~--~---·------,.---·••..-·-·-··--~ 

Before Aft er 
Constancy Con staucy 

Sixth Size ... l'udgements 

Training D.istance ~huiz;ements . 02 

Session Texture Judgements -.16 

Seventh Size Judgements .10 

Training Distance Judgements -.OJ 

Session 't'exture Judgements • 1 t 

• 2 7 

r08 

* . :n 

* • 34 

-.24 

-.04 

Distf\nce 
'~. ·~~ ....... -~,...-.~,, -..-, 

Before 
Constancy 

-. 10 

. 18 

~- 02 

-. 19 

• 18 

.21 
,..,._,.__.,__...,. 

j.n.d . 

After 
Constancy 

.07 

• 10 

• 12 

-.23 

.2 7 

• 17 
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respectively. There are more significant coefficients 

for distance data than size data and for measures from 

comolete data than from emended data. Both of these 

differences could be predicted because the linear trend 

for distance included more of the variance then the 

linear trend for size and because the response bias 

serves to fit data to expectation and hence leads to 

greater consistency of response. The relatively low 

correlation between stimuli of different magnitudes can 

be accounted fo~ by postulating different constants 

for different individuals. The lack of significant 

relationships between before and afte.r constancy 

replications at the same magnitude indicates that the 

measures are not reliable. This provides a further 

reason for basing the calculation of the Weber constants 

on the mean of the before and after constancy measures. 

Discrimination measures from the size sessions were 

correlated with the equivalent measures from distance 

sessions (table 26) to determine whether what was being 

measured was a general ability to use the Aid 7 or two 

independent skills. The low correlations found 

indicate that the latter was true. 

Correlation with Measures of Trainin& 

If discrimination and recognition demand similar 

skills, measures of performance in the training sessions 
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and discrimination sessions should be directly related. 

Measures of discrimination will be restricted to 

measures from the emended data in this and all future 

analyses. Table 27 presents the mean of the correlations 

of the recognition scores and the measures of discrimina

tion at all three stimuli levels for 16 subjects; 

df = 42. The only two coefficiehts to reach p( .os 

occur in the after constancy measures of size discrimina

tion,which were related to texture recognition in the 

6th training session and size recognition in the 

seventh training session; not even the same measures 

in the two sessions. It must be remembered, however, 

that the recognition task was conducted under different 

circumstances then the discrimination task and this 

difference may be partially responsible for these results. 

The leek of any significant improvement with training 

may also be due, in part, to this lack of relationship 

between the tasks. 

Measures from the Constancy Sessions 

Thresholds were taken as; the stimulus evoking the 

first of two successive "equal" judgements, that evoking 

the 11 equal 11 judgement which was followed by the alter

native response, or the point intermediate between two 

stimuli evoking opposing responses. This differs from 
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the threshold measure used in the discrimination series 

in that the actual stimulus size is used instead of the 

po.int between the stimuli evoking different responses. 

The latter measure gives a better indication of 

discrimination but the former is simpler to calculate, 

does not influence estimates of subjective equality and 

still gives a satisfactory measure of the area of 

uncertainty, so long as there is to be no direct 

comparison with other data. 

.. 

The range of available stimuli was found to be too 

small for some subjects to make satisfactory size matches; 

extreme stimuli sometimes evoked equal judgements and, 

occasionally, judgements appropriate to the other end of 

the stimulus range. If the extreme object evoked the 

response "equal II this stimulus was taken as the threshold 

value. If it evoked the judgement appropriate to the 

other end of the scale, the threshold was recorded as 

the value which would have been accorded the next 

stlmulus if the scale had been extended, i.e., 2 1/4 

inches in diameter for the lower threshold and 20 1/4 

inches for the upper thresholds. 

~nalyses of Subjective Equalitl 

Estimates of subjective equ~lity were obtained for 

each subject for each combination of stimulus size, 



distance and texture by averaging the four threshold 

measures, two upper and two lower, obtained. 3 X 2 

X 3 X 2 analyses of var.iance, with repeated measures on 

the last two variables, were calculated to evaluate the 

effects of training, background information and changes 

in the object on estimates of perceived equality of 

size and distance (tables 28 and 2q). The cell entries 

were estimates of subjective equality from the 

constancy sessions and from the emended data of the 

before constancy discrimination sessions with the 9 inch 

diameter standard and 3 feet standard, for size and 

distance respectively. These measures were obtained 

as measures of perceived equality when the objects were 

equated on all nonjudged variables. These measures 

were taken from the emended data as this more closely 

approximated the measures from the constancy sessions. 

Background information was not altered for these 

measurements, but as background cues were expected to 

be important only when the objects differed in more than 

one way it was assumed that this difference would not 

invalidate the analyses. 

The texture and distance of the standard both 

influenced perceived size significantly. A larger 

variable was judged equal to the standard when the latter 



TABLE 28 

Analysis of Variance of Comparative Size Judgements Under 

Varying Conditions of Distance and Texture 

Source 

Between Subjects 

Training 

Background 

Training & Background 

Subjects within groups 

!'.t!.!illin Subjects 

Dist~nce (of Standard) 

Training X Distance 

Background X Distance 

Training X Background 
X Distance 

Distance X Subjects 
within groups 

Texture (of Standard) 

Training X Texture 

Background X Texture 

Training X Background 
X Texture 

Texture X Subjects 
within groups 

Distance X Texture 

Training X Distance 
X Texture 

Background X Distance 
X Texture 

Training X Background 
X Distance X Texture 

Distance X Texture X 
Subjects within groups 

ss 

390.591 

84.656 

1. 332 

7.599 

297. 004 

1069.245 

215.067 

30.264 

o.ss1 
55.390 

252. 825 

179.974 

1. l 60 

0,014 

8.316 

98.891 

t7.008 

23.354 

4.501 

to. l 73 

171. 72 7 

** p <. 01 

df 

23 

2 

1 

2 

,18 

ll.Q 
2 

4 

2 

4 

36 

2 

1 

2 

ts 

2 

4 

2 

4 

36 

MS 

42. 32 8 

1. 332 

3.899 

16.500 

107.533 

7.566 

o. 2 91 

J 3. 848 

7. 023 

179. 974 

0.580 

0.014 

4. 158 

5 .494 

8.504 

5. 838 

2.251 

2.543 

F 

i.565(2, 18) 

< l 
<. l 

15.311(2,36)** 

1.077(4,36) 

<1 

1.972(4,36) 

32. 75 8 ( l, t 8 ) ** 
< 1 

<. l 

<1 

1 • 183 ( 2 , :rn ) 
t.224(4.36) 

< 1 
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Analysis of Variance of Comparative Distance Judgements 

Under Vnry .ing Condi ti omlll of Sl ze mui Texture 

l!..it~..!!}JL._Q!:9u e ~. 
Train 

Train U.;?J:! X ll,H.:h~rou.nd 

Subject.Ii> l'i tt.hh1 g.roupSt 

Size {0r 8tundard) 

Tralnin~ X Size 

•~ckground X Size 

Size X ~uhjects within 
g'.l"(HJ;t;lil 

Texture (of !tandord) 

1'raln.ihS X Tt:txture 

Back :.n·,Hl X Tt~xture 

Training X Background 
X 'fe-xt'1re 

Texture X Subjects 
w.itJ;ili, group~ 

Size 'ff' xt.urc 

!;s 

372 .. 404 
~~,-•,.;,_'-,,-«~ 

S5 .. tt47 

3.Sf 8 

2 t - ✓~06 

UH. 5l:S 

J B!H;;. t,;G !) ~~,,..,,,~ 

fl? .. 891 

45 .. 9f¼5 

42.. nit 1 

56.,,4 Hi 

4$., 951 

40. 106 

Tralnln~ A Size X Texture 23.384 

ma x s i. ~e L:s. 6 ~3 
J{ Te 1t t.•.n· e 

'frai.n X n,~ci,;.ground 8 .. 783 
X Size X Texture 

Size X Texture~ Subject• 
wlth:ln gr1>ups 239.1:t7 

"'cj: 

p <. o I 

of 

ll 
2 

I 

2 

i ij 

120 --
2 

4 

"' ., 

4 

21. 823 

s.s13 
!0 .. 70~ 

f 6 .. I 9-6 

48. 945 

1 f .498 

2 f. 344 

20 .. 462 

HifL 353 

2 :t3.4,79 

2 

4 

40, 106 

5.971 

6. t1S I 

2. 1~6 

6.665 

F 

1.713{2,18) 
(1 

< t 

7fl .. 2 88 ( J, 18 } >!ltt 

1. l,4G( 2 , l~) 

l.tHi7(t.l$) 
.( 1 " 

d 

<1 

1.,(1250 ~,:/) 
'(, ~ ~ .... f!:J 
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TABLE 30 

Mean Size Judge,i1ent .in Inches Hhen a 9 11 OhJect of Differing 

'fextures at JHffez·ent Dist.ancef!! ii, Compared w.ith a HarcHmard 

Variable Size ot 5' 

Texture of Standard Hardboard Carpet 
-------~-,--~--···=•-~--.~-

Dist.,.nce of Stimda1·d 3 ~ ,) 7 "' ,) 5 7 
·-· ---.-===---~··· 

f>bjecti ve size 9 9 ft f.} 9 9 

Subjective size 10. 89 'l 9.00) 7.904 8. g,50 5.850 B.395 

Angular s.lze 12.000 0.000 fl.000 

TABLE 31 

Mean Distance Judgement ln Inches when a Hardboard Object at 

3' is compared with objects uf Different Sizes and Textures 

~~'(-; t-~·--r~e--o_r_s_~ t_a_n_d_~~r_d_. ----~t-lar>d bo_a __ r_d·--------·- Oa rpet ______ l 
Size of Standard 4,J,z 9 18 41;;, 9 18 . ~...;....~•-----~---,.---------~---!"""----"-· --=· 

Objective distance 36.000 

Subjective distance 37.667 

Angular di.stance 72. 000 

36.000 

35. 972 

36. 0()0 

3({. 000 

35.,833 

18.000 

36. 000 36. 000 3(-;. (}()0 

39.715 38.178 37.832 
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was closer to the Aid and a smaller variable judged equal 

when the standard was further. A smaller variable was 

also judged equal to the carpet standard. The lack of a 

significant interaction of distance and texture of standard 

suggests that the two effects are additive. This claim is 

supported by examination of the data (table 29, graph 1i) 

with a non significant departure when the carpet standard 

was at 7 feet. This discrepancy may be due to the 

limitations of the stimulus series. 

The texture of the standard also affected distance 

judgements significantly (the carpet disc was seen as 

further from the Aid than the hardboard one), but the size 

of the stimuli did not do so. No significant interactions 

occurred in this analysis and no significant background or 

training effects were demonstrated in either of these 

analyses. 

Analyses of Uncertaintx 

In chapter one it was hypothesized that constancy 

would be related to the degree of confidence with which 

judgements were made. It was further noted that Cohen, 

Hershkowitz and Chodack (1958) found that a measure of 

confidence, the area of uncertainty or difference 

threshold associated with constancy judgements, to be 

more sensitive to developmental changes than estimates of 

subjective equality. The above analyses were, tl1erefore, 
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repeated using measures of the area of uncertainty, 

associated with each judgement, (determined by 

differencing the upper and lower thresholds) as cell 

entries (tables 32 and 33). 'l'he me a sure s from the 

discrimination sessions were adjusted to allow for the 

different methods of obtaining thresholds. Before 

these analyses are interpreted it must be emphasized that 

the limitation of the stimulus range places a ceiling on 

this measure when the estimate of equality is near the 

extremes of the stimulus range. 

Comparison of the results of the analyses show that 

for slze judgements both perceived equality and the 

associated area of uncertainty can change significantly 

with change in the texture or distance of the object. 

Size and distance do not interact significantly in the 

analyses of subjective equality but do in the analyses 

of measures of uncertainty. This interaction stems 

from the relatively small area of uncertainty associated 

with the judgements of the carpet standard 7 ft. from the 

Aid and is probably due to the restriction of the stimulus 

range. 

Judgements of perceived equality of distance were 

significantly altered by changes in the texture but not 

the s.ize of the stJ mul.i. The measures of uncertainty 



TABL:E 32 

Analys.is of Vr:1rlance of the l\rer1 of' n~(:ertc1inty f:,r Slze 

Judgements under Varying Conditions of Distance and Texture 

Source 

~ ~bjects 

Training 

Background 

Training X Background 

Subjects within groups 

!Y..il..1!.!.!L.§J:!p_j~ Ct s 

Distance (of standard) 

Training X Distance 

Back.ground X D.istance 

Training X Background 
X Distance 

Distance X Subjects 
within groups 

Texture (of standard) 

Training X Texture 

Background X Texture 

Training X Background 
X Texture 

Texture X Subjects 
within groups 

Distance X Texture 

Training X Distance 
X Texture 

Background X Distaucc 
X Texture 

Training X Background 
X Distance X Texture 

Distance X Texture 
X Subjects within 
groups 

S3 df 

439.598 23 

54.569 2 

12.1.497 l 

129.048 2 

194.484 18 

932.000 .1;::J). 
207.982 2 

1 7. Z t.Z 4 

25.430 2 

38.862 4 

19i.56l 36 

21. OU 7 

• 73 t ') .. 
6.457 1 

5. 944 2 

76. 76 7 18 

56,865 2 

10.524 '1 

• H74 2 

:;3 • 024 4 

253.G29 36 

*f: 
p <' • 01 

* • 05 /,_ p <.. 0 1 

MS F 

2 7. 2 85 2.525(2, 18) 
121.4B·7 l l .2..!J[i ( 1, 18) '~'* 

64.524 5.972(2, 18) * 
10.805 

103.99·1 lfl.544( 2 , 36 )** 
4.321 <1 

12.715 2.390(') '/6) 
•• ' ,.) j 

9. 716 1 • e2 6 ( 4 , :rn ) 

5.321 

2 1. 06 7 4 OLl r 1 * aul:-L(l,18) 

.367 <I 
6 .45 7 1.514('1, 18) 

2. 972 <t 

4.265 

2 8. 433 4.381(2,36)* 

2.631 < 1 

.437 (I 

9.506 1.465(4,36) 

6.490 
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TABLE 33 

Analysis of Variance of the Area of uncertainty for Distance 

Judgements under Varying Conditions of Size and Texture 

Source 

Betwee~_.§ubjects 

Training 

Background 

Training X Background 

"',, .. --, ,) 

2S42. I 75 

78.682 

179.490 

62.348 

Subjects within groups 221.655 

wit 11l!1~k~ 121 ~. s Z2 
Size (of Standard} 190.110 

Training X Size 46.064 

Background X Size 22.957 

Training X Background 196.632 
X Size 

Size X Subjects within 891.29A 
groups 

Texture (of Standard} 591.442 

Trajning X Texture 3.816 

Background X Texture ,596 

Training X Background 26. 174 
X Texture 

Texture X Subjects 519.859 
within croups 

Size X Texture 22.890 

Training X Size X 48.927 
Texture 

Background X Size 63.902 
X 'f'exture 

Training X Background 159r900 
X Size X Texture 

Size X Texture X 1445.302 
Subjects within 
groups 

** p <'. • 01 

df MS 

2 39.341 

179.490 

2 31. 174 

18 123.425 

2 

4 

2 

4 

2 

1 

2 

18 

2 

4 

2 

4 

36 

95.055 

11. 516 

11. 4 79 

49. 758 

24. 758 

5 91. 442 

1. 908 

• 596 

13.087 

2 8. 881 

11. 445 

12.232 

3 1. 95 1 

39. 975 

40. 147 

• 05 < p <. .. 01 

F 

<1 

I • 454 ( 1 , 1 8 ) 
( 1 

3.s:rn(2t36)* 

< 1 

q 

20,479( f, 18) '~* 
< 1 

<. 1 

< 1 

(1 
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associated w1th these judgements were influenced 

significantly by both size and texture. The interaction 

of size and distance was not significant. 

The obtained values of subjective equality are 

prese~ted in Tables 30 and 31 together with estimates of 

projective equality for the hardboard standards. The 

projective size of the carpet objects cannot be estimated 

yet as the necessary measures of signal changes hove not 

been made. However, as the carpet surface gives a 

softer signal than the hardboard surfoce, the projective 

size match would be smaller than the objective size 

match and further than the objective distance match. 

Thus all changes in subjective equality were in the 

direction of projective matches. The nean deviatlons 

from objective equality were not as great as demanded by 

full projective matches and hence some constancy or trend 

to objectivity was apparent in the subjects' responses. 

The changes in the area of uncertainty were to 

larger areas of uncertainty with changes in the standard, 

with the exception of size judgements with the carpet 

standard at 7 ft. As suggested above, this departure 

was p:roba bly due to the l imlta t.ion of the range st1 muii. 

Thus uncertainty was greater when constancy was less. 

The addition of background cues did not significantly 

affect the estimates of subjective equality but did lead 
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to signJfic~ntly greater areas of uncertainty associated 

wJth size judgements, indicating that the additional 

information hinders rather than helps (possibly an over

load) when the subjects have had no previous experience 

of backgronnd cues. The influence of background cues 

on the area of uncertainty associated with size constancy 

judgements interacts with training. The training group 

not allowed movement having the smallest areas of 

uncertainty when no background cues were present and the 

greatest areas of uncerun.nty when they were Jntroduced. 

Thus it would appear that, in this situation, training 

without movement led to more accurate judgements when 

the objects differ in more than one way, in those 

situations where there are no background cues. This 

skill is disturbed by the introduction of background 

cues. A plausible reason for this could be that those 

who were allowed movement in the initial training session 

were, in fact, overloaded with information and became 

confused thereby. In the same way, those subjects not 

allowed. movement were perhaps overloaded by the introduction 

of background cues, the previous trials being very much 

closer to the training activity. 

Interrelationships between Measures of Constanc,.l_ 

The hypothesis, that the confidence with which 

judgements are made is related to the breakdown of constancy, 
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on whJch the last two analyses were based, must be tested 

by correlatJon of measures of these variables. Estimates 

of subjective equality were correlated with measures of 

uncertainty and the signs adjusted to allow for the sign 

of the difference between object.ive and projective 

matches. To aid presentation, the texture difference 

was assumed to dominate differences in size and distance 

when they operate in opposing directions, i.e.,when size 

judgements were made with a carpet disc at 3 ft. and 

distance judgements were made with an 18 inch diameter 

carpet disc. As it is also of interest to determine if 

the amount of constancy shown by each subject in each 

situation was due to a general skill or was peculiar to 

that specific situation, intercorrelations of all measures 

from the constancy session were also calculated and 

presented in table 34. 

The two measures from the same constancy data were 

. inversely related when the standard was further or 

softer than the variable; greater constancy was assoc-

iated with greeter uncertainty. No significant 

relationship was found when the standard was Closer than 

the variable. The inverse relationship is contrary to 

expectation but may be due to; the increasing 

discrimination interval involved in the Weber constants, 



Measure 
Jud 0 ement 

Size 
Distance 
& TexturE 
of Std. 

Size 3h 
7h 

Breakdlwn 5c 

of 7c 

Constancy 3c 
4}h 

18h 
9c 

Distance 18c 

4~c 

lsize 3h 
7h 

Area ol 5c 
Uncer- 7c 

tainty Jc 

t'istance 4~h 
18h 

9c 
18c 

4~c 

TABLE 34 

lntercorrelations of Measures of Constancy 
n = 24 d.f. = 22 

Breakdown of Constancy Area of Uncertaintv 

Size Distance 

3h 7h 5c 7c Jc 4~h 18h 9c 18c 4~c 

- -.09 -.17 -.33 - • 55*,I .,. . 11 .01 - • 11 .10 .19 

- .17 .43* .22 

- .65** .12 

- .33 

-

.22 .18 .21 .16 .01 
• ey..:,, -·. ,'j\_,. " ' .19 -.17 - . ~· -
.27 .23 .12 .02 - • 30 

.... 11 .10 -.21 -.23 -.11 

- .89**-.45*-.54** .2~ 

- -.44*-.64** .2, 

-

* .o.'i~p4.fll 

** p4.0I 

.66** .1 1 

- .IE 

-

Size Distance 
3h 7h 5c 7c 3c 4~h 18h 9c 18c 4}c 

.36 -.02 .19 .17 .07 • 11 -.21 -.27 -.21 .22 

.05 -.60** .05 - .14 -.43* .21 .16 .28 .20 .05 

.21 .08 -.54**-.0l -.20 .06 -.05 - . 11 -.27 -.25 

.23 -.05 -.41* -.36 -.04 .25 .19 . 30 .10 -.40 
,-.10 -.19 -.03 -.59**-.19 .14 .17 .09 .16 .18 
-.33 .04 -.16 -.04 - .17 .96** .94** .72** .50** .26 
-. 34 .06 -.20 -.09 -.20 .95** .86** .75** .49* .19 

.17 -.23 .29 .09 .01 .49* .42* .08 -.02 ?' -.-~ 

. 31 -.23 .40 .16 .25 .62**-.67**-.47* -.12 -.11 

.12 .07 .50* • 11 I"' • J .22 .19 .21 .22 .65** 

- .21 .65** .33 .46*,I .36 -. 36 -.47* -.25 -.04 

- - .13 .38 .71*" .03 .06 -.07 -.08 -.21 

- .20 .24 .23 - .16 -.18 .26 • 32 

- .41* .08 - .03 -.14 -.01 -.27 

- 1-. 23 -.24 -. 34 - .10 ?' 
___ .. 

- .94** .74** .49* ?-__ :> 

- .80** .57** .21 

l 
- .63** .1:. 

- .15 

-



which would not be insignificant over the stimulus range, 

the limitation of the response range; and the proximity 

of projective equality. All these factors may 

contribute to the trend but the discovery that the 

relationship was reversed, if not significant, when the 

hardboa~d standard was closer than the variable, even 

though responses were as close to projective equ~lity, 

indicates that the last factor did not play a dominant 

role. The wide range of' size :responses means that 

many factors and a bipolar trend are influencing results 

and f/lakes correlations difficult to interpret. 'fhe 

obtajned relationships are small so they do not 

invalidute the interpretation of the overall increase 

in the areas of uncertal.nt.y with changes tn size and 

texture in terms of decreased constancy but does suggest 

that it should be accepted cautiously. 

The correlations between measures from distance 

judgements are not faced with the same difficulties as 

those from size judgements as the responses cover a far 

smaller range. When the ohJects dtffer in size alone, 

or size and texture differences operate in the same 

direction, increase in the area of uncertainty was 

significantly associated withe decrease in constancy, 

as expecterl, Texture hnd a significant effect on 
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estimates of perceived equality hut size differences 

alone did not. It would thus appear that the areas of 

uncertainty associated with perceived equality when 

judgements were more stable. The increase in uncertainty 

is probably negatively accelerated enabling individual 

differences rapidly to swamp other effects. Additional 

differences to the stimuli can add to the uncertainty, 

overcoming the individual differences. 

Estimates of the breakdown of size constancy tend 

to be significantly related to other sµch measures taken 

f'rom judgements .made at the SF1me distance.. The 

estimates determined from measures taken with the 

standard closer than the variable, (i.e., when the 

projective match ls in the opposite direction to the 

other situations) were inversely related to the oth~r 

measures, which were directly related to each other. 

This suggests that the measures were partly dependent on 

a general tendency to over- or underestimate the variable 

relative to the standard. The areas of uncertainty were 

significantly related to measures taken when the standard 

was three feet from the Aid. All measures tended to be 

positively associated. 

Estimates of the breakdown of distance constancy 

tended to be directly related when judgements were made 
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with a standard of the sanie texture ancf .inversely 

rel<1ted when tal<~en wi.th standards of d.i fferent textures. 

Judgements made when the standard is a 4½ inch diameter 

carpet disc, i.e., when differences supplement each 

other, were not significantly related to any other 

measures. The highest co1·relations occur when both 

measures were taken with hardboard standards. The 

maintenance of distance constancy with ct1anges in size 

or texture tended to be opposing skills. 

There was no consistent relationship be1.:ween 

measures from judgements of size and judgements of 

distance indicating tha.t these were two independent 

skills. 

Measures external to the constancy seseionB can 

provide some information as to the ease with whlch size 

and <Hstance were Judged when otht<•r variables½ere kept 

constant (di.scriminat1on sessions} and when tht" tas.k 

was different (Training 1esslnns). Measures from these 

seseions were correlnted wtth measures from the constancy 

sessions and the resultJng coefficients pr~sented In 

Measure • of d1acrimlnet1on were not s1gnificsntly 

asi,;;oc j Bted v; i th measures of the bre<l.kdown of' constancy 

{Table 35). This was expected because the size and 
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TABLE 36 

Correlations of Measures of Constancy and the Variance of DlscriminatioTI Data 

6 X n = 24 d.f. = 132 
Size Judgements 

asures Breakdown of Constancy Area of Uncertainty 
Replication 

Variance of Before CDnstancy 
Complete 
Data After Constancy 

Variance of Before Constancy 
Emended. 
Data i\fter Constancy 

Reli!lponse Before Constancyf 

Bias After Constancy [ 

·n1stance in ft. ,(,}( texture o 
3h 7h 5c 7c 3c 

** ,t,j< ** .04 .24 .25 • 31 .. 03 
'41:ll! ** .en ()2 .25 2<';'. " .., .01 

.. 14 • 02 • 03 • 03 .20 

** • 12 -. 07 .26 ,. 12 • 05 
!!jl* ** .06 • 16 .25 ,.38 • 06 
~~~ ** .06 • 1l .22 .23 • 01 

Distance Judgements 

std. 
3h 1h 5c 7c 

* .. 18 .. 09 .04 .06 
,~ ** :* ~ 

.. 21 .33 -.02 .23 

** .23 .,06 .1a .ot 

** • 12 .. so • 01 .10 

* • 09 .21 -.07 .. 10 

** • 08 • to -.06 .22 

Breakdown of Constancy I Area of Uncertainty _________ , _______ .,__, Measures 
, Replication Dia:meter in ins • .& texture of std 

41~h i 8h 9c 18e 4J~c I 4:~h 18h 9C 18c 

ore Constancy -. 03 -. 02 .08 .09 • 16 .02 -.04 • IO • 13 

er Constancy -.05 -. 14 .oo • 02 .os .os -.06 .. 03 • 00 
-----··-·~ 

$ 

Variance of Before Constancy -.os -.04 .10 .02 .19 -. 03 -. o:s .. 06 .. oo 
Emended 
D1ata After Constancy -.07 -.10 -.02 .06 .01 -.08 -.07 -.12 • 15 

'~* 

3c 
*~ 

.23 

>]!* 
,. 32 

.07 

** .35 

** .25 

.. 11 

4\1C } 
i 
i .oo i 
\ 

' ! 

• 07 l 
i 
) 
i 

• 06 ' 
i 

' i 
.oo i 

l 
"' i r Response Before Constanc;y - • 1 1 -. t 1 "11 .22 .14 -.01 -.16 - • 05 • 09 - • 2 1 

I 
I I . 

.2:s'"* I i 
* Bias I After Constancy .. 09 -.05 .04 -.07 .oo • 11 -e 02-.01 • 19 I 

-·--:----_.~_,,...,., ---·---~ ·-·---.. ~--~· 
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TABLE 3 7 

Correlations of Measures of Constancy and Measures of Performance at the-,-_end or 'l'raining 

n = 16 d.f. = 14 

Size Constancy 

r Measures Breakdown of Conl!ltancy Area of Uncertainty I 
Judgements ,- fHstance & Textures of Std .. I 

.•• . I lh ih 5c 7c Jc 3h 7h 5c 1e 3c j 

Sixth Size -.19 -.18 "'·"' .. 73 .41 -.32 
! 

-.16 -.01 -.32 .22 .25 
Training Distance -. 33 -. 14 .04 .27 -.42 .06 -.08 • 11 .11 -.03 

1Hion Texture .os -.25 .30 -.06 -. 14 -.02 • 05 .01 .09 .34 
----

i:l\l:Jlt I Seventh Size .12 -.31 .61 .28 - .. 09 -.23 • 16 -.40 .04 .25 
Tl•ainin,g Distance -. 21 .05 .01 .23 -.29 -.16 -.06 -.07 -.01 -.07 
Session Texture -,.14 .23 -.10 -.oo .35 .21 • 15 - .. 09 .. 09 .os t 

Distance Constancy 

I f 
)lreakdown of Constancy I Area of Uncertaint~ 

f Size I Texture of ltd. [ 
I I l 

4½c 4!~h 1 4!.;h i8h 9c I8c 1Sh 9c 1Bc 4~;c I Sixth I Size 
I ,,_ 

l • 06 -.24 .34 .4• 1 .03 - .. 18 -. 06 • 00 - • Z 8 - ., 1 0 

Training lo1stance * l .46 • 10 .54 .24 .. 20 • 2 1 • 2 1 • 2 1 .20 -,.11 

Session Texture I • 09 .39 • 04 -.34 .41 -.27 -.16 -.18 -.28 -.28 
--·· 

,:.__ _____ 
venth Size -. l O -. 05 • 04 • 19 -. 06 -. 12 -.17 -.15 -.35 -.ol 

'fraining Distance .. 31 -. 14 .35 .25 .. H • J 2 • 18 • 51 • 38 -. 02 t 
Session Texture • 06 .05 • 14 .09 .24 l • 06 -. 02 • 16 ,. 11 .08 J T. ,J -

** p • 01 

"' • 05 p • 01 



distance differences 0f the standard and vnrJehles 1n 

trie constancs sessH:>n w,;>re r,,uch gre:'lt.er Urnn 1 j~n,,d •• 

Little ~ss~c.lntlon was found bntween measures of 

discrifl1inat;l,,n ~nd the 111fla~lU"tH1i of vncertfllnt,v from the 

constRncy sessions. 

tJistance 

discrimination was not r~Jatert to any of the measures of 

constancy but the before c M1flltanc,y measures of' size 

discrimination with the aa~e alze stundard (9" diameter) 

as the constoncy EH~$sions 'were related to uncer·taint.y 

of slze constancy Judgement~ w.i.th the hnrdhoard standard 

at 3 ft. Size discrimination with the 4½ inch ntandard 

( J;}efore and after constnncy 'I was. associated with the 

uncertainty of constancy judgements with the carpet 

standard at three feet. "fhus,, d:iscri m!nat i. on ,ite,urnres 

with small standards were n• aocJated with the uncertainty 

of the :•nml ler e,H. lmwtes of re.qua l l t,v and !! l scr LrnJ.na t.lnn 

measures of lArger objects with uncertainty of the larger 

estirr,ates •>f e<rnality., •rt1is flndf.ng off'fn•~ some suJH,ot't 

for the clai• that the lnver~e relation of breakdown of 

size constancy and uncertainty is partly due to the 

operation of Weber's Law. Size discrimination was also 

l'"e la t,,e.d to bot.h rr,eu surf: s of d ls ta nee constancy t this 

relati~nehip wes not significant at the 1% level and is 
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probably unimportant. The less fine the discrimination 

the greater the constancy with changes in size. 

Measures of the variability of responses in the 

discrimination sessions were obtained as an estimate of 

the ease of such judgements. These measures were 

correlated with measures from the constancy sessions and 

the averages of six coefficients (upper and lower 

thresholds from each standard magnitude) are presented in 

Table 36. As the total variance from these responses 

has been shown to be due to two factors, a response biae 

and the variability of the first response change (from 

the emended data)t these measures were also correlated 

with the measures from the constancy sessions and are 

presented in the same table. 

Distance constancy was little related to variability 

of distance discrimination responses but size constancy 

was related to the variability of size discrimination 

responses. The variance of the complete data from size 

discrimination sessions was related to the breakdown of 

constancy when the standard was further than the variable 

and when the standard and the variable differ in texture 

alone (greater variance is associated with less constancy). 

Measures of this variance from the before constancy 

sessions were also related to measures of the areas of 

uncertainty associated with constancy judgements, when 
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the standard is closer than the variable. The variance 

from the after constancy discrimination sessions was 

associated with all areas of uncertainty except those 

obtained when the stimuli differ in texture alone. Thus 

at least one of the measures from each of the constancy 

sessions is related to the total variance of the 

d.iscrimination judgements. When the variance was split 

neither part was as highly correlated as the whole and 

the measure of constancy was more highly related to the 

measure of response bias. 

The relationship of performance during the training 

tasks to performance in the constancy sessions is 

examined in Table 37. Judgements of size, in both 

training sessions, and distance, in the sixth training 

session were significantly associated with size and 

distance constancy respectively when the standard differs 

in texture alone; less error in training is associated 

with greater constancy. They are not related to the 

measures of uncertainty. Performance external to the 

constancy session was again related to size constancy. 



The Questionnaire 

EASE OF JUDGEMEN'I' 

In the questionnaire the subjects were asked to 

rank size and distance according to the ease of judgement. 

All but two of the subjects, both in the no training 

group, rated size as the more difficult. Texture was 

also ranked by the subjects from the training groups 

and was placed intermediate between distance and size by 

12 out of 16 subjects. Thus 1 for most subjects 1distance 

judgements were thought to be easiest, and size judgements 

the most difficult. 

The subjects were also required to rate each type 

of judgement for ease of judgement on a nine point scale 

from extremely easy to extremely difficult. The ratings 

were scaled from 1-9 in this direction. The mean and 

standard deviations of the ratings of each judgement 

foll ow: 

Ease of judgement rating Mean s.d. 

Size 5.913 I. 868 

Distance 3.333 1. 3 75 

Texture 4. 703 1. 248 

These ratings were obtained in addition to the ranks 

as they are more sensitive and hence can be used to 

examine the relationship of subjective confidence in 
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making these judgements to actual performance. The 

subjects who had no tra!n.lng did not make irn,y tt,xture 

judgements and cou.!d not, therefore, rate texture so 

the correlations with thi • measure are based on 16 

subjects (d.f. = l4J while the correlations with other 

measures are baaed on 24 subjects (d.f. = 22). 

The intercorrelatloos among these measures, 

presented in table 3i, show that while size and cti.stance 

and distance and texture ratings are reasonably independ

ent, size and texture are significantly correlated; 

those subjects who rated size highest rated texture 

lowest. These two measures are, thus, not fully 

independent, possibly because the cues on which they 

are based are not independent. 

'('ABLE 38 

Intercor:relation of ease of ~ludgement Ratings. 

Size 

Distance 

Texture 

Size lHstance 

-.21 

Texture 

-.52 * 

------'--------------------------~-

* • 05 <. p ( • 01 
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RelatJonship of Ratinss to other Measures 

The correlations of ratings of subjective confidence 

and measures of performance are found in Table 39. Ease 

of texture Judgements was not correlated with discrimina

tion measures as texture was equated in all these sessions. 

Few significant correlations were found, possibly because 

of the low variance of the ratings and the general 

agreement as to the rank order of the different judgements. 

Texture judgements in both training sessions were 

related to ease of judgement ratings; ease of texture 

ratings in the sixth training session and ease of size 

judgements in the seventh session; better performance was 

associated with greater ease of texture judgements and less 

ease of size judgements. This is consistent with the 

negative correlation between these two ratings. 

The only measure from the discrimination sessions 

that was significantly related to ease of judgement 

ratings w s response bias. Response bias in both size 

and distance dlscrlmlnation judgements was related to 

ratings of ease of size judgement; subjects ranking 

size judgements as being easier showed less res onse bias 

for distance judgements and more for size judgements. 

This indicates that the rating of ease of judgements may 

reflect the response strategy used. 



TABLE 39 

Correl at ions between Ratings of SubjPctive Confidence and '.\leasures of Performance with the Ai<I 

F~.,•~f Pr_rf~rmance 

Training 
Sessions 

Discrimination 
Session5 

Constanc_y 
Sessions 

REtinga of Subjecti~e Conf1<lence 
r~slze·-7 ·o,stance- 1 Texture ---i 
[Judgement sl .Ju<lgement s df =22 \Judgemrnts <Ir O 14 wiU1 th<' Aid 

Sixth Session -rsLz.e.-l.11<1gemPnt S 

I Distance Judgemrnt~ 
I Texture Judgements 

.26 
-.05 
-.-lfi 

Seventh Session I Size Jud"'rments 
Distance Jud~rmrr1ts 
Tlxture Jud~Pmrnts 

• 17 
-.07 .:. _ * 
- •• '"l.') 

SizP Judgements j • n. d. 

\'ariance of 
complete data 
Variance of 
emended data 

Distance 
Jud~emP nt s 

I 

---ti .Re~p~r:s: bi as 

j.n.d. 

Siz<> Judgem<•nts 

Distance 
Judg,•ment s 

* .o5 (. p (.01 

** 
P ( .01 

\'ariance of 
complete data 
\'ariance of 
emended data 
Response bias 

Breakdowr, of 
Constancy 

Area of 
l'ncertainty 

Breakd0\\11 of 
Const anc~· 

Ar,•a of 
t·nc.,rt a 1 nt~· 

t,pforP constancy 
aftPr constancy 
hf'forr constanc_y 
a 1·t er con st anC,'.\-' 
b.-fore constancy 
after constanc_y 
beforr constancy 
after constanc~· 
--- ---~-- ----- -·-

he fore constancy 
after constanc_y 
before constancy 
after constancy 
before constancy 
after constancy 
t,pfore constancy 
after constanc~· 

Distance & texture 
of stdl. 

3h 
ih 
5c 
ic 
3c 

.)h 

ih 
Sc 
ic 
3c 

Size & texture of $ld·. 

• 2 1 
.1-1 
• 12 
• 17 

-.os 
.01' 
• 19 
• 12 

.21 
• 14 
.01 

-. 13 
-. 13 
-. Oli 

-. Ot'.•* 
-.23 

• ()(J 

-.20 
.25 
• 19 
• lfi 

-. Ofi 
-.3.1 

.33 

.39 ,, _ . _., 

-1 1
2h • Ii 

1~11 .22 
9r -.2o 

1 t'c -. 1-1 

·I '::c -.32 

-1 1zh • 11' 
11'h -. 13 

~le • o I 
I ttc 1 -. ,,5 

1 - •• 
4 zC J_ -.;-,9 

-.21 
.03 

-.06 
.11 --

-.u2 
.1H 

-. 1 (J 

-. 1 fi 
.os 

-.oil 
.,,o 
.03 

-. 13 
-. 13 

-. lo 
-. 16 
-. 03 
-.05 
-.04 
-. 11 
-. 1 I 

.02 

.02 
-.u5 

·"" • (J() 

.2-1 

-. 1-1 
.23 
.2u 
.5fi ** 
.-12. 

-.3o 
-.:! I 
.20 
.oi 

-.ol 

-.2-1 
.29 

-. Io 
-.30 
.o9 

df =fili 

d f = 132 

df=lili 

df=132 

df =22 

J 

-.U9 
.-n 
.55 * 

-. 1 t' 
.23 
.~7 

-. ,,.~ 
.1)1) 

.Ofi 

.2tj 

.ofi 

.20 

.11" 

.20 
.2·1 
.02 

• 13 
-. ••2 
-.2-1 

• 12 
.:!.:; 

.111 
• f >l 
• to 

-.ol 

. "" 

d f = 1-1 



Measures of conmtancy were not related to ease of 

Judgement ratings but the measures of uncertainty 

obtained when the objects differ In both size or 

dlstf~nce and texture waN~, part,icularly when th~ two 

cue • supplement each other. Oreeter uncertainty was 

asaociated with srMoter subjective ease of eJze judge

lfHrnts for distance eonst~ncy and di stance judgements 

for 1ize constancy. Appar•ntly greater confidence in 

identifying the non Judged attribute• of stimulJ led to 

leaaened constoncy. This may be q contrast effect or 

b0 ch:ie to the amount of d i.stract.ior, occasioned by the 

nonjudged varlnblee 

ING OF CRI'fERIA MAKING JUDGEMENTS 

Subjects were also asked to •tate whlch criteria 

they used in making the different judgement •, and to 

them in order of importance, 1Jven the choice oft 

p1tch, loudness, scanning 1Nidth, timbre and :an empty 

category. The empty category was never u•ed and the 

frequencies with which e~ch or the categories was 

d as being used and the rank accorded each a~s 

~hown in Table 40, graph i 8. 



TABLE 40 

Rating of Criterion used in Making Judgements 

Categories 

Distance Judgements 

Rank 1 

2 

3 

Size Judgements 

Rank l 

2 

3 

Texture Judgements 

Rank 

2 

3 

Pitch Loudness Scanning Timbre 
Width 

22 

2 

1 

2 

5 

1 

3 

2 

1 1 

8 

4 

2 

12 

10 

1 

6 

2 

16 
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N ;:: 24 

N = 24 

N = 16 

Only 16 subjects ranked texture as the training groups 

made no texture judgements. 

There is considerable agreement among subjects as 

to the criteria used in making distance and texture 

judgements~ most subjects using only one criterion. 

However, there is a division among subjects as to the major 

cue for size; most subjects using both loudness and 

scanning width but placing different values on the import

ance of each. 
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Measur~f Individual Differences 

These were obtained to discover whether abJlity to 

use the Aid could be pr~dicted from measures of audition 

and of personality. 

AUDITION 

Raw scores are used in all analyses of the data from 

the subtests of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents 

as Riley, Gunther, and Cohen (1966) use the raw scores in 

their discussion of the relationship of these measures 

and mobility with the Aid. 

An analysis of variance of the change in scores, with 

direction of change considered, between measurements of 

the tests before the subjects had any experience with 

the Aid and near the end of experimentation for the 

different training groups and the control group appears 

in Table 41. The different numbers in the experimental 

and control groups were corrected by the unweighted means 

solution (Winer, 1962 p.375). There is no significant 

difference when ell groups are compared, but when the 

combined experimental groups are tested against a weighted 

control score a signJficant difference was found, with the 

experimental groups showing an increase in discrimination 

over time and the control groups a decrease for all but 

the pitch test (table 42). This means that, when 



TABLE 41 

Analysis of Variance of Change in Performance on the Seashore 

Measures of Musical Talents 

Source ss df MS F 

Between Subjects 42 

Group 114.488 3 3 8. 163 1 • 83 8 ( 3 , 3 9 ) 

Subjects within groups 809.726 39 20. 762 

!L_i th.in .Subjecrts 11§. 

Subtest 6. 13 1 2 3. 066 l 

Group by Subtest 92. 16 l 6 15.360 1 

Subtest X Subjects with groups 1256.485 78 16. 109 

Control X Comparison 94. 831 1 94. 831 4 • 5 6 8 ( J , 3 9 ) ,:, 

* 
0 05 z p /_. 01 



TABLE 42 

Scores on the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents 

Subtest Pitch Loudness Time Timbre 
........ ··-~-~~.-~.---

Ex per i_mental Groups 

Before Exper imenta t 1011 40. 37 41. 70 40. 58 

After Experimentation 41. 66 43.37 41. 62 39.66 
-~· 

Control Groue 

.Before Exper inientatiot 41.63 41. 8 I 39, 68 

After Experimentation 42.00 40.47 39. 31 39.42 

.. 
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considering the role that such measures can play in 

predicting performance with the Aid, before the subject 

has had any experience with it, interest must be 

restricted to the relationships with the first measures~ 

A measure of auditory acuity was obtained for the 

experimental subjects by summing the measures from each 

frequency level on the Audiometer test: a high score 

indicating poor acuity. As no subjects showed large 

variations between frequencies, this combination score 

provides a satisfactory measure of general acuity. 

Interrelationship of Auditor~ Measures 

Intercorrelation of measures of auditory discrimina

tion from the 'Seashore' forJ the control group, the 

experimental group, and the combined groups are presented 

in Table 43. The ~orrelations between the same measures 

ove:r time for all groups are considerably lower than the 

reliability coefficients quoted by Seashore, Lewis and 

Saetveit (1960), especially for the loudness test which 

fails to reach significance for either group of subjects. 

Pitch was the only test to display satisfactory reliabi

lity. Intercorrelations of the different measures both 

within and between sessions, were large, especially for 

time and loudness indicating that the measures are not 



T.A!H,E 43 

Intercorrelations of the Sen~hore Measures of 1:iical Talents 
Croup 

Pit.ch 

ment.ati.on · ·Loudness· 
Time 

After ·pitch 
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• 15 
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I 
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== 22 
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TABLE •H 

Correlation of Auditor~· Measures "·ith McasurPs of Performance with the Aid 

_______ Auditory \leasures 

't.~-~.l!~("~ 
Training 
Se!'I:- ion~ 

of Prrformar1ce with the Aid 

D1~crimiriation 
SP!i!!il i on:-o 

•--- -
Cun~tancy 
Srs:--1011s 

Ea~r ,,1· 
.lu,t~rmr11t 

1
Rat 1ng• 

I
Si~th 
_sf>~~ ion 

· S,•vrnt h 
! Sl>s~ ion 

Size Judgements 
Distance JudJ;C'.Pments 
T(•xture JudgrmPnts 
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1
1
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independent. Pitch and time discrimination were both 

related to Timbre discrimination for the control group, 

but not for the experimental group. Practice with the 

Aid must have improved discrimination of timbre. 

The low reliability and the lack of independence of 

these measures means that interpretation of the relation

ship of these measures to measures of performance must be 

provisional and have little practical use. The measure 

of auditory acuity was not significantly related to any 

of the measures of discrimination. 

an independent measure. 

It ls, therefore, 

Relationship of Me.:rn~l'es of Audition to Measures of 

Performance with the Aid 

Correlations of measures of audition with measures 

of performance with the Aid are presented in table 44. 

There was little association with measures from the 

training period. None of the coefficients has a 

probability of less than .01. 

Auditory acuity was related (p < .ol) to experimental 

performance only when the signal received by the Aid was 

very weak and the volume control of the Aid mey not have 

allowed appropriate compensat.ion. Measures of auditory 

discrimination were, however, related to measures of 
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performance in the experimental sessions, particularly 

the discrimination sessions. All measures of auditorY 

discrimination obtained before experimentation were 

negatively correlated (mainly .05( p (.OJ) with size 

discrimination after constancy and with the variance oC 

response. But pitch discrimination alone was related 

to distance discrimination (p ( .ot). Measures of 

auditory discrimination obtained after the experiment nad 

different relations with these measures. Distance 

discrimination after constancy was still related to 

pitch discr.imination alone and the variance was associated 

with texture and loudness discrlmination. After const~ncy 

it was related not only to pitch dlscrJ mination but als O 

to loudness and time discrimination. 

Auditory discrimination was not related to the 

breakdown of constancy but the measures of pitch and u~e 

discrimination obtained before the experiment were related 

to measures of uncertainty of size and distance constanc;;Y 

respectively, when the objects differ on two variables. 

Cues relative to the nonjudged variable were related to 

uncertalnty. The final measure of pitch discrimination 

was correlated with measures of uncertainty of distance 

constancy when the objects differ in texture, i.e., when 

the measures of uncertainty were not related to measures 

of the breakdown of constancy .. 
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Measures of size judgements were negatively associ

ated with tile auditory measures throughout (with the 

exceµtion of the relationship of timbre discrimination 

to the variance of the discrimination measures) while 

distance judgements were positively related. This 

suggests that while distance discrimination is based on 

one cue, size judgements are not only dependent on many 

cues, but also have an unusual relationship to the 

skill in judging these cues. 

Measures of discrimination were also related to the 

subjects' ratings of ease of judgement. Pitch discrimina-

tion before experimentation was inversely related to 

ratings of ease of size judgements. Loudness discrimina-

tion nfter experimentation was inversely related to the 

rating of ease of distance judgements. Ratings of 

greater ease of judgement were given hy subjects who were 

less able to discriminate the relevant variable. Thus 

the subjects' ratings of ease of judgements tended to be 

a function of the difficulty of discrimination of the 

nonjudged variables. 

MEASURES OF PER SON ALITY 

The Eysenck Personality Inventory gives raw scores 

on two variables which are claimed to be orthogonal and 

described as extroversion (with its polar opposite 



TABLE 45 

Measures on the Eysenck Personality Inventory 

Scale 

Ex~er~mental Subjects 

Mean 

s.d. 

Norms for Students 

Mean 

s. d. 

Neuroticism Extroversion -r ·----·------------··· 

9.917 

4.395 

11•037 

4. 821 

TABLE 46 

13. 750 

4.288 

13.438 

4. '196 

Lie 

• 833 

1.013 

Intercorrelations of Measures on the E.P.I. 

Scale 

Extroversion 

Lie 

Neuroticism Extroversion Lie 

.40 

• f 4 
---------------~----------------------------



T,\BLE 47 

Correlation of Measures from the Eysenck Personality Inventory 

with \leasures of Performance with the Aid 

l,tea!1ures of _Qerformance w1 th thP Aid ~- _ _P_('.rsonality Scale ~ 
~uroticism fExtrovprsio~ )tie _ 

! Traininit s.,s,.ions Sixth """"i'>n Size JuditemPnts .33 : -.41' -.21' ldf = 14 I Di st a nee Juditements • 03 I • 0l • 1 Ii , 
, Texture Judgements .10 -.42 -.42 

l-
l SP,·r-nth session Size Jud ... gementS- -- - .21 ·-- .:.25--~ 

Distance Judgements -.02 -.22 .02 
--------------+------------1--T_e_x_t_u_r_e __ J_u_d~it;_e_m~e~•-•t_3 ________ +-----•;_0_1 _____ -....:..·~22 ___ ~·2_s_..._ ____ 1 

D1scr1mination Size Judgements j.n.d. before constancy -.os -.05 .oo 
Sessions after constanc_y I .00 1 ,.05 -. 15 

Varia1,cP of before constancy ,.16 -.Jfi .21• 
complete data after constancy . 11 ; • lo -.ol 
Variance of before con~tancv .to I -.03 .to 
emended data I after constancy~ i • I 1 : -.05 .o9 

df • fifi 

df a 1521 

I 

Constancy Sessions 

Ease of Judgement 
Ratings 

I 

! 
1----

D,stance 
Judgements 

Size Judgemrnts 

Distance 
Juditem<>nts 

before constancy 1 .23* I -. 17 .ol 
after constancy • 12 i .06 .o2 I 1 

before constancy;- .14• ' ..:~20 .uodf fifi \ 

after constancv .25 -. It< • 1-1 
1 

' 

before constan'cy .o3 -.o9 .2s• 1.-1r 152 

Response bias 

j.n.d. 

V~r iance of 
after constanc_y -.us -.o-t .otl 

before constanc-~- --.01 -.ofi 
I comp I ete data 
! Variance of .22 
, •4 ··-"- 1 ~f~er constanc.Y -.02 -. Jo -.ol 
I R<>spon _ 
f emended data 

bias 

-
se 

Breakdown of 
Constanc,y 

Area of 
Vncertainty 

Breakdown of 
Constar,cy 

,\rea of 
l'ncerta inty 

· aft Pr constanc_y -.os -.o-.t --~ -· 
3)l 

7h 
5c 
7c 
3c 

3h 
7h 
5c 
7c 
3c 

-1':,h 
t'h 
le .N: 
-1~c 

~\h 
lt'h 
9c 

.00 -.o2 -.o5 df 

.20 .o5 .oo 
-.25 -.Oto -.ot. 
-. 19 • 0() -. 26 

• Iii 

-. (Jfi 

.34 
-.33 
-.39 

-.24 

-. H 
-.23 --::~ .. 

- --!'fi
.20 

-. I>' 
.20 

-. 2-1 

-----t-- .23 

-.... ~. 
-.-1- -.02 

i • 17 -.30 • 15 

I 
-.22 .21 .02 
-.20 .20 .2-t 

I -. 1-1 .o, • 12 

~ -.32 -.ol .2.S 
--- --

• It< -.2-1 .ol 
• 13 -.29 -.0-1 
.01 -. lo i • lo 

-:,•1 I 

-- ! 

___ I r:¾c I I.,~ ,u• • ur I 
' I 

-.05 I -.30 
__ .,, 

-..__~9•• j ,o9 I • "" .,., 
Size 
Distance 
Texture 

• ... • o5 < p I...,,, 

p (.Ol 

.o; 
-.-is• 
-.30 

L25 
·r-.5" l<lf 1-1 

02 J .-10 
1-1 -.o3 



introversion) and neurot!ciam (or stability). It also 

includes o lie scale which has no validation but waa 

Kinley 1 fJS I ) • 

mean and standard deviation• of the mea•ures on 

the• e scales obtained from the 24 experimental aubjects 

are presented Jn table 45 together with the norms for 

students taken from the 1964 manual (Eysenck and 

No norms are available for tho lie • cale. 

results differed little from the norms wJth only a 

sl l tly lower score ln mrnrot.icism .. 

senck 

The 

te• t are ore• ented ln table 46. They are •~ch higher 

Uiflrn those claJmed by •enck and indicate that the 

measured neurotlclsw und extroversion are less inde~endent 

They are,. however, sti.11 sufficiently 

The meosurca on these • cules were correlated with 

such performance. There was no relatlnnshlp to r,i.easures 



Discrimination 

Measures 

from the 

Seashore 

TABLE 48 

Correlation of Measures from the Eysenck Personality 

Inventory and r,,Jeasures o-r Audition 

d. f. = 22 

Personality Scales Neurotic ism Extroversion 
- - ·--· ·-

' I 
Measures Pitch .os .23 

taken .Loudness -.06 .36 

* before ·Time • 14 .42 

experimentation 
- - ' 

Measures Pitch • 06 .oo 
* taken Loudness -.40 .42 
* 

,! after Time -.15 .47 

_f experimentation 
I• 

Timbre 
! 

.31 .29 

Measures of Auditory Acuity I • 15 • 05 
' 

* • 05 <. p <. 01 

Lie 

* -.43 

-.09 

• 16 

-.09 

-.01 

-. 14 

.26 

• 16 

' 
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from the train.lng sessi.onr4 or measures of the breakdown 

of constancy. 

'fhe only measure of discrimination to corTelate 

significantly with a personality variable was the after 

constancy measure of distance discrimination which was 

directly related to neuroticism; the more neurotic 

subjects discriminated less finely. Measures of the 

variance of the complete data from the cliscrlrntnation 

sess .io!ls were signi f le antly as·soc i ute d ·w .i th scores on 

the lie scale and measures of response bias ln the same 

session to measures of ncuroticism. Measures of 

uncertainty associated with size constancy judgements 

were negati.vely correlated with measures or e.xti-oversion. 

The equivalent measure for distance constancy judgements, 

when the size and texture of the objects supplement each 

other, was negatively correlated with neurotlcism. The 

greater the uncertainty the less the extroversion and 

neuroticis~ respectively. 

The only rating of ease of judgement which was 

significantly related to personality variables was 

ease of distance judgements which was related to measures 

of neuroticism. Less neurotl~ subjects rated d1stance 

as more difficult to make. 

'l'he rcl.itionship of the measures of persona11 ty to 
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other measures of indivirlual d.ifferences are shown in 

table 48. The loudness And time subtests of the 

Seashore were directly related to measures of extroversion. 

The preliminary measure of pitch discrimination was 

inversely related to scores on the lie scale. The 

measure of auditory acuity was not related to personality 

attributes. Most of these relationships are significant 

between the .05 and .01 levels and thus should be inter

preted cautiously. 

.:i~tmmarl'. 

The main flndlngs were: 

1) Differential training, or in fact any training with 

the Aid at all, had little effect on performnnce of 

psychophysical tasks. Training without move~ent 

led to more accurate judgements when the objects 

differ in more than one way in those situations where 

there are n0 background cues. 

2) Measures of discrimination obtained by the method of 

limits, continuing through equ2lity, were contaminated 

by a response strategy. The data was emended in an 

attempt to overcome this strategy. 

3) The relationship of discrimination and stimulus 

magnitude did not depart significantly from linearity 

for either size or distance. Distance was discrim-

inated more precisely than size and departed less 
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from the traditional Weber fraction. 

ii) Changes ln d.istance and texture alters both perceived 

equal.ity and the conf ldence of s.i ze Judgements. 

Changes in texture alter both perceived equRlity and 

confidence of distance judgements, but change in 

size alters the confidence of dlstance judgements 

,Jlone. Some constancy was demonstrated in all 

sltuat.ions. 

5) The adcl.i t.i.ons of background cues had no s1gnif J.cant 

effect on perceived equality, but decreased the 

confidence of size judgements in subjects who were 

not allowed to move during tPa.lnJng. 

fl) Distance .is rated the easiest judgement to make and 

size the most difficult. 

7) Subjects claim that pitch ls the basis of distance 

judgements, and timbre is the basis for texture 

judgements. Loudness and scanning width are both 

considered important for size judgements with 

disagreement as to their rel at l ve weight .i.ngs. 

8) Auditory dJscrlmination improves after experience 

v-dth the /Ud, Pitch discrlmlnat.t0n is related to 

distance dlscriminatton. Auditory acuity has little 

relationship to performance with the Aid. 

9) Fersona.l.i ty measures are, to Rome degree, related to 

response bias, variability and constancy measures. 



CH.APTER 4 

DISCUSDION OF RESULTS 

The aims and hypothesis presented at the end of 

c~apter one will he discussed in order. 

t. Eval ua ti o,n ,-Of !he_ K;,.~Y U 1 tra Aid 

The research in this area is concerned mainly with 

general aims end not specific hypotheses. 

a) To examine the Influence of a short period 

of training, and of moveu,ent ,,, ithin this 

period, on later performance with the Aid. 

Neither the experience of a training period, or of 

differential methods within this period- had much effect 

on later performance with the Aid. It is likely that 

the period allocated to training was far too short. This 

means tltat no definite conclusions can be presented as to 

the odvantages 0f the different methods of training. 

However, subjects who were trained without movement within 

the environment gave slightly better performance when the 

stimuli varied in more than one way when there were no 

background cues. It would thus appear that, within the 

context of this experiment, the udditional information 

provided during training by movement within the environ-

ment overloaded the subjects. This indicates that it 
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might be better, when designing training schedules, to 

limit the amount of information available to the subject 

during the early stages of training. 

b) To obtain quantitative measures of the 

following aspects of s.ize and distance 

perception using the Aid: 

i) Discrimination thresholds 

ii) The extent to which estimates of 

size and distance remain constant 

when changes are made in the distance 

and/or texture, and size and/or 

texture, respectively, of the objects 

being judged. 

Before these measures are dJscussed it must be 

emphasised that1 due to the failure of the training periodJ 

we are examining the performance of as good as naive 

subjects. 

displayed. 

This highlights the very accurate perception 

i) Estimates of discrimination thresholds were 

obtained at three magnitudes of size and distance for 24 

subjects. The linear trends of the pooled measures were 

calculated giving a modified Weber Fraction for size and 

distance judgements using the Aid. The resulting 

equations were:-



f 77 .. 

Size - for radlus or ,1bJect t:-.I -- 0 .. 025 i + o. 554 

for arEHl of obJec t ,6 I :.:: o .. 0007 l + o. 554 

The linear t:rend accounted for 7G% of the variance 

fHstance 6.1 = 0 .. 006 i + 0 • 0 7 3 

The linear trend accounted for 98% of the variance 

The large threshold constant in the size equations 

Indicates that there is considerable 'perceptual noise 1 

Jn the information leading to size. This ls probably 

due to the width and distribution of the beam of ultra-

trend obtained "111 probably be valid only over a small 

:r~nge of stJmulus magnitudes, linilted by Urn usefulness 

of the scanning act.ion 1n estimating size. It also 

m,1:;~uu:1 Urnt direct comparison of t.he Weber constant for 

s1ze deter.JP-ined in this study with those, fro.m other 

studie}J, which do not depart from the trad.i.tional Weber 

fraction, is uot possible. To enable a rough comparison, 

roxlrnations of the traditional Weber fraction were 

c~lculated by averaging the three fract1onllll t'or pooled 

data at each stimulus magnitude. 

are: radius .187 and area .011. 

The re • ulting frectlona 

:!l bas.is for comparison we find that d.lstance discri!nination 

ls g;ore precise than size d.iscr1minatinn over this st.tmulus 
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than echolocation; Rice and Feinstein (1966) found that 

blind subjects could discriminate objects with an area 

ratio as low as J. 07 /1. The author was unable to find 

a reported constant for visual perception of area; the 

best comparison is that with visual perception of length. 

Weber (1834) found that the fraction for visual perception 

of length was 1/100; the Weber fraction for the equivalent 

measure of size discrimination with the Aid was .oe, 

indicating that size discrimination with the Aid is not as 

sensitive as with normal vision. 

Distance discrimination by echolocation was examined 

by Kellogg (1962) and the Weber fraction calculated from 

one stimulus magnitude was 1/4 inch~ much larger than 

that found in this study. Kellogg also reports figures 

for visual perception 7taken from Howard (l919~ of 1/2 for 

monocular vis.ion and 1 /40 for binocular vision. Thus 

distance discrimination with the Aid seems to be more 

precise than with vision or echolocation. 

In sunooary; both size and distance discrimination 

with the Aid are more precise than with echolocation, the 

only technique available to the non-aided blind individual, 

and distance discrimination is also more precise than with 

visual perception. 
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ii) The findings from this section can only be 

expressed Jn general terms because there is no satisfact

ory equation and it is almost impossible to quantify the 

texture differences, of the stimuli, at this time. 

~erceived equality of size and the associated areas 

of uncertainty both change significantly with changes in 

the distance or texture of the object. Distance 

judgements of perceived equality are significantly 

influenced by the texture but not by the size of the 

stimuli. The measures of uncertainty associated with 

distance judgements are influenced significantly by both 

size and distance. The changes throughout are in the 

direction of a projective match and the mean of the size 

judgements is nearly as close to projective as objective 

equality. This is not true for distance judgements 

which depart little from objectJve equality. Constancy 

was not increased by the addition of extra background 

information indicating that the failure of the subjects 

to give objective responses was not due to the restricted 

context. 

Training must aim to correct these influences as 

such constancy is necessary if the blind person is to 

manipulate the environment on the basis of the information 

obtained from the Aid. Unless such training produces 

considerable improvement in the capacity to judge size 
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under such conditions the Aid cannot be said to provide 

satisfactory size perception in the limited range explored 

in this experiment. 

c) To find how subjects interpret the skills 

involved in making size, distance and 

texture judgements with the Aid. 

Almost every subject ranked distance as the easiest 

and size as the most difficult Judgement to make. Pitch 

was given as the most important cue for distance judgements 

by almost all subjects, but scanning width and loudness 

ere both reported by most subjects as cues to size 

judgements with little agreement as to their relative 

importance. Timbre was consistently reported as the most 

important cue to texture. These reported cues are 

consistent with the physical changes in the signal. 

If the subjects' claims are accurate, distance and 

texture judgements are based on one clear cut cue, but 

size cues are based on at least two different cues with 

little agreement as to which is most important. This 

lack of one clear cut cue may explain why size judgements 

are considered to be the most difficult to make and are 

least stable. 



d) To determine the relationship of 

measures of auditory acuity and 

discrimination to measures of 

performance with the Aid. 

181. 

As the interpretation of the auditory signals from 

the Aid is the sole basis of perception with it one would 

expect that measures of pitch, loudness, time and timbre 

would be related to skill in judging those dimensions 

which are dependent on them. In contrast auditory acuity 

will probably not be related to performance with the Aid 

as, within normal limits, the control of the volume of 

the signal is determined by the user. In harmony with 

the latter prediction auditory acuity was related to 

performance with pf.... .01 only when the signal was at its 

softest and the range of the volume control may not have 

been sufficient. 

Auditory dJscrlmination, as measured by the Seashore 

Measures of Musical talents, improved slightly after 

experience ~ith the Aid and the measures were related to 

measures of perceptual discrimination with it. The 

relationship of performance with measures of auditory 

discrimination obtained before experimentation may be used 

to predict the performance of potential users of the Aid. 

The low reliability of measures other than pitch reduces 

their usefulness. 
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Distance discrimination and the area of uncertainty 

of distance constancy judgements, when this measure is 

not related to the breakdown of constancy, were related 

to pitch discrimination. Size discrimination tends to 

be inversely related to pitch, loudness and time 

discrimination. Other measures of uncertainty in the 

constancy sess.ions are only weakly related (.05<. p <.of) 

to measures of auditory d.iscrimination. These measures 

of uncertainty, together with the subjects 1 ease of 

judgement ratings, the variance of discrimination responses, 

and the distance judgements ln the last training session 

were inversely related to the dimensions of the signal on 

which the nonjudged variable is based. This suggests 

that ease of judgement in a more complex situation is 

determined, in part, by the difficulty of assessing the 

variable not being judgedo 

Texture was judged only during the training sessions 

end the measures from the last training session are 

related to the initial measures of pitch discrimination, 

the final measure of time discrimination and the only 

measure of timbre discrimination. There is no way of 

determining what the relationship with texture discrimina

tion would have been as there is a different pattern of 

relationships of size and distance judgements in training 

and discrimination sessions to auditory discrimination. 
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Riley, Weil, and Cohen (1966) also found that pitch 

descrimlnation, as measured by the 'Seashore' was related 

to performance with the Aid. As these authors used a 

completely different task, there can be little doubt that 

this measure is indeed related to such performance and 

that it may profitably be used to guide selection of 

potential users of the Aid. The relationship is not, 

however, very great - it accounts for less than half of 

the variance - and so not much weight can be placed on 

it. 

e) To examine the relationship of personality 

variables, measured by the Eysenck 

Personality Inventory, to performance with 

the Aid. 

Previous studies with the Aid and similar experi

mental designs suggest that there will be some relationship 

between measures of personality and measures from the 

experiment. Riley, Weil, and Cohen ( 1966) found that a 

measure of 9 defenslve inflexibility•, a combination of 

measures of social desirability, flexibility, and intoler

ance of ambiguity, was related to performance with the Aid. 

The more flexible subjects performed better. Wilson (1965) 

found that the extroversion and neuroticism scales in the 

M.P.I. were related to judgements influenced by inter

sensory interaction and Mitchell (1966) found that the 
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Lie scale from the Eysenck Personality Inventory was 

related to the variance of judgements. This was 

thought to be an attempt by the subjects to satisfy 

their interpretation of the experimenter's desires. 

Riley et.al., examined performance during training 

and suggested that the role of the personality variables 

lay in the lack of adaptation displayed by subjects high 

in 'defensive inflexibility'. The lack of any similar 

relationship between performance at the end of training, 

in this experiment, and the personal.tty variables may be 

due to the almost negligible improvement shown in this 

period. However, little improvement occured in the 

Riley et. al. experiments either and the difference may 

be due to the different measures used or to an incorrect 

interpretation of the role of the personality variables; 

these variables may be related to the task rather than 

to ability to use the Aid. Th.is claim .ls supported by 

Riley et.al. 's discovery that performance on similar 

tasks using the subject's normal aid was also related to 

personality variables~ but performance in outdoor tests 

using the Kay Aid was not. 

The relationship between perceived equality and 

personality variables, su~gested by Wilson's finding with 

research into intersensory interaction, did not reach 
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significance. However, the more sensitive measures of 

confidence associated with such judgements tended to be 

associated with extroversion (size judgements) and 

neuroticism (distance judgements), in harmony with the 

expectation; the less neurotic and more introverted 

subjects sho-...ving tile least confidence. 

Mitchell's discovery that the variance of measures 

obtained from the method of limits was associated with 

measures on the lie scale was supported by this 

experiment. Mitchell suggests that this is due to a 

response bias based on the subject's perception of the 

experimenter's desires. ThJs explanation could be 

applied to our results, the relationship between 

neuroticism and, part of this variance, the measures of 

response bias obtained by differencing the upper and 

lower thresholds, could be due to s.i.milar factors. 

In summary; personality variables, as measured 

by the Eysenck Personality Inventory, are related to 

factors dependent on the experimental situation and not 

to general performance with the Aid. 

Summary of the Evaluation of the Aid 

A short period of training had little influence 

on performance in the psychophysical tasks. This high

lights the accuracy of size and distance perception 
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dioplayec\. D.istance discrirninat.ion follows the 

traditional Weber's I.aw and is more precise than visual 

perception and echolocation. Size discrimination ls 

linearly related to stimulus magnitude but has a large 

threshold constant, probably due to the nature of the 

ultrasonic beam emitted by the Aid, and thus departs 

from the traditional Weber's Law. This trend is 

possibly limited to the part of the stimulus range in 

which scanning width can be used and thus any direct 

comparison with other measures of size discrimination is 

impossible. The:re is, however, some indication that 

size discrJ.mination with the Aid is worse than discrimina

tion with visual perception end better than with echoloca

tion. 

Perce lved equnLi t.v of distance j s i.nf luenced by 

differences in texture but not size while perception of 

size is influenced by differences in both distance and 

texture; size judgements also depart more from equality. 

Distance judgements arc thus more stable than size 

judgements. Improvement in the stability of both judgements 

is needed if the information from the Aid is to be used 

for manipulating the P.nvironment. Training must aim to 

correct this perturbation of perception and unless 

considerably more skill can be induced by training, the 
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Aid cannot be said to provide satisfactory size perception. 

Such a skill may not be essential for nav.i.gation but would 

undoubtubly aid it. 

These results suggest that while perception in highly 

controlled and restricted contexts by naive subjects is 

very good, there is need for the development of skills 

which enable accurate perception in the more complex 

situations. 1'he only improvement in performance due to 

trainlng was found in the more complex situation when the 

stimulus coul<l change in more ways than one. The 

subjects experiencing no movement within the environment 

during training, and thus receivlng less information, 

making the more accurate judgements; the skill breaks 

down with the addition of extra unfamiliar background 

information. 'fhis improvement suggests that the 

necessary skills for accurate perception in such situations 

may be developed nfter a long training period in which the 

amount of information is restricted at the early stages 

and which gives specific training in the unrestricted 

environment later. Research should be conducted contain-

ing such an intensive programme and similar measures 

obtained. Until this ls done the Aid cannot be satisfact-

orily evaluated. 

Distance judgements are ranked by subjects as the 

easiest and are associated with one clear cut dimension of 
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the signal (pitch) while size judgements are ranked as 

the most difficult and associated with two aspects of 

the signal (loudness and scanning width) with little 

agreement as to their relative importance. These 

claims of the subjects are supported by examination of 

the relationship of measures of auditory discrimination 

and performance w.i.th the Aid. These factors may be 

responsible for the differences between the accuracy 

of the two types of judgement, 

Pitch discrtmination as measured by the Seashore 

Measures of Musical Talents gives partial prediction 

of skill in distance discrimination with the Aid and 

may be useful in the selection of potential owners. 

Personality measures from the Eysenck Personality 

Inventory are chiefly :related to variance and :response 

bias in the psychophysical techniques used or to 

measures in the constancy situation which are probably 

also due to the experimental situation and not the Aid. 

This means that such personality measures will be of 

little use in predicting general performance with the 

A.td. 
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The Use of the New Perceptual System Provided by 

the Kay Ultra Aid for the Blind to Test Hypotheses 

Stemming from Theoretical Claims About Perception. 

a) Movement within the environment in addition 

to judgements about the same, during 

training, will provide extra information 

about the relationships between the output 

of the Aid and the environment and hence 

lead to better performance with the Aid (if 

maximum information has not already been 

prov.i.ded by the verbal feedback without 

movement). 

The brief training period used in this experiment 

produced little or no change in the subjects' ability to 

make judgements based on the Aid and hence little 

conclusion can be reached as to the effects of differential 

training. Significant training effects were, however, 

found for distance judgements in the seventh training 

period when stimuli could change in more than one way, 

(the training group having no movement showed less error), 

and in interaction with background cues on the area of 

uncertainty associated with size constancy judgements. 

The same training group had the smallest area of 

uncertainty when no background cues were present and the 

greatest area of uncertainty when such cues were intro-

duced. The latter results should be regarded with caution 
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as there is evidence that measures of uncertainty for 

size constancy are contaminated. It would thus appear 

that movement during training hindered rather than 

aided learning with the Aid. This result can be 

interpreted within an informational interpretation of the 

role of movement during training as the extra information 

from movement·could have overloaded the subjects with 

information and led to confusion. 

The discovery that the significant effects of 

differential training occured mainly in those situations 

in which some constancy was demanded brings us to the 

second hypothesis. 

b) Movement during training will provide 

different information concerning the 

invariants of the output from the Aid 

and hence lead to greater constancy. 

The results discussed above are contrary to this 

hypothesis and suggest that the role of movement in the 

development of constancy, as in the development of all 

perceptual skills, is one of the provision of specific 

information rather than efferent -afferent interaction as 

suggested by Gyr, Brown, Willey and Zivian (1966). In 

th.ls experiment the .information provided by presenting 

the subject with many combinations of size, distance and 
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texture of objects leads to greater development of 

constancy than the extra information provided by movement 

which overloads and hence confuses the subjects. The 

learning is specific to the training situation, however, 

and extra information can destroy it. Training with 

movement may thus still be needed for the final develop

ment of constancy during movement. 

c) Background cues will provide additional 

information about the relationships 

within the stimulus context and thus 
lead to less uncertainty and greater 

constancy unless sufficient information 

is already available. This effect will 

be greatest for subjects at a low level 

of perceptual development as it is then 

that the additional information is 

needed more. 

The only significant effect Of the background 

information is in 1nteracti6ri with training on the 

uncertainty of size judgements, as rn~ntioned above. It 

had no effect on perceived equality or on the area of 

uncertainty for distance judgements. Background cues 

thus decrease the precision of size constancy judgements 

from subjects who experienced no movement during training, 

by destroying the additional constancy developed by this 
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group, leading to the greatest uncertainty displayed. 

This presumably stems from the destruction of the cues 

on which the judgements were based. This suggests 

that unfamiliar background information can destroy 

constancy established in a more restricted situation; 

additional information is useful only when the subject 

has learned to use it. 

As all groups were at a low level of development 

with this perceptual skill, the latter part of the 

hypothesis cannot be evaluated. 

d) Constancy is related to the ease and 

confidence with which judgements are 

made. The relationship between the 

confidence of the constancy judgements 

and their departure from constancy is 

bipolar, with a more rapid decrease in 

confidence being associated with the 

departure from projective equality 

judgements. 

The similarity of the analyses of perceived equality 

and of areas of uncertainty associated with them, the only 

difference being explicable by the greater sensitivity of 

the analyses of uncertainty, suggests that the above claim 

is true. When we turn to the intercorrelations among 

tl1ese measures* however, we find that the evidence is not 

so clear. The wide range of responses obtained in the 

size constancy sessions and the limitation of the available 
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stimulus range means that the relationship between the 

perceived equality an~ uncertainty of size constancy 

judgements cannot be properly examined. 'fhese restrict

ions do not hold for mensures of distance constancy. 

which, in harmony with the hypothesis, are directly 

associated when the object8 differ in size alone or when 

size and texture differences are in opposition. The 

lack of relat.lonship of the other measures can be 

accounted for by hypothesistng a negatively accelerated 

increase in uncei·tainty so that .individual differences 

quickly swamp the influence of the departure from 

objectivity, when the judgements ore relatively stable. 

The association of these unrelated measures of 

uncertainty alone with measures of pitch discrimination 

supports this hypothesis. 

Measures of ease and confidence of size judgements 

external to the constancy sessions, other than subjective 

ratings, are related to measures within them but the 

equivalent measures for distance judgements are not. 

The greater variance of size judgements may be partly 

responsible for this. 

Operational measures of the ease of judgement within 

and without the constancy situation are thus related to 

the failure of constancy. Size judgements being associ-

ated with measures external to the constancy sessi.ons and 
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distance judgements to measures within them. 

Subjective ranking of the variables for ease of 

judgement support the hypothesis as distance judgements 

are ranked as the easiest judgements and depart less 

from constancy. However, when the subjects' rankings 

of overall ease of judgement are correlated with constancy 

we find little relationship; the relationships that do 

reach significance are those with the non judged variable. 

There is, however, evidence that such rating is determined 

more by the difficulty of the non judged variable than 

the ease of judged variable, a contrast effect, so this 

evidence does not weaken the hypothesis. 

e) Judgements which are based on one dimension 

of the output of the Aid, which is relatively 

independent of other aspects of the stimulus 

context,will depart less from constancy than 

those judgements which are based on more 

than one dimensi·on and are not independent 

of other aspects of the stimulus context. 

Before this hypothesis is discussed there must be an 

examinat.ion of the basis of s.i.ze and distance judgements 

with the Aid and the influences of changes in the stimulus 

context on the relevant dimensions of the output from the 

Aid, Such an examination must be based on information 

from:-



i) The physical description of the signal 

ii) Patterns of error in the training session 

111) Subject report 
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iv) The relationship of measures of auditory discrimina

tion and performance with the Aid. 

i) The Aid was so constructed that the pitch of its 

signal is linearly related to distance and is little 

influenced by changes in the stimulus situation. As 

bigger objects reflect more of the signal and take 

longer to scan, the size of the object is related to both 

scanning width and loudness. Texture judgements are 

related to loudness and timbre, because a rough surface 

scatters the sound. Size judgements are thus dependent 

on incidental attributes of the signal which change 

considerably with change in the stimulus context. 

Changes in both texture and distance alter the cues to 

size, but changes in texture alone, influence the cues to 

distance. 

ii) Patterns of error in the training sessions 

demonstrated that the extreme stimuli are easily recognised 

and act as anchors when distance is judged but not when 

size is judged and that texture judgements are more 

dependent on changes in timbre than changes in loudness. 
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f) Those stimulus changes, which alter the 

output of the Aid in such a way that the 

dimensions on which judgements of 

another attrlbute nre normally based 

are changed, will influence judgements 

of that attribute more than changes 

which alter only those dimensions of 

the output which are not normally 

involved in such a judgement. 
Il· . \ 
:i 
i/ ., 

The textur~ differences of the standard and variable 

in the constancy sessions cannot be claimed to be equal 

to the differences in size and distance of the same, and 

so discussion of this hypothesis must be dependent on 

the validity of the assumption that the obtained d.i.fferences 

are not solely due to this inequality .. 

If this assumption is valid, the hypothesis is 

supported. Siie judgements are influenced greatly by 

changes in both :texture and distance. Both these 

changes alter the loudness and scanning width of the 

signal, the dimensions on which size judgements are 

based. Change• in texture have a significant influence 

on the subjective equality of distance but s.tze d.i.fferences 

do not. Texture alters the timbre of the note and thus 

increases the range of frequencies in the note upsetting 

perception of p:.i;tch while t,he size of the note alters only 
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iii) Subjects consistently report that distance 

judgements are the eas.iest to make and are primarily 

based on pitch differences. Texture judgements are 

reported next easiest to make and to be dependent on 

timbre differences. But althoush subjects agree in 

rating size judgements as the most difficult and in 

claiming that loudness and scanning width are important 

cues, they cannot agree which is the most important, 

iv) Distance discrimination is consistently related 

to pitch discrimination but size judgements are not 

consistently related to one such variable. 

The above evidence all indicates that distance 

judgements are based on pitch, a cue whlch alters little 

with changes in other variables, but size judgements are 

based on at least two dimensions of the signal (scanning 

width and loudness) which are greatly influenced by 

changes in the total stimulus situation and are more 

dependent on learning. 

The hypothesis is thus supported es size judgements 

depart from constancy much more than do the distance 

judgements. Some size judgements approximate projective 

equality, and distance judgements differ very little from 

objective equality. 



the loudness and scanning width of the signal; two 

irrelevant dimensions. 
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This supporting evidence is conditional only and 

cannot be more fully examined with the Aid until the 

differences of size. d.i.stance and texture can be 

measured in equally discriminable intervals. 

g) When two such ~ariables are altered at 

once, the effAct will be additive. 

This hypothesis is supported by the lack of 

sign1f leant interactions of sjze or distance and texture 

in the analyses of the results from the constancy 

sessions except when the restriction of the stimulus 

tange prevented the desired match. 

Summary of Research Stemming from Theoretical Claims 

This section 1s concerned with two interrelated 

aspects of perception; the role of movement in perceptual 

learning and the nature of the perceptual constancies. 

The first three hypotheses are mainly concerned with 

the role of movement 'in perceptual learning and as little 

training effect was found few conclusions can be drawn. 

There is, however, some support for the claim that the 

role of movement during training is to provide extra 

information to the subject, and some indlcation that this 
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extra information may inhibit rather than aid learning 

on occasions, probably because it means that the 

information processing capacity of the individual is 

exceeded, resulting in confusion. 

Training had the most effect. in complex situations 

when judgements had to be based on the perception of 

invariants, on those subjects not experiencing movement. 

There is evidence that the role of movement in the 

development of constancies ls still that of provision 

of information and not that of efferent -afferent 

inte1'action suggested by Gyr• Brown, Willey and Zivian 

(1966). The learning is specific to the training 

situation as the provision of new information can 

destroy the estab.li8hed pattern of responding. Thus 

movement ma,y still be necessary for final stages of 

learning. 

The remaining hyp~theses arc concerned with 

constancy and are derived from a theory of constancy, 

which claims that the judgements ln a constancy session 

are dependent on two polar perceptual sets and that 

constancy is related to some types of intersensory inter-

action. The verification of the hypotheses obtained does 

not verify the theory but does lend support to it. Constancy 

is greater when judgements are made with more confidence, 



aa predicted by generalization from intersensory 

inter8ct.i.on. The relation is negatively accelerated 

and individual differences quickly supplant the 

differences due to constancy when the judgements are 

reasonably stable. Examination of the equivalent 

decline in the confidence of judgements departing from 

projective equality was not possible. The amount of 

constancy is dependent on the independence and 

directness of the cues on which the judgements are based 

end changes in different attributes of the stimulus are 

additive, in harmony with predicted changes in the 

weighting of the perceptual sets developed by specific 

changes in the stimulus context. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study explored some of the previously 

neglected aspects of the evaluation of the Kay Ultra 

Aid for the blind. It attemuted to explore some of 

the psychophysics of size and distance perception 

using the Aid with the naive subject and after different 
I 

training sctiedules; 
I • 

with and without movement in the 

environment. It also examined the relationship of 

individual differences in audition and personality to 

performance with the Aid. The Aid was also used to 

examine theoretical claims concerning the role of 

movement on perceptual learning and the nature of 

perceptual constancy. 

The short training period had little influence on 

perception with the Aid in the restricted psychophysical 

' situation; those subject~ trained without movement 

performed slightly better when constancy was demanded. 

Size and distance discrimination is mtlsfactory even in 

these, as good as naive subjects. distance discrimination 

is finer with the Aid than with vJsual perception. 

However, both size and distance judgements are distorted 

by changes in surface texture, size judgements are 

affected the most and are also distorted by changes in 

distance. If this is not improved by training, the.Aid 
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cannot provide for satisfactory manipulation of the 

environment. There is some indication that a properly 

conducted training schedule, with limitation of the 

early information output lee~ing up to training in 

complex situations may improve perception in such 

condltiona, but this remains to be tested. Distance 

judgement• are based on one clear cut dimen~ion of the 

signal of the Aid, this is not true for size and this 

may account for the greeter subjective ease and stability 

of diatance judgements. 

Measures of pitch d1scr1mination are related to 

distance discrimination but personality variables as 

measured by t.he Eysenck Persona.Lt ty Inventory are 

related to the specific expEt.imerlta1 tasks rather than to 

performance with the Aid. 

There ls some s,upport for the ciaim that the :role 

of movement in perceptual learning and development is 

dependent on the increase in, and nature or, the 

information available, with evidence thut such movement 

may lead to an Inhibition of performance becauae of an 

overload of information. There Js also some indirect 

aupport for a theory of constancy which claims that 

constancy judgements are determined by two polar 

perceptu3l sets and that the phenomenon is related to 
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some types of intersensory interaction. Ease of 

judgement is related to the stability of constancy and 

th1s is influenced by the nature of the cues on which 

the judgements are based and their stability with 

changes in the stimulus context. 
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Plate 1. 

APPENDIX I 

The AJd. 

Photograph of the Aid. 

The A.id was held the other way up 

in the experiment so the volume 

control would be readily accessible 

in the apparatus. 





Diagram of the frequency modulction 

system of the Aid. From Kay (1964). 
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APPENDIX II 

The Experimental Apparatus 

Scale Dlegram of the Apparatus 
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Plate 2. Photograph of the Apparatus 

in use. 





Plate 3. Close up of the Subject and Aid 





Plate 4. The Hessian Screen from the 

Constancy Sessions. 





APPENDIX III 

Introduction to the Aid 

"This is the ultra-sonic aid that you will be using 

during this series of experiments. It consists of a 

transistorized transmitter-receiver in the shape of a 

torch which can easily be held in the hand. It transmits 

an ultrasonic beam of energy whose frequency varies with 

time although the amount of energy is constant. A 

graph of the change in frequency over time would look 

like this, (Diagram A), as the torch makes several sweeps 

from 90 kc to 45 kc,but a graph of intensity or amount 

of energy over time would be a straight line graph for 

the duration of each sweep, (Diagram B). 

11 
Timer? Time ·-'1 

A B 

If this beam comes in contact with an object, some 

of it is reflected back to the torch. Any such reflected 

energy received by the torch differs in frequency from 

that leaving it, at that instant, by an amount proportional 

to the time taken for the energy to travel out and be 



2. 

reflected back, i.e., to the distance between the object 

and the torch. This has the erfect, when translated 

into sounds we can hear, of producing differing signals 

in the ear piece, enabling the user to perceive obstacles 

which come within the range of the torch. The distance 

of the obstacles from the user can be determined by a 

difference in pitch - the higher the pitch the further 

away the object. The size and texture of the object 

can also be related to the type of signal; a larger 

object reflects more of the energy and thus gives rise 

to a louder note, a smooth surface reflects more of the 

energy at the same angle than does a rough or soft 

texture giving a purer and louder note. 

For most of you the first few sessions will be us~d 

to teach you how to use the torch and later sessions will 

be used to test your ability to perceive size and distance 

when using the torch. However, the following people will 

be having no training and will start on the testing 

session as soon es the apparatus is ready which may not 

be for two weeks. I will contact you when I wish you to 

come. 

To ensure that no visual cues are used you will be 

blindfolded during all the tralnlng and testing sessions 



3. 

before you enter this room. For this reaaon I will 

meet you in my room, at the end of this corridor, before 

each experimental session.N 

nerore the first session using the aid each subject 

waa introduced to its mechanisms in the author's study. 

This took the following form. 

ttFirst I will show you how to work the Aid. Hold 

Jt in your hand with this side up and fit the ear piece 

on your right ear, (unless you knt:iw you have a hearing 

defect. in that e,ir). To turn the Aid on turn the knob 

on the top to the rlght; the same knob serves to control 

the volume, to make the volume louder turn it to the 

right and to make it softer turn it to the left. 

Throughout this experiment you will be left to adjust 

this to the level you find best (the middle range will 

probably be best). Try to keep it at approximately the 

same level. 

On the bottom of the Aid is a small button which 

controls the range over which it is effective. If the 

button ls left alone, the Aid has a range of from Oto 

10 feet; when it is pushed in, it has a range from O 

to 20 feet. In this series of experiments we will only 

be using the short range so take care not to press this 

button. 0 



APPENDIX IV 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Name: ____________ _ Date: --------

1 • 

2. 

Would those subjects who had no experience in 
judging texture (i.e., those having no training) 
please disregard those parts of Question l and 2 
concerned with texture and omit question 5 
completely. 

Place a mark alongside the statement of which best 
describes the ease with which you made judgements 
of• Size Distance Texture . -
Extremely easy 

Very easy 

Easy 

Moderately easy 

Neither easy or difficult 

Moderately diff.icult 

DJff.icult 
• > -~ Very difficult 

Extremely difficult 

Place the number one alongside the dimension you 
found easiest to judge, number two alongside the 
next hardest and number three alongside the 
hardest. 

Distance 

Size 

Texture 



2. 

3. Place a tick alongside the criteria you used when 
makjng distance judgements. 

Pitch 

Loudness 

Scanning width 

Timbre (purity 

Other (specify) 

of note) 

--------·-------
If you used more than one of the above criteria, 
rank those used in order of importance by placing 
number one alongside the criterion you found most 
useful, number two by the next, etc. 

4. Place a tick alongside the criteria you used when 
making size judgements. 

Pitch 

Loudness 

Scanning width 

Timbre 

Other (specify) 

If you used more than one criterion, rank those 
used ln order of importance as in question 2. 

5. Place a tick alongside the criteria you used when 
making texture judgements. 

Pitch 

Loudness 

Scanning width 

Timbre 

Other (specify) 

If you used more than one, rank those used in 
order of importance. 



APPENDIX V 

Record Sheet for the Before Constancy Discrimination Sessions. 

Nature of Judgement: ---------
Subject: -------- Exp. session no. ___ _ 

Size of Standard: ----------
Distance of Standard: ____ ,.___,,""'.,,. .... ,_ 

VR :I VL I 
i --- -•~•T ___ f?._~der l j I~ lid :, id I a d l'a a. 

1MV -- -- : . •f-- il I 
' l 

\ ill 4"'-ilita ' 1 I i i ! ll ; i ! I I 
I i 

I -- ' I ! ; I ! l I. ' l 
I i i i ._, . . a. .. " ll ' I r I i 

I ' i i I 

L l I I ll i ' I 

l 
; : I I . ·-- I 

I I l I 
I l I i 
' I ; 

i I 'I i I I 
' I! i 

i I II i ! I ,, 
i i 

Ii l ' ! i ! 
i ' II i 

X I ' i 

i ii ' ' I 

l 
! I i· 

I 
I 

' l. 
i: I I 

f. i'. 

I I 

,·• .. --
I 

I 

VR = Var.iable on the subject's right 
VL = Variable on the subject's left 
Mv = Magnitude of variable 
a= ascending 
d = descending 

VL 

Id a 

i 
I ! I 

! 
! 

l 
j 

! 
! 

I 
! 

l 

Date: ---

I VR I 
d a d 

' 

i 
{ 

! I 
I! I 

I 
i 

!i 

I 
I ! 

I 
! 

I 

The record sheet for the after constancy sessions had one 
less series in each of the above section•\ The alternating 
pattern of ascending and descending series was maintained. 
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